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Progress in coating technology has provided a library of surface chemistry. 
Surface anchors remain a significant platform for post- and direct-
functionalization to produce antifouling, antibacterial, and stimuli-responsive 
materials. Enhanced coating stability and grafting density are administered by 
incorporating small molecular anchor to a polymer side chain. Integration of 
the functional molecules or polymeric materials with the anchors has enabled 
the preparation of desired surface characteristics in less laborious coating 
procedures. Biomimetic and natural anchors have recently been highlighted 
for the elegant and ‘intelligent’ adhesive properties. Surface modification is 
under continuous evolution towards improved anchoring techniques in terms 
of functional density, precision controllability, facile procedure, ‘green’ 
processing, and environmentally-benign application. 
 
Poly[3-azido-2-(2-bromo-2-methylpropanoyloxy)propyl methacrylate] was 
prepared as a macroinitiator anchor for organic substrates. Surface anchoring 
and micropatterning on polyurethane films were achieved under a facile and 
mildly-dry process. Graft-polymerization of 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate and 
poly(ethylene glycol) methacrylate rendered the films effective in reducing 
protein adsorption, bacterial adhesion, and barnacle cyprids settlement. 
 
Bifunctional poly[(N-dopamine maleimide)-alt-(p-vinylbenzyl chloride)] was 
prepared as a macroinitiator anchor for stainless steel (metal) substrates. 
Antibacterial and anti-adhesion surface functions were achieved by graft-
polymerization of 2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate and quaternization of 
ix 
 
the tertiary amines with bromide-functionalized mannose. Graft-
polymerization of zwitterionic 2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl dimethyl-(3-
sulfopropyl) ammonium hydroxide from the surface resulted in ultralow 
protein adsorption and barnacle cyprids settlement. Graft-polymerization of 
(N-isopropylacrylamide) resulted in a thermo-responsive material surface 
which can facilitate cell attachment and detachment by temperature-mediation. 
 
Bioinspired N-dopamine maleimide, tannic acid, and polydopamine were 
beneficially employed to respectively produce monolayer, multilayer 
deposition, and polymeric layer anchors on stainless steel. Surface post-
modification was carried out via Michael addition or thiol-ene ‘click’ 
chemistry by tethering hyperbranched polyglycerols decorated with thiol 
moieties. The thickness and grafting density of the coatings were controllable 
by altering the degree of thiolation. The hydrophilic nature of polyglycerol 
coatings substantially reduced the initial adhesion and biofilm formation of 
bacteria, as well as the attachment of microalgae.  
 
An initiator primer was prepared from plant polyphenolic tannic acid labelled 
with bromide moieties. The primer was readily anchorable to metal, metal 
oxide, polymer, glass, and silicon substrates. Cationic and zwitterionic 
polymer brushes were grafted from the initiation layer via surface-initiated 
atom transfer radical polymerization. The cationic polymer brushes are 
bactericidal, while the zwitterionic coatings exhibit ultralow bacterial 
adhesion. In addition, the functional polymer-grafted surfaces significantly 
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Figure 5-14. Fluorescence micrographs of the A. coffeaeformis settlement on a SS 
surface (a) before cleaning and (b) after cleaning in the ultrasonic bath 
for 10 min. Scale bars are 50 µm. 
Figure 5-15. Emission wavelength scan and fluorescence intensity of the A. 
coffeaeformis suspension. 
Figure 5-16. Fluorescence intensity of the A. coffeaeformis suspension after being 
subjected to ultrasonic bath. Error bars denote the standard deviation 
from triplicate. 
Figure 5-17. Amount of A. coffeaeformis settled on the pristine, anchored, and 
HPG-modified surfaces after 24 h of immersion in the algal suspension 
at 25 °C. Inset is the calibration curve of the fluorescence intensity vs. 
the cell density of algae presented in logarithmic scale. Error bars 
denote the standard deviation from three replicates. 
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Figure 6-1. Preparation of the TABr initiator primer via bromination of tannic acid 
(TA). 
Figure 6-2. Surface functionalization of stainless steel (SS) with cationic and 
zwitterionic polymer brushes via the ‘grafting-from’ approach. 
Figure 6-3. 1H NMR spectra of TA and TABr in DMSO-d6. 
Figure 6-4. XPS (a,b) wide-scan, (c,e,g,i) C 1s, (d) Br 3d, and (f,h,j) N 1s core-
level spectra of the (a) pristine SS, (b,c,d) SS-TABr, (e,f) SS-g-
P(META), (g,h) SS-g-P(MPC), and (i,j) SS-g-P(SBMA) surfaces. 
Figure 6-5. XPS wide-scan and Br 3d core-level spectra of the (a,b) TiO-TABr, 
(c,d) PSt-TABr, (e,f) GS-TABr, and (g,h) Si-TABr surfaces. 
Figure 6-6. XPS wide scan spectra of the (a,b) SS-g-P(META), (c,d) SS-g-
P(MPC), and (e,f) SS-g-P(SBMA) surfaces, indicating the (a,c,e) as-
prepared sample substrates and (b,d,f) sample substrates after being 
exposed to the flow test for 14 d. Insets are the XPS Cu 2p core-level 
spectra of the respective surfaces. 
Figure 6-7. Fluorescence micrographs of the (a,c,e,g,i) live and (b,d,f,h,j) dead 
Pseudomonas sp. adhered to the (a,b) pristine SS, (c,d) SS-TABr, (e,f) 
SS-g-P(META), (g,h) SS-g-P(MPC), and (i,j) SS-g-P(SBMA) surfaces 
after 4 h of immersion in the bacterial solution at 37 °C. Scale bars are 
50 µm. 
Figure 6-8. Fluorescence micrographs of the (a,c,e,g,i) live and (b,d,f,h,j) dead S. 
aureus adhered to the (a,b) pristine SS, (c,d) SS-TABr, (e,f) SS-g-
P(META), (g,h) SS-g-P(MPC), and (i,j) SS-g-P(SBMA) surfaces after 
4 h of immersion in the bacterial solution at 37 °C. Scale bars are 50 
µm. 
Figure 6-9. Fluorescence micrographs of the A. coffeaeformis attached to the (a) 
pristine SS, (b) SS-TABr, (c) SS-g-P(META), (d) SS-g-P(MPC), and 
(e) SS-g-P(SBMA) surfaces after 24 h of immersion in the algal 
solution at 25 °C, and (f) their detachment from the pristine SS after 
cleaning (agitation) in an ultrasonic bath for 10 min. Scale bars are 50 
µm. 
Figure 6-10. Attachment density of A. coffeaeformis on the pristine and 
functionalized SS surfaces after 24 h of immersion in the 105 cells/mL 
algal suspension at 25 °C. Inset is the calibration curve of the standard 
algal suspension presented in logarithmic scale. Error bars denote the 
standard deviation from three replicates. 
Figure 6-11. Percentage of settled and dead barnacle cyprids on the pristine and 
functionalized SS surfaces relative to the initial population over a 
settlement period of 24 h. Error bars denote the standard deviation 
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In general, the excellent physical and chemical bulk properties of materials do 
not come with suitable surface properties required for specific applications or 
interactions with the environment. The ability to tailor the surface properties 
has been an imperative study to achieve the desired functions and 
applicability, e.g. in the fields of adhesion and wettability, friction and wear, 
conductivity and microelectronics, bioactive and biomaterials, antifouling and 
bactericidal, and smart materials with selective or stimuli responses. Surface 
modification allows the control and manipulation of surface properties without 
altering the bulk performances of the materials.  In general, functionalities of 
the coating formulation can be defragmented into: (1) surface anchors, which 
possess binding affinity with the materials, and (2) bulk coatings, which 
impart the desired surface properties. 
 
Determination of the anchoring techniques is fundamentally important for the 
overall performance of the coatings. With recent advances in chemical 
synthesis and molecular engineering, it is a good common practice to utilize 
covalent bonding to bridge the anchors and the bulk coatings. For examples, 
polymer chains can be covalently tethered to the functionalizable surfaces via 
‘grafting-to’ technique, while polymer brushes can be covalently grown from 
the initiated surfaces via ‘grafting-form’ technique. Consequently, often the 
failure of coating integrity occurs at the substrate//anchors interface. Stability 
of the coatings depends to a large extent on the binding strength between the 
anchors and the substrate, which is defined by the types of interaction. In 





coatings. The substrate-binding efficiency and steric hindrance of the anchors 
determine the distribution and surface coverage of the bulk coatings, which 
altogether define the coatings efficacy and the alteration degree of surface 
properties. 
 
Biofouling, defined as the accumulation of biomolecules, micro- and macro-
organisms on wetted surfaces, is a serious and costly problem affecting the 
worldwide range of aspects. It is the major cause of infections in biomedical 
devices, which account for a large portion of treatment failures and even death 
of the patients. Orthopaedic surgical site infections prolong total hospital stays 
by a median of two weeks, approximately double the re-hospitalization rates, 
and increase healthcare costs by more than 300%.(Whitehouse et al. 2002) 
Biofouling also has detrimental effects to shipping vessels, heat exchangers, 
offshore rigs and jetties, aquaculture cages, and other submerged structures in 
marine environment. It is the source of crevice and pitting corrosion in metals, 
resulting in degradation and failure of materials and structures.(Chambers et 
al. 2006; Rascio 2000) It also causes high frictional resistance on the ships and 
submarines, leading to increased fuel consumption, maintenance costs, and 
greenhouse gases emissions. It is estimated that biocorrosion and related 
damages cost 30–50 billion US dollars annually,(Flemming et al. 1996) and 
effective antifouling protection will save the global maritime industry an 
estimated 150 billion US dollars per year.(Hellio and Yebra 2009) Tributyltin 
(TBT)-based compounds were once incorporated as self-polishing antifouling 
paints used for a highly effective biocidal protection. However, they were 





al. 2004) Since then, organotin ship coatings were voluntarily withdrawn from 
the market in 2003 and banned in 2008. Fouling inhibition with metallic 
species, such as copper and zinc releasing paints, are also under scrutiny for 
their toxicity and bioaccumulation in the environment. Tethering of functional 
polymer brush coatings to material surfaces provides an environmentally 
benign and non-ablative remedy for biofouling management. 
 
1.2. Objectives and scopes 
In a general outlook, this study focuses on the surface anchors and functional 
polymer coatings for biofouling management. The objectives of this thesis are 
as follows: 
(a) Facile methods for immobilization and micropatterning of macroinitiator 
anchors on polymer and metal surfaces; 
(b) Utilization and development of nature-inspired biomimetic adhesives for 
surface anchor technology; 
(c) Preparation of polymer coatings via surface-initiated atom transfer radical 
polymerization (SI-ATRP), Michael addition, or thiol-ene ‘click’ 
chemistry; 
(d) Investigation on biofouling inhibition of the functional polymer brushes 
and hyperbranched polymer coatings. 
 
This thesis consists of seven chapters. Chapter 1 provides a general 
introduction to the subject. Chapter 2 describes an overview of recent progress 
on surface anchor technology and biofouling management coatings. In Chapter 





mild anchoring condition and subsequent grafting of antifouling hydrophilic 
polymer brushes. In Chapter 4, a macroinitiator anchor based on mussel-
mimic adhesive was prepared for the grafting of cationic, zwitterionic, and 
thermo-responsive polymer brushes via SI-ATRP. In Chapter 5, biomimetic 
anchors and hyperbranched polymer coatings were prepared in a facile and 
‘green’ procedure to create environmentally-benign antifouling surfaces. In 
Chapter 6, a macroinitiator anchor inspired by tea staining was developed for 
surface grafting of antifouling zwitterionic polymer brushes. Finally, Chapter 
7 presents an overall conclusion of this study and suggests recommendations 





















2.1. Surface anchors 
2.1.1. Small molecular anchors 
Small molecular anchors constitute the simplest nanostructure to construct 
platforms on the material surfaces, yet most of their chemical binding 
mechanisms and interfacial compositions at the atomic level remain elusive up 
to date. Their distinct capability in the fabrication of an ultrathin monolayer 
with thickness of merely a few nanometres has been regarded as an 
unadulterated model of surface modification, providing barely functional sites 
with minimal alteration to the underlying bulk materials. As a discrete 
building block, each of their minuscule size is a significant feature in precision 
engineering, allowing the arrangement of surface two-dimensional (2D) 
patterns with the highest resolution control. The spontaneous chemisorption of 
surfactant molecules on hard substrates follows the formation of self-
assembled monolayers (SAMs) to generate an ideal organic film of one 
molecule thick.(1983; Netzer and Sagiv 1983) A typical self-assembling 
molecule consists of the anchoring head group, the alkyl chain spacer, and the 
terminal-end or tail group (Fig 2-1).(Chinwangso et al. 2011; Haensch et al. 
2010) In a typical self-assembling molecule, the head group acquires affinity 
toward the substrate, which can be substrate-specific (e.g. thiol on gold) or 
substrate-independent (e.g. silane on various surfaces), and is responsible for 
the binding properties by modifying the electronic state and stabilizing the 
surface atoms. The alkyl chain spacer provides well-defined thickness which 
develops a significant influence on the ordering of SAM,(Chaki and 
Vijayamohanan 2002) alleviates the substrate-diffusion barrier for the surface 





der Waals interactions, and alters the local optical properties. The tail group 
defines chemical functionality for surface post-modification and imparts 
delicate surface properties of the monolayer system. The ideal formation of 
SAMs represents a ‘bottom-up’ fabrication approach, which assumes a near-
thermodynamic equilibrium system, and thus produces a closely-packed, well-
ordered, and stable configuration of the monolayers.(Xia et al. 1996) 
 
 
Figure 2-1. Illustration of the components of SAMs depicting the head group, alkyl 
chain spacer, and terminal-end or tail group.(Chinwangso et al. 2011) 
 
2.1.1.1. Silanization 
Silanization is one of the most notably employed functionalization techniques 
due to its versatility towards a wide range of substrates. The self-assembly of 
alkylsiloxane monolayers readily form covalent attachment on technologically 
relevant surfaces, i.e. silicon, glass, mica, and metal oxide. The first proposed 
mechanism of silanization includes the hydrolysis of the alkoxysilane groups 
and subsequent condensation reaction with the surface hydroxyl groups (to 
form silanol anchorages) and other alkoxysilane (to form a cross-linked 





on surfaces devoid of hydroxyl groups, such as the attachment of 
octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) on gold surface.(Finklea et al. 1986) The 
discovery suggested another mechanism that the self-assembly of silane 
occurs on the adsorbed water film on the surface, which is in good agreement 
with the general observation that a trace amount of water is crucial in the 
formation of well-ordered SAMs of silane. A typical attempt to maximize the 
number of silanol anchors is by pre-activating the surface prior to the self-
assembly using strong peroxides (e.g. piranha solution) or gas plasma etching 
(e.g. oxygen or nitrogen). This pre-activation would render the surface 
hydrophilic and advocate the deposition of an ultrathin hydration layer. 
Homogeneous growth of monolayer is the ideal formation during the self-
assembly process; but in practice, island-type growth is more likely to take 
place considering the interfacial complexity caused by molecular interaction 
and rearrangement (Fig 2-2).(Cohen et al. 1986; Maoz and Sagiv 1984) 
 
 
Figure 2-2. AFM images of partially grown SAM of n-octadecyltrichlorosilane 
(OTS) on Si wafers after a period of (a) 18 h of growth on a 10 × 10 µm2 area,(Wang 






In the typical silane anchors, island formation was observed from the 
attenuated total reflectance (ATR)-FTIR and atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
data of partially formed monolayers,(Banga et al. 1995; Bierbaum et al. 1995; 
Sung et al. 2000; Wang and Lieberman 2003) and star-shaped or dendritic 
domains were visualized even within a complete SAM of 
octadecyltrichlorosilane.(Wouters et al. 2006) A modeling study demonstrated 
that thorough surface coverage of monolayers cannot be achieved under the 
conformation of cross-linked siloxane network, mainly due to steric 
hindrance.(Stevens 1999) This molecular simulation supports the idea that 
associates the formation of SAMs with an island-type growth. Despite the 
possibility that homogeneous, yet disordered and incomplete monolayers 
might arise during the self-assembly,(Mathauer and Frank 1993a; Mathauer 
and Frank 1993b; Ohtake et al. 1992; Tidswell et al. 1990; Wasserman et al. 
1989) the crosslinking of siloxane is eventually inevitable and thus there is no 
room for molecular crowding under homogeneous arrangement. 
 
Owing to its versatility and broad applicability, SAM of silane remains a 
popular means for surface anchors. Copper coupons were anchored with (3-
glycidoxypropyl)-trimethoxylsilane (GPS) to modify the surface with 
epoxides.(Yuan et al. 2010a) Ring opening of the epoxides was carried out by 
nucleophilic addition with the carboxylate groups of 4,4’-azobis(4-
cyanentanoic acid). The azo-initiators immobilized on the surfaces enabled 
post-functionalization to grow 1-vinylimidazole polymer brushes via 
‘grafting-from’ approach. The anchoring of 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl 





surface-initiated free-radical graft polymerization of 2,2,3,4,4,4-
hexafluorobutyl acrylate.(Yuan et al. 2011a) Stainless steel surfaces anchored 
with 2-(4-chlorosulfonylphenyl)ethyl trichlorosilane or 4-
(chloromethyl)phenyl trichlorosilane featured alkyl chloride initiators for 
subsequent graft polymerization of various methacrylate- and styrene-based 
monomers via surface-initiated atom transfer radical polymerization (SI-
ATRP).(Yang et al. 2012a; Yuan et al. 2010b) Fluorinated alkyl silane (FAS) 
mixed with hydrolysis product from fluorinated-decyl polyhedral oligomeric 
silsesquioxane could self-assemble on plain weave polyester fabrics to 
produce superhydrophobic and superoleophobic surfaces.(Wang et al. 2011b) 
The coating showed excellent durability to acid/base attack, UV light, plasma 
etching, and machine abrasion. FAS-functionalized silica nanoparticles were 
dispersed in THF containing polydimethyl siloxane (PDMS) and FAS, and 
deposited onto polyester fabrics using dip-coating technique (Fig 2-3).(Zhou 
et al. 2012) The crosslinked elastomeric thin coating could maintain the 
superhydrophobic property of the surface under boiling treatment. 
 
 
Figure 2-3. (a) Preparation of superhydrophobic fabric coating via silane chemistry; 
10 µL of water droplets on the (b) pristine and (c) coated polyester fabrics; and SEM 






2.1.1.2. Thiol-metal interaction 
The spontaneous chemisorption of organosulfurs and sulfides on metal 
substrates exhibits interfacial complexity with multiple binding geometries. 
Gold has been the standard and historically the most studied substrates for the 
self-assembly of thiols and disulfides due to its capacity to withstand oxidation 
under ambient atmosphere or reaction with most other chemicals. As a noble 
metal with reasonably inert characteristics, gold does not form a surface oxide 
and therefore the formation of SAM on gold is not complicated by manifold 
chemistries. Alkanethiols of aliphatic and aromatic variants readily anchor on 
gold to form a strong thiolate-Au bond. Each part of the self-assembling 
molecule contributes different amount of energy to the bond: 40–50 kcal/mol 
from the interfacial interaction between thiol head group and the substrate, 1–2 
kcal/mol per methylene from the van der Waals interactions between alkyl 
chains, and a few kT from the terminal end group contribution.(Kondoh et al. 
1999; Nuzzo et al. 1987; Ulman 1996) In the XPS S 2p core-level spectrum, 
this bond shows a doublet with major binding energy (BE) at ~162 eV, lower 
than the bulk S element with BE at ~164 eV.(Pensa et al. 2012) In some cases, 
the spectrum of the SAMs shows a small amount of free thiol with BE at ~163 
eV, which presumably arises from the physisorbed head groups. In addition to 
the molecular rearrangement of the adsorbate, the self-assembly process of 
thiol monolayers also induces distinct changes to the substrate. In the 
nanoscale level, this transformation is marked by the islands formation at a 
reactive interface. Aliphatic thiols promote the formation of vacancy islands of 
monatomic depth on the surface, while aromatic thiols promote gold islands of 





or initial stage of thiols chemisorption on Au(111), the molecules collapse to 
form a lying-down configuration parallel to the surface (Fig 2-4). Upon the 
growth stage, free molecules fill in the gaps and give rise to the subsequent 
transition of a standing-up orientation, resulting in a higher density of surface 
coverage. The standing-up orientation arises from the interplay between the 
formation of adlayer and the lateral interactions that stabilize the assembly. 
 
 
Figure 2-4. Stagewise series during the self-assembly of alkanethiol on Au(111), 
depicting (i) physisorption, (ii) initial chemisorption with lying-down configuration, 
(iii) transitional phase marked by nucleation of the standing-up formation, and (iv) 
completion of the standing-up orientation.(Vericat et al. 2010) 
 
The metal-sulfur interactions promote the limiting domain of (√3 × √3)-R30° 
overlayer lattice, and the attractive lateral interactions define the secondary 
organization of c(4 × 2) superlattice.(Love et al. 2005) Under scanning 
tunnelling microscopy (STM) observation, these two lattice domains coexist in 
a reversible manner and give rise to a surface coverage of θ = 0.33, with 
nearest thiol–thiol distance of d ≈ 0.5 nm (Fig 2-5).(Vericat et al. 2010; 
Vericat et al. 2005) The thiols deposited by physisorbtion retain their S–H 
bond, until they are gradually converted to thiolates via dissociative adsorption 
pathway. The hydrogen presumably withdraws via recombinative desorption 





changes of the substrate, recent insights suggest the emergence of Au adatoms 
associated with the islands and pits formation during the self-assembly 
process.(Cossaro et al. 2008; Li et al. 2010a; Mazzarello et al. 2007) Further 
studies are required to fit the adatom theory in the whole pictures, e.g. the 
reconstruction of adatoms in the dense thiolate lattice (θ = 0.33) and the 
correlation of adatom–thiolate moieties removal with the thiolate–Au complex 
stoichiometry. 
 
Figure 2-5. STM images of hexanethiol SAM on Au(111), depicting reversible c(4 × 
2) ↔ (√3 × √3)-R30° lattice transitions for constant imaging conditions.(Pensa et al. 
2012) 
 
Alkyl bromide initiator layer on gold sensor surfaces was prepared by self-
assembly of 11-mercapto-1-undecanol anchor, followed by immobilization of 
2-bromo-2-methylpropionyl bromide onto the hydroxyl end groups of the 
SAM.(Yang et al. 2010) In order to produce artificially imitated glycocalyx-
like layer, SI-ATRP of D-gluconamidoethyl methacrylate from the initiator 
layer gave rise to glycopolymer brushes on the gold surfaces. The 





against lysozyme, bovine serum albumin, and fibrinogen. A formulation of 
methoxy-capped tri(ethylene glycol) undecanethiol and benzylguanine-
hexa(ethylene glycol)diundecyl disulfide achieved a mixed SAM with three 
end-functionalities on gold substrates, i.e. tri(ethylene glycol), benzylguanine, 
and undecane (Fig 2-6).(Engin et al. 2010) Defined structures of SAMs were 
created by microcontact printing (µCP) using a PDMS stamp. Tri(ethylene 
glycol) functional layer showed resistance against protein adsorption. Green 
fluorescent protein (GFP) N-terminally fused to a SNAP-tag was covalently 
conjugated to the benzylguanine functional layer by the removal of guanine. 
SNAP is the serine esterase cutinase or the DNA repair enzyme O6-
alkylguanine-DNA-alkyltransferase, which has been mutated to increase the 
specificity for benzylguanine substrate. 
 
Figure 2-6. Mixed-thiol SAM on a gold surface and post-modification of a SNAP-





2.1.1.3 Carbene and nitrene chemistry 
In the classical chemistry, carbene and nitrene were first proposed as 
intermediates in the Lossen rearrangement.(Tiemann 1891) These 
intermediates have extremely high reactivity which renders it arduous to 
obtain their structural isolation from the reaction system. However, through 
their versatile rearrangement towards various bonds, these intermediates have 
provided a means of analytical pathway for copious molecular engineering. 
Carbene and nitrene are capable to carry out a wide range of nucleophilic 
reactions, such as hydrocarbon (C–H) insertion and cyclopropanation with 
olefins. Metal-catalyzed carbene transfer also exhibits the capacity to perform 
cyclopropenation with alkynes, cycloaddition with aromatic hydrocarbons, 
insertion to X–H bonds. (X = C, Si, O, S, N), as well as sigmatropic and 
Stevens rearrangements via ylide formation.(Dequirez et al. 2012; Doyle and 
Forbes 1998) The versatility of carbene and nitrene chemistry in surface 
functionalization is defined by the robust anchoring of covalent bond produced 
and a large selection of substratum types. 
 
Diazirines and azides are among the good precursors of carbene and nitrene 
intermediates, respectively, as they can commodiously undergo thermolysis or 
photolysis with the expulsion of nitrogen gas. In a study to modify 
multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) with gold nanoparticles (AuNPs), 
3-aryl-3-(trifluoromethyl)diazirine-modified AuNPs (Diaz-AuNPs) was 
prepared via thiol-Au chemistry.(Ismaili et al. 2011; Ismaili et al. 2010) 
Photolysis of the diazirine groups produced carbene intermediates on the Diaz-





MWCNTs. The anchoring of 3-[3-(trifluoromethyl)diazirin-3-yl]phenyl 
ferrocene monocarboxylate onto MWCNTs via photoinductive carbene 
chemistry resulted in the ferrocene-decorated MWCNTs.(Lawrence et al. 
2011) Carbene insertion approach was also employed to incorporate 
fluorenone chromophores onto the backbone of nylon 6,6 via the 
photochemical activation of 3-[3-(trifluoromethyl)diazirin-3-yl]phenyl-9-oxo-
9H-fluorene-2-carboxylate for dyeing the materials.(Blencowe et al. 2006) 
Functionalization of MWCNTs was carried out by thermolysis of 2-
azidoethanol to produce aziridine anchors with hydroxyl terminals.(Zhou et al. 
2009a) Hyperbranched polyglycerol was grown via emulsion polymerization 
from the surface hydroxyl terminals of the modified MWCNTs. Multilayer 
fullerenes (carbon nano-onions, CNOs) was anchored with 2-azidoethanol and 
azidoethyl 2-bromo-2-methyl propanoate to produce surface hydroxyl and 
alkyl bromide moieties, respectively (Fig 2-7).(Zhou et al. 2009b) The 
hydroxyl moieties on the modified CNOs are convertible into radicals to grow 
polycaprolactone brushes via ring opening polymerization, whereas the alkyl 
bromide moieties provided initiating sites to grow polystyrene brushes via SI-
ATRP. Recently, N-heterocyclic carbenes (NHCs) have been found to 
spontaneously self-assemble on late transition metals, as reported in the 
chemisorption of 1,3-diethylbenzimidazol-2-ylidene (BIEt) on gold 
substrates.(Weidner et al. 2011) In comparison to the imidazole type 
analogues, the benzimidazole system exhibits an extended π-arrangement 
which presumably contributes to the lateral interaction in the thin film that 
forms on the substrate, thus facilitating the ordering of SAM.(Frey et al. 2001) 





β-methylstyrene functional groups formed mono- and bis-Au(I) complexes 
upon exposure to (Ph3P)AuCl, as well as monolayers on gold-coated silicon 
wafers (Fig 2-8).(Zhukhovitskiy et al. 2013) The crystal structure of the 
complexes displayed a C–Au bond length of 1.98 Å, shorter than the Au–S 
bond length (2.2–2.6 Å) of thiolate-stabilized AuNPs.(Jadzinsky et al. 2007) 
From the density functional theory (DFT) calculation, the C–Au bond length 
between ANHC-Br and a charge-neutral gold adatom above a fixed gold 
lattice was 2.03 Å with a homolytic C–Au bond dissociation energy (BDE) of 
67 kcal/mol, larger than any typical S–Au BDE. 
 
Figure 2-7. Direct [2+1] cycloaddition of nitrenes to prepare hydroxyl- and bromic-
functionalized CNOs, followed by polymer grafting by in-situ ROP of ε-caprolactone 
and SI-ATRP of styrene, respectively.(Zhou et al. 2009b) 
 
 
Figure 2-8. Functionalization of gold surface with ‘addressable’ N-heterocyclic 






As a molecular mimic of mussel adhesive proteins and microorganism 
siderophores, dopamine has provided new insights and stimulated extensive 
researches in synthetic materials.(Faure et al. 2013; Lee et al. 2007; Liu et al. 
2014) Two distinguished features of dopamine in surface modification are its 
firm adhesion capability to virtually all types of surfaces and, concomitantly, 
its spontaneous oxidative polymerization to form robust thick layers. Despite 
the general acceptance that the inherent binding capacity is facilitated by its 
catechol group, the exact mechanism of how dopamine diffuses onto different 
surfaces remains elusive. Depending on the types of substrates, different 
binding mechanisms of dopamine have been proposed. Under basic condition, 
the aromatic catechol of dopamine undergoes Michael-type addition or Schiff 
base reaction with substrates that contain amine or thiol groups to form a 
covalent bond.(Burzio and Waite 2000; LaVoie et al. 2005) In addition, 
dopamine exhibits versatile adhesion toward diverse configurations of organic 
substrates. The reactive functionalities of dopamine are capable to assume 
aryl–aryl coupling and quinhydrone charge-transfer complexes with phenyl 
derivatives, π–π stacking with aromatic groups, and hydrogen bond with 
electronegative atoms. More intriguingly, dopamine also possesses strong 
adhesion to a wide range of metal substrates, which envisages the formation of 
hybrid organic-inorganic materials. Early investigations have suggested that 
two oxygen atoms of catechol bind a single metal centre to form a chelating 
bidentate complex.(Rajh et al. 2002; Rajh et al. 1999; Redfern et al. 2003; 
Vega-Arroyo et al. 2005) This mechanism could be probed by the nature of 





octahedral coordination geometry because one or two O ligands are missing 
from the under-coordinated Fe sites.(Chen et al. 2002) For pure Fe2O3 
nanoparticles of 3-nm size, the ratio of the octahedral (O-h) sites to the 
tetrahedral (T-d) sites was 73:27. This ratio increased to 88:11 after 
modification of Fe2O3 nanoparticles with dopamine, indicative of ~58% 
restructuring to octahedral coordination, plausibly by metal-catechol chelation. 
In comparison, although the distance between adjacent O atoms in the mica 
crystal is relatively short (only 0.28 nm apart),(Fukuma et al. 2010) the 
adhesion of catechol on mica is indeed much weaker and less specific than the 
coordination complex of catechol and metals (Fig 2-9a).(Anderson et al. 2010) 
 
Recent studies suggested that the diffusion mechanism of dopamine to metal 
substrates favour the formation of bridged-bidentate complex over that of 
chelating-bidentate complex.(Dalsin et al. 2005; Fan et al. 2006) From the 
DFT modeling, the optimized geometry of chelating-bidentate complex 
between catechol and TiO2 (001) surface only resulted in two unfavourable 
configurations: (1) bipyramidal heptacoordinated Ti surface without breaking 
the Ti–O bond, or (2) planar pentacoordinated Ti surface by breaking the Ti–O 
bond.(Chen et al. 2008) Both results do not resemble the octahedral TiO6 
configuration of bulk anatase nor pentahedral TiO5 square-pyramidal 
configuration of nanoparticle anatase.(Rajh et al. 1999) In agreement with the 
bridged-bidentate configuration, an early study suggested that catechol 
depleted the Ti–OH surface via dehydration and formation of a charge-transfer 
complex.(Rodriguez et al. 1996) A study using STM on the dynamics of 





an essential role in the initial stage of molecular assembly.(Li et al. 2010d) It 
involves the release and recapture of a proton, which causes the catechol 
molecules to switch between mobile and immobile states within a 
measurement period of minutes. Thus, the hypothetical scheme of dopamine 
binding mechanism to metal cations or metal oxides would be: (1) a 
monodentate coordination complex, where the first phenolic group dissociates 
to form complex with the metal centre and the second phenolic group forms 
hydrogen bond to the adjacent catechol, or (2) a combination between 
monodentate and bidentate coordination complex (Fig 2-9b).(Chen et al. 
2008; Li et al. 2009; Malisova et al. 2010; Rodenstein et al. 2010) 
 
Figure 2-9. (a) Illustration of the proposed binding mechanism of catechol to TiO2 
(via bidentate binuclear coordination complex) and mica surfaces (via hydrogen 
bonding).(Anderson et al. 2010) (b) Two possible configurations of nitrodopamine 
and perfluoroalkyl nitrodopamine adsorption on TiO2: (I) monodentate binding with a 
hydrogen bridge to a neighbouring surface hydroxide and (II) bidentate 
binding.(Rodenstein et al. 2010) 
 
Surface performance of dopamine monolayer anchored on Ti substrates was 
compared with 3-aminopropyl triethoxysilane and polydopamine anchors, for 
subsequent conjugation of carboxymethyl chitosan (CMCS) and recombinant 
human bone morphogenetic 2 (BMP-2) via N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) and 





10).(Zheng et al. 2013) The CMCS coating immobilized on dopamine 
monolayer anchor exhibited similar level of antibacterial efficacy to that 
immobilized on silane and polydopamine anchors. The BMP-2 coatings 
prepared on dopamine monolayer and polydopamine anchors also increased 
the alkaline phosphatase activity and calcium mineral deposition of osteoblast 
cultures by a comparable amount. Dopamine monolayer anchor functionalized 
with CMCS also provided an effective platform to immobilize recombinant 
human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) via simple NHS/EDC 
chemistry.(Hu et al. 2010) 
 
Figure 2-10. (a) Dopamine and (b) polydopamine anchors on titanium surfaces for 
the post-functionalization with carboxymethyl chitosan (CMCS).(Zheng et al. 2013) 
 
2.1.2. Macromolecular anchors 
The vast development in polymer chemistry and coupling synthesis with 
diverse techniques has encouraged the manipulation of the anchors from their 
basic structures. A polymer backbone which contains pendant anchorable 





which contribute to higher surface coverage and more robust anchors. During 
the anchoring process, attachment of only one pendant group to the surface 
will be followed by surface attachment of all other groups on the backbone. In 
the surface application, although some pendant groups detach from the surface 
due to ablation, the whole polymer backbone will still retain its attachment 
through the other anchored groups. 
 
2.1.2.1. Macromolecular anchors with clickable or reactive groups 
Tethering of functional molecules or polymers to the anchored surfaces, 
termed as the ‘grafting-to’ technique, often requires extra synthetic steps to 
annex reactive end groups on the anchor platform.(Xu et al. 2007b; Yang et al. 
2013b; Yuan et al. 2011b) The synthesis of macromolecular anchors bearing 
pendant reactive groups for post-functionalization offers an advantage to 
simplify the overall route of surface modification. Thin films of 
poly(pentafluorophenyl acrylate) (PPFA) were directly grafted to silicon oxide 
surfaces via annealing of the reactive pentafluorophenyl-based ester pendant 
groups (Fig 2-11).(Arnold et al. 2014) The PPFA anchored on the surface 
silanol groups could generate an interfacial layer that still contains unreacted 
pentafluorophenyl ester groups, available for post-functionalization with 
amines. The post-functionalization was demonstrated using a reactive 
microcapillary printing technique of a primary amine-containing 
dibenzocyclooctyne derivative to create a pattern of amino-fluorescein (green) 
and azido-Texas Red dyes. In the preparation of a universal macroanchor with 
specific reactive end terminals, the pentafluorophenyl-activated ester groups 





propargylamine to yield a copolymer of poly(dopamine acrylamide)-co-
poly(propargyl acrylamide) (PDA-co-PPA).(Xu et al. 2012) The catechol 
moieties of the bifunctional (PDA-co-PPA) allowed the anchoring of the 
copolymer backbone onto titanium (Ti) surfaces to construct a dense 
‘clickable’ platform for post-functionalization. Various azide-labelled 
molecules (e.g. rhodamine, β-cyclodextrin, fluorescein, α-D-mannopyranoside, 
poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), and biotin) were readily coupled to the surface 
alkynes on the Ti platform through copper-catalyzed azide-alkyne 1,3-dipolar 
cycloaddition (CuAAC) reaction. 
 
 
Figure 2-11. (a) Reaction of PPFA showing ring-closing, anhydride formation 
followed by ring-opening with amine. (b) One-pot, self-sorting strain-promoted 
alkyne-azide cycloaddition (amidation) of azido-Texas Red (red ball) with the 
surface-bound DIBO moieties and aminolysis of amino-fluorescein (green square) 






Under basic condition, dopamine can also self-assemble and self-polymerize 
into macromolecular polydopamine anchor on non-specific substrates. 
According to the recently proposed mechanism, the formation of 
polydopamine would undergo three main competing pathways (Fig 2-12) 
determined by the initial concentration, type of buffer, and availability of 
oxidant.(Della Vecchia et al. 2013) The hypothesis was drawn by analysing 
the 13C NMR, 15N NMR, and UV-visible spectra of the resultant 
polydopamine. At the initial concentration of 0.5 mM, the quinone was 
generated slowly and less likely to be trapped by dopamine, leading to a 
higher proportion of cyclized indole (DHI) units. At the initial concentration 
of 10 mM, the quinone generated by autooxidation might be efficiently 
trapped by dopamine, resulting in an increased amount of uncyclized 
elements. When tris(hydroxymethyl)-aminomethane (Tris) buffer was used 
instead of phosphate and NaHCO3 buffers, there was an incorporation of Tris 
into the polydopamine structure, and this incorporation was significant during 
the polymerization process at relatively low initial concentration of the 
monomer. Oxygen also participated in the initial oxidation of dopamine and 
the conversion of 5,6-dihydroxyindole into the corresponding quinone via 
hydrogen abstraction. Thus, many functional groups including planar indole 
units, amino groups, carboxylic acid groups, catechol or quinone functions, 
and indolic/catecholic π-systems are integrated into polydopamine, which 
explain the robust adhesion capacity to virtually non-specific substrates and 
the capacity to provide a reactive/versatile platform for post-






Figure 2-12. Possible reaction routes in the formation of polydopamine, suggesting 
that both covalent and noncovalent bond interactions play different roles during the 
self-polymerization.(Della Vecchia et al. 2013) 
 
2.1.2.2. Macroinitiator anchors for surface-initiated polymerization (SIP) 
The advent of coating technology has been marked by surface-initiated 
polymerization (SIP), as it allows an in-situ growth of polymer brushes with 
minimum thermodynamic crowding during the process. The coatings 
constructed by SIP, or the ‘grafting-from’ technique, are associated with 
remarkable thickness and high grafting density. The crucial step in SIP for 
planar substrates, particularly inert polymeric surfaces, is to appropriately 
immobilize the ATRP initiator through chemical reaction by targeting 





methylpropanoyloxy)propyl methacrylate) (PAzBrMA) copolymer (Pranantyo 
et al. 2014) and terpolymer containing methyl methacrylate (MMA), 2-(2-
bromoisobutyryloxy)ethyl methacrylate (BIEM), and 2-((4-
azidobenzoyl)oxy)ethyl methacrylate) (ABEM), denoted as AIP terpolymer 
(Fig 2-13),(Ohno et al. 2010) were synthesized as macroinitiator anchors. 
Upon ultraviolet (UV) irradiation, the pendant azido units generate highly 
reactive nitrenes and spontaneously form covalent bond via insertion to the 
hydrocarbons of polyurethane (PU), polystyrene (PS), polypropylene (PP), 
polyethylene (PE), and polylactide (PL). Consecutively, 2-hydroxyethyl 
methacrylate (HEMA) or poly(ethylene glycol) methacrylate (PEGMA) 
polymer brushes could be constructed via SI-ATRP from the BIEM units. The 
fabrication of micropatterned polymer-brush surfaces was accessible by 
simply photomasking the surface macroinitiator layer during UV irradiation. 
For modification of a wide range of substrates, terpolymer containing N-(3,4-
dihydroxyphenyl)ethyl methacrylamide (catecholic monomer), 4-(1-
pyrenyl)butyl methacrylate (pyrene monomer), and BIEM was synthesized as 
a macroinitiator with dual-functional anchoring groups (Fig 2-14).(Wei et al. 
2012) The pendant catechols could assemble on planar surfaces (metals, metal 
oxides, and polymers), while simultaneously the pendant pyrenes could anchor 
on the carbon-based nanoscale materials (2D graphene oxide and 1D carbon 
nanotubes) via π–π stacking interaction. The BIEM units could cater the 
initiating sites for SI-ATRP of oligo(ethylene glycol)methyl ether 
methacrylate (OEGMEMA), 3-sulfopropyl methacrylate potassium salt 





micropatterning was demonstrated by microcontact printing of the AIP 
macroinitiator using PDMS stamp. 
 
 
Figure 2-13. Phenyl azide integrated in the initiator-bearing random terpolymer of 
AIP and the immobilization of AIP on polymeric substrate followed by SI-
ATRP.(Ohno et al. 2010) 
 
 
Figure 2-14. Self-assembly of the macroinitiator anchor terpolymer containing 
pendant catechol, alkyl bromide, and pyrene moieties followed by grafting of 
polymer brushes via SI-ATRP.(Wei et al. 2012) 
 
2.1.2.3. Self-grafted polymer brushes as macromolecular anchors 
Electrografting has been widely utilized to produce covalent attachment of 
organic layers on conducting substrates, including metals, metal oxides, 





The reaction involves an electron transfer between the substrates and the 
reagents, i.e. amines, carboxylates, alcohols, Grignard reagents, vinylics, 
halides, diazoniums and other onium salts, while in some other cases a 
reducing or oxidizing agent is introduced to produce reactive species. In 
particular, the electrochemical reduction of vinylic compounds results in a 
self-grafting on the cathodes, followed by subsequent anionic polymerization 
from the surfaces.(Palacin et al. 2004; Voccia et al. 2006) Cathodic 
polarization of SS surfaces in the presence of (2-chloropropionate)ethyl 
acrylate (CPA) monomer resulted in the formation of CPA polymer brushes 
(PCPA) bearing pendant ester chloride initiators.(Claes et al. 2003) 
Subsequently, PS was grown as the side chain of PCPA brushes via typical SI-
ATRP method. In a preparation of antibacterial surfaces, the PCPA polymer 
brushes was used as an initiator platform to copolymerize 2-(2-
bromopropionate)ethyl acrylate (BPA) inimer and heptadecafluorodecyl 
acrylate (Fig 2-15).(Ignatova et al. 2009) The functionalization was extended 
by quaternizing the alkyl bromide moieties of BPA polymer (PBPA) with 
pyridine, yielding a hyperbranched polymer brushes structure on the surfaces. 
Polymer brushes anchor bearing pendant reactive groups was prepared 
through cathodic electrografting and polymerization of N-succinimidyl 
acrylate (NSA) from SS surfaces. Poly(ethylene imine) (PEI) could be coupled 
to the NSA polymer brushes (PNSA) platform by substituting the 
succinimidyl side moieties through simple amidation. The concept of 
hyperbranched polymer brushes has also been realized by the combination of 
self-grafted electrochemical reduction with different controlled polymerization 





yloxy)ethyl acrylate (PTEA) from SS surface gave rise to PTEA polymer 
brushes (PPTEA) bearing alkoxyamine initiators.(Ignatova et al. 2004) 
Copolymer of n-butyl acrylate (BA) and 2-(dimethylamino)ethyl acrylate 
(DAEA) was grown as the side chain of PPTEA brushes via surface-initiated 
nitroxide-mediated radical polymerization (SI-NMP) method, followed by 
quaternization of tertiary amine moieties at the DAEA subunits. 
 
 
Figure 2-15. Self-graft polymerization of quaternized hyperbranched (a) poly[2-(2-
bromopropionate)ethyl acrylate] and (b) poly(ethyleneimine) onto SS surfaces via 
cathodic polarization.(Ignatova et al. 2009) 
 
The exploration in self-grafted polymerization has raised photochemistry as an 





homogeneous and stable anchor of 2-isopropenyl-2-oxazoline polymer 
brushes (PIPOx) with thickness up to 160 nm was directly grafted from 
polished glassy carbon surfaces via self-initiated photografting and 
photopolymerization (SIPGP) method (Fig 2-16).(Zhang et al. 2009a) 
Subsequently, poly(2-alkyl-2-oxazoline) (PAOx) could be grown from the 
pendant 2-oxazoline rings of the PIPOx brushes by living cationic ring-
opening polymerization (LCROP) with N-tert-butoxycarbonylpiperazine 
(Boc) chain termination, giving rise to a cylindrical molecular-shaped coating 
termed as bottle-brush brushes. After deprotection of Boc, the bottle-brush 
brushes side chain terminals were functionalizable by sterically demanding 
molecules, such as rhodamine B isothiocyanate. 
 
Figure 2-16. Preparation of P(IPOx-g-AOx) ‘bottle-brush’ brushes on the glassy 
carbon surface via SIPGP of 2-isopropenyl-2-oxazoline (IPOx) and LCROP of 2-
alkyl-2-oxazoline (AOx), followed by side-chain functionalization with rhodamine B 






2.1.2.4. Functional polymers with anchorable terminal groups 
Macromolecular engineering has allowed the integration of various segments 
and reactive terminals into a whole multifunctional polymer, capable to serve 
different purposes. In surface chemistry, functional polymers bearing 
integrated anchorable moieties are advantageous to prepare coatings in less 
laborious procedure. Silanated PEGs(Jo and Park 2000) and zwitterions(Wu et 
al. 2010) could modify planar surfaces in one-pot self-assembly process to 
produce materials with prolonged blood clotting time, as well as reduced 
fibrinogen adsorption and platelet adhesion. The direct self-assembly of azido-
terminated PEG silane through hetero-condensation between the silane ends 
and the surface hydroxyl groups of magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) produced a 
hydrophilic coating with clickable terminals.(Das et al. 2012) Orthogonal 
biofunctionalization of the PEG-modified surfaces was achieved by coupling 
propargyl folate to the azide terminals via CuAAc click reaction. The folate-
receptors on the PEG-modified MNPs were able to mediate particle 
internalization inside cancer cells and subsequent translocation into lysosomes 
and mitochondria, demonstrating the successful ‘PEGylation’ for tailored 
conjugation of biomolecules. 3-Hexylthiosulfate-substituted regioregular 
polythiophene (P3HTST) and polyfluorene (PBTHF) derivatives carrying 
tetrabutylammonium counterions were synthesized as anchorable 
polyelectrolytes.(Kraft et al. 2014) The P3HTST and PBTHF were 
hydrolizable into conjugated polythiophenes and polyfluorenes containing 
alkylthiol functions, which readily form polymer self-assembly on gold and 
silver surfaces. Hyperbranched polyglycerol (hPG) bearing an ethoxysilane 





substrates, respectively, to reduce the surface adsorption of bovine serum 
albumin, fibrinogen, immunoglobulin, lysozyme, and pepsin.(Weinhart et al. 
2011; Wyszogrodzka and Haag 2009; Yeh et al. 2008) A low-fouling 
macroanchor was prepared by decorating hPG terminals with amine and thiol 
functionalities.(Paez et al. 2012) The thiol moieties could readily anchor onto 
gold surfaces, while the amine moieties provided post-functionalization sites 
for non-specific attachment of streptavidin and specific coupling of 
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). Catecholic hyaluronic acid (HAC) was 
prepared for direct anchoring of hyaluronic acid onto Ti surfaces to reduce the 
adhesion of S.aureus.(Hu et al. 2010) The HAC layer on Ti surfaces served as 
an anchor for post-functionalization with human recombinant VEGF via 
NHS/EDC chemistry to promote osteoblast functions (cell attachment, ALP 
activity, and calcium mineralization) on the surfaces. In a study to increase the 
grafting termini, non-peptidic trimeric catecholates based on central (3 + 1)-
scaffolds were either derived from adamantane or a trisalkylmethyl core 
coupled with effector molecules, such as PEG.(Khalil et al. 2014) The 
functional triscatecholate anchors allowed direct grafting of effector molecules 
to metal substrates, such as TiO2 NPs and SS surfaces. A more recent 
antifouling SAM was prepared through one-pot dip coating of independent 
substrates in the buffer solution of second-generation oligo-catecholic ethylene 
glycol dendrons (Fig 2-17).(Gillich et al. 2011) When the anchor is composed 
of multiple catechol units, the dendrons proved to assemble faster and more 
efficient to form a densely packed monolayer with excellent nonfouling 






Figure 2-17. The second-generation ethylene glycol dendrons covalently coupled to 
surface-active oligo-catechol as an antifouling macromolecular anchor on titanium 
oxide.(Gillich et al. 2011) 
 
2.1.3. Biomacromolecular anchors from nature extract 
In the vast diversity of organisms and materials where surfaces constitute the 
boundaries of each individual, interfacial contact and surface interaction have 
become common phenomena in nature. The responses of organisms or 
biomolecules upon touching material surfaces are generally invasive, 
involving secretion of adhesive substances, direct fouling by their sticky 
constituents, or even surface proliferation in particularly conducive 
environment and period. The dynamic responses of living activity, either in 
capricious or progressive manner, make up the complexity of the overall 
interfacial process. Despite the complication of biological activities to support 
the survival tendency of organisms, investigations have been carried out to 
learn these natural adhesive features.(Brubaker and Messersmith 2012) For 
instance, upon isolation and analytical characterizations of putative mussel 
foot protein secreted by Mytilus edulis and its relatives, researchers have 
identified the versatile binding ability of catechol and developed 3,4-
dihydroxyphenylalanine as mussel-mimic adhesive.(Lee et al. 2007; Papov et 





biofouling phenomena can be beneficially employed in surface modification 
as environmentally-benign anchors. 
 
2.1.3.1. Protein and enzyme 
Bioactive macromolecules, such as enzymes, proteins, or antibodies, 
accomplish their binding characteristics through surface adsorption, covalent 
bonding, cross-linking with bifunctional reagents, gel-phase inclusion, or 
encapsulation.(Mateo et al. 2007) Lipase from Rhizomucor miehei is an 
enzyme that possesses a hydrophilic surface together with a lid of 14 primarily 
hydrophobic amino acids (SSSIRNWIADLTFV) surrounding the catalytic site 
entrance.(Brzozowski et al. 1992; Smith et al. 1992) This hydrophobic zone 
allows the adsorption of the enzyme onto the surface of hydrophobic 
substrates by an exclusive mechanism known as interfacial adsorption.(Verger 
1997) To demonstrate this peculiar interfacial activation mechanism, lipases 
from two different sources, R. miehei and Geobacillus thermocatenulatus, 
have been anchored to octyl-sepharose and polystyrene microparticles 
(MPs).(Marciello et al. 2013) The two distinct faces (Janus characteristic) of 
lipase constitute a unique feature of a linker: the hydrophobic zone acts as 
surface anchor, while the hydrophilic zone enables subsequent conjugation 
with biomolecules. The MPs coated with lipase could be post-functionalized 
with 70% of crude proteins of different sizes and reactivities extracted from E. 
coli. 
 
A sufficient amount of protein diffuses to form an effective coating on the 





the protein and the substrates are maximized.(Nakanishi et al. 2001; Steadman 
et al. 1992) For example, maximum adsorption of protein onto the surface 
occurs at the isoelectric point (pI), where the electrostatic repulsion among 
protein molecules adsorbing from the solution is minimized.(Norde 2008; 
Wahlgren and Arnebrant 1991) Denatured α-lactalbumin, lysozyme, 
fibrinogen, and two soy globulin proteins (glycinin and β-conglycinin) were 
first anchored to hydrophobic n-octadecyltrichlorosilane (ODTS) surface and 
polypropylene (PP) fibre, and subsequently cross-linked with glutaraldehyde 
(Fig 2-18).(Goli et al. 2012a; Goli et al. 2012b) Denaturation of proteins in 
solution prior to the adsorption, which could be induced by thermal or 
chemical (urea) treatment, increased the density of hydrophobic contacts 
between the proteins and the surfaces. Stability of the protein layer was 
enhanced by chemically coupling the neighbouring adsorbed protein 
molecules through crosslinking. The protein anchors provided hydroxyl and 
amine functionalities for post-modification with alkyl bromide initiator and 
subsequent grafting of HEMA polymer brushes through SI-ATRP. The 
lysozyme anchor on PP fibre also mediated the binding of silver (Ag) NPs by 
electrostatic interaction between the positively charged protein layer and the 
negatively charged AgNPs.(Goli et al. 2013) Collagen I (CnI) and Scl2, a 
protein containing collagen-mimetic domains from a subset of group A 
Streptococcus, have been deposited onto Ti surfaces through immersion in 
buffer medium. The CnI and Scl2 coatings prevented the adhesion of 
Staphylococci bacteria and promoted osteoid formation on Ti surfaces. Upon 





stability, no significant erosion was observed in Scl2 and CnI coatings for 10 
and 21 days, respectively. 
 
Figure 2-18. Anchoring and subsequent cross-linking of denatured proteins on PP 
fiber, followed by grafting of HEMA polymer brushes via SI-ATRP and post-
polymerization modification with fluorinated agents to create amphiphilic 
coatings.(Goli et al. 2012a) 
 
2.1.3.2. Barnacle cement 
Barnacles, mussels, and tubeworms attach on the submerged surfaces by 
applying persistent adhesives which can solidify underwater and endure the 
harsh marine environment. The adhesive abilities of the mussels and 
tubeworms rely on post-translational modifications of proteins, involving 
hydroxylation of tyrosine into L-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (L-DOPA) and 
phosphorylation of serine.(Zhao et al. 2005; Zhao and Waite 2006) These 
modifications are not observed in the four barnacle cement proteins (cp-19k, 
cp-20k, cp-52k, and cp-100k),(Kamino et al. 2000; Kamino et al. 2012; Mori 
et al. 2007; Urushida et al. 2007) suggesting that the transformation 
mechanism of barnacle adhesive from low viscosity liquid into strong and 
hard cement is distinct from the adhesion process employed by mussels and 
tubeworms. Recombinant cp-19k irreversibly bound to positive, negative, and 
hydrophobic surfaces as a versatile primer, while recombinant cp-20k exhibits 
high affinity for calcite for coupling the calcareous base plate of the barnacles 





Barnacle cement was beneficially used in its native state to produce an anchor 
layer on SS surfaces for immobilization of alkyl bromide initiator.(Yang et al. 
2011) Surface post-modification with HEMA polymer brushes via SI-ATRP, 
followed by conjugation of chitosan, created a coating with strong antifouling 
properties and high durability, indicating the reliability of the barnacle cement 
as surface anchor. Clickable surfaces were prepared by immobilizing ethylene 
sulfide, propargyl carbonylimidazole, and azidoethyl carbonylimidazole on the 
barnacle cement anchor layers (Fig 2-19).(Yang et al. 2013a) The thiol, 
alkynyl, and azido groups on the surfaces catered reactive sites for post-
modification with zwitterionic, hydrophilic, hydrophobic, antibacterial, and 
antifouling polymers containing olefin, alkynyl, and azido terminals via 
‘grafting-to’ technique. 
 
It is important to juxtapose the successful apposition of barnacle cement for 
surface modification with the identification of the protein recombinant in the 
employed cement. In a morphological observation, the acorn barnacle Balanus 
amphitrite adheres by a two-step fluid secretions, which are distinguishable 
both spatially and temporally, and differ in morphology, protein conformation, 
and chemical functionality.(Burden et al. 2012) As barnacles grow, the first 
barnacle cement secretion (BCS1) was released at the periphery of the 
expanding base plate. The second secretion (BCS2) occurred in a short time 
window and dramatically increased the interfacial material’s modulus or the 
work of adhesion, or both, by two fold in average. The native barnacle cement 
used for the surface anchor was harvested by gently dissecting the periphery of 





(1–2 µL).(Dickinson et al. 2009) The liquid ‘glue’ could be extracted by 
micropipette and smeared on the SS surfaces, providing indirect evidences that 
it was BCS1. The method to harvest the ‘glue’ had damaged the base of the 
invertebrate, and hemolymph would have been released.(Jonker et al. 2012) 
Hemocytes from the barnacle hemolymph are the possible source of 
transglutaminase, which could mediate the crosslinking and curing of the 
‘glue’ protein.(Dickinson et al. 2009; Waite and Walker 1988) From this 
point, the curing route does not presumably follow the physiological adhesion 
of barnacle and requires further verification.(Kamino 2010) 
 
 
Figure 2-19. Barnacle cement as a natural anchor on stainless steel for surface post-





2.2. Functional polymer coatings for biofouling management 
2.2.1. Antibacterial polymer coatings 
The management of bacterial adhesion and biofilm formation in biomedical 
devices and biomaterial application have been explored by carrying out 
surface modification with antibacterial polymers.(Ferreira and Zumbuehl 
2009; Fuchs and Tiller 2006; Kugel et al. 2011; Lee et al. 2004; Page et al. 
2009) Among the well-known antimicrobial coatings, cationic polymers 
containing quaternary ammonium, phosphonium, or pyridinium moieties 
displayed non-leaching biocidal properties (Fig 2-20).(Engler et al. 2011; 
Hatakeyama et al. 2009; Huang et al. 2008; Murata et al. 2007; Sambhy et al. 
2008) The interaction of the cationic sites of quaternary ammonium salts with 
the negatively charged membrane of bacteria has an adverse effect on the 
integrity of the bacterial cell, leading to disruption of the plasma membrane 
and release of intracellular substances. There is a proportional correlation 
between the surface bactericidal efficacy and the charge density, as well as the 
chain length, of the quaternary ammonium cations.(Huang et al. 2008; Murata 
et al. 2007; Palermo et al. 2012) In general, the preparation of quaternary 
ammonium cations involves quaternization of tertiary amino groups with alkyl 
halides. Polymer brush coatings prepared from the SI-ATRP of 2-
dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate (DMAEMA) and 4-vinyl pyridine (VP), 
followed by quaternization with alkyl halides, have shown effective 
bactericidal efficiency against Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus 








Figure 2-20. Copolymer brushes and network containing quaternary ammonium 
cations for the preparation of antibacterial organic coatings. 
 
2.2.2. Fouling-resistant polymer coatings 
Polymer coatings with fouling resistant properties are generally prepared from 
hydrophilic polymers.(Schilp et al. 2007; Schilp et al. 2009; Statz et al. 2006) 
Hydrophilic polymer coatings exhibit low polymer-water interfacial energies 
and high degree of hydration, which increase the energetic penalty of 
removing water for biofoulants to adhere, resulting in resistance to protein 
adsorption and settlement of fouling organisms.(Krishnan et al. 2008) Oligo 
and poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) are classic examples of macromolecules with 
high hydrophilic property. A collection of hydrogel coatings containing PEG 
units with various composition and different PEG length has been explored to   
combat biofouling (Fig 2-21).(Ekblad et al. 2008; Lundberg et al. 2010; Magin 






Figure 2-21. PEGs with olefin and thiol end-groups for the preparation of fouling-
resistant hydrogel coatings. 
 
Zwitterionic polymers also possess high hydrophilic property due to the 
electrochemical interaction with water molecules through their positive and 
negative charges. More recently, zwitterionic coatings have been developed to 
inhibit the macrofouling by green algae Ulva, diatoms Navicula and Nitzschia 
closterium, and barnacle cyprids Balanus amphitrite.(Aldred et al. 2010a; Li et 
al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2009b) Poly(sulfobetaine methacrylate) (poly(SBMA)) 
and poly(carboxybetaine methacrylate) (poly(CBMA)) coatings were prepared 
via controlled radical polymerization and exhibited high resistance to the 
settlement of barnacle cyprids. Interestingly, two-dimensional tracking results 
of cyprids behaviour on the two functionalized surfaces showed different 
characteristics. The cyprids explored the poly(SBMA)-coated surface but were 
unable to settle, whereas the cyprids did not attempt exploration on the 






Figure 2-22. (A) Zwitterionic monomers for the preparation of hydrophilic organic 
coatings. Track of barnacle cyprid behaviour on (B) poly-SBMA and (C) poly-
CBMA modified surfaces.(Aldred et al. 2010a) 
 
2.2.3. Fouling-release polymer coatings 
The philosophy behind polymer coatings with fouling-release capacity is 
based on the minimal adhesion strength between fouling organisms and 
material surfaces, leading to the easy removal of biofoulants by hydrodynamic 
stress induced by water stream, navigation, or simple mechanical 
cleaning.(Lejars et al. 2012) The adhesion strength is defined largely by the 
surface energy and modulus.(Brady and Singer 2000; Youngblood et al. 2003) 
Polymers with low surface energy and/or low modulus, e.g. 
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and fluoropolymers, have been developed as 
fouling-release coatings (Fig 2-23).(Atlar et al. 2013; Fang et al. 2010; 
Kaffashi et al. 2012; Martinelli et al. 2008; Martinelli et al. 2012a; Martinelli 
et al. 2012b; Martinelli et al. 2011; Sommer et al. 2010; Zhao et al. 2012) In 
particular, a series of hydrophobic polystyrene-based diblock copolymers were 
explored as fouling-release coatings by performing the settlement assay with 
algae zoospores and diatoms.(Krishnan et al. 2006; Youngblood et al. 2003) 
The influence of wettability of the copolymers on fouling-release efficacy of 





fluorinated and PEGylated side chains in the copolymers. It was found that 
Navicula cells were released more easily from the more hydrophilic surfaces, 
whereas Ulva sporelings had a higher removal tendency from the more 
hydrophobic surfaces.(Krishnan et al. 2006) The difference in fouling-release 
characteristics of algae Ulva and diatom Navicula gave rise to the exploration 
of multifunctional polymer coatings with amphiphilic side chains as an 
alternative for fouling management. 
 
Figure 2-23. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), fluoropolymer, and diblock 
polystyrene-based copolymers for the preparation of fouling-release organic coatings. 
 
2.2.4. Amphiphilic polymer coatings 
The diverse behaviours of micro- and macro-organisms with distinct fouling 
mechanisms describe a critical challenge in the design and strategy to develop 
antifouling polymer coatings. There seems to be no practical rules of thumb to 
generalize the behaviour of organisms, as they respond differently to different 
surface characteristics. Various extracellular polymeric substances and 
proteins secreted by micro- and macro-organisms are inherently adhesive. 
Some of the compounds exhibit higher affinity to hydrophobic surfaces, 
whereas others possess hydrophilic affinity.(Mrksich 2000; Ramsden 1995) 





fouling upon prolonged exposure to complex extracellular polymeric 
substances and proteins. A combination of multiple surface functions for 
synergistic effects is a potential alternative in the design of effective 
antifouling coatings. Selective amphiphilic polymers, incorporating both 
hydrophilic and hydrophobic components, have been explored as 
multifunctional antifouling coatings (Fig 2-24).(Cho et al. 2011; Dimitriou et 
al. 2011; Imbesi et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2011c) Most of them consist of 
hydrophilic PEGs and hydrophobic siloxanes or fluoroalkanes. In addition to 
the fouling-resistance of PEG and fouling-release nature of siloxanes or 
fluoroalkanes, phase-segregation of the amphiphilic copolymers with 
ambiguous mosaic of hydrophilic and hydrophobic domains on the surface 
also provides a contribution to the antifouling performance.(Tan et al. 2010) 
 
Figure 2-24. Block and alternating copolymers, consist of the PEG units and siloxane 
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When a material is introduced into an aquatic or plasmic media, 
microorganisms quickly colonize and adhere to the surface resulting in the 
formation of a biofilm. Biofilms are notoriously resistant to antibiotic 
treatments. In biomedical devices, these biofilms also serve as reservoirs for 
the development of pathogenic infections.(Sandal et al. 2007) In the marine 
environment, biofilm formation and the subsequent establishment of 
macrofouling growth increase friction and drag, resulting in an increase in fuel 
consumption, decrease in maneuverability and loss of efficiency.(Chapman et 
al. 2014; Chapman et al. 2013; Chapman and Regan 2012) Biofouling is also 
associated with increased biocorrosion, particularly in crevice corrosion which 
increases risk of structural failure resulting in reduced service life of marine 
structures.(Neoh and Kang 2011) Various preventive strategies involving 
molecularly engineered protective layers, such as polymer coatings and 
surface-grafted polymer brushes, are being developed.(Wan et al. 2010; Yuan 
et al. 2009a) With the recent advances in controlled radical polymerization and 
‘click’ chemistry, the ‘grafting-from’ approach (by surface-initiated 
polymerization) and the ‘grafting-to’ approach (by immobilization of polymer 
chains on surfaces) have allowed the introduction of significantly increased 
functionalities onto surfaces.(Edmondson et al. 2004; Zhao and Brittain 2000) 
In the ‘grafting-from’ approach, introduction of initiator anchors on the 
substrate surface plays a critical role towards the production of uniform, dense 
and durable functional brushes.(Edmondson et al. 2004; Xu et al. 2009b; Zhao 





from a limitation in grafting density due to steric hindrance of the bulky 
polymer chains.(Zdyrko and Luzinov 2011) 
 
Polyurethane (PU) is among the most widely employed material for 
composites in blood- and fluid-contacting devices, such as artificial hearts and 
marine sonar domes, because of its abrasion resistance, toughness, high tensile 
strength, and biocompatibility.(Lee et al. 2010; Meyer and Slaughter 2011) In 
actual applications, continuous exposure to blood and the marine environment 
can subject the PU surface to biofouling and other cellular interactions. Works 
to mitigate protein fouling on PU surface have been carried out by 
incorporation of water-soluble polymers through surface-initiated atom 
transfer radical polymerization (SI-ATRP)(Jin et al. 2009) and coupling 
antithrombin-heparin complexes via isocyanate chemistry.(Sask et al. 2012) 
Biofilm control on PU surface has also been investigated after coating of 
poly(methacrylamide) that can release chlorine.(Luo et al. 2011) However, 
most of the existing techniques for anchoring and introduction of initiators, 
including silanization, hydrosilylation and bromo- or chloro-methylation, 
require immersion of the substrates in organic solvents for an extended period 
of reaction time.(Paripovic and Klok 2011; Xu et al. 2007a; Yang et al. 2011) 
While metal alloys are easily modified chemically, polymeric materials, such 
as PU, have relatively lower chemical resistance and will require more 
elaborated effort in surface functionalization.(Li et al. 2013; Yao et al. 2012) 
The solvents, such as pyridine, toluene, dimethylformamide, and reagents, 
such as 2-bromoisobutyryl bromide, utilized to immobilize ATRP initiators on 





causing the materials to swell or even dissolve.(Jin et al. 2009; Lu et al. 2013) 
Therefore, it is desirable to develop a milder strategy for surface modification 
of polymers, without altering their structure integrity and bulk mechanical 
properties. For this purpose, ‘dry’ modification routes have been established 
via ion-beam irradiation and plasma processing, for free radicals generation 
and subsequent graft-copolymerization coating.(Kayaoglu et al. 2013; Ma et 
al. 2012) Another functionalization technique involves coating of dopamine-
conjugated heparin on PU surfaces in a ‘grafting-to’ process in aqueous 
solution.(You et al. 2011) 
 
In this work, we developed a mild approach to surface functionalization of PU 
films via the ‘grafting-from’ strategy. Poly(glycidyl methacrylate) (PGMA) 
was chemically modified to introduce azide and alkyl bromide groups in order 
to make use of it as a macroinitiator anchor. The anchoring method was 
achieved through a ‘dry’ approach, which involved UV irradiation to convert 
the azide terminals to nitrene groups for the formation of amine linkages with 
the PU surface. The photoinduction effect through a transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) copper grid allowed the formation of micropatterned 
macroinitiator anchors on the PU surface. SI-ATRP was then carried out to 
introduce antifouling polymer brush coatings on the PU surfaces. The 
antifouling properties of the modified PU surfaces were assayed for bovine 
serum albumin adsorption (protein fouling), adhesion of Staphilococcus 







3.2. Experimental Section 
3.2.1. Materials 
Polyurethane (PU) film (2 mm in thickness, 80A Durometer hardness) was 
purchased from Central Polymer Engineering Supply, Singapore. Glycidyl 
methacrylate (GMA, 97%), 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA, 97%), 
poly(ethylene glycol) methacrylate (PEGMA, Mn ~360 g/mol), 4-cyano-4-
(phenylcarbonothioylthio) pentanoic acid (CTA, 97%), sodium azide (NaN3, 
99.5%), triethylamine (TEA, 98%), copper(I) bromide (CuBr, 99%), 
copper(II) bromide (CuBr2, 98%), 2,2’-bipyridine (bpy, 99+%), bovine serum 
albumin (BSA, 98%) and fluorescein isothiocyanate-conjugated BSA (BSA-
FITC) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co., St. Louis, MO. 
N,N,N’,N’,N”-Pentamethyldiethylenetriamine (PMDETA, 98%) and 2-
bromoisobutyryl bromide (BIBB, 97%) were purchased from Alfa Aesar Co., 
Ward Hill, MA. Staphylococcus epidermidis (S. epidermidis, ATCC 12228) 
was obtained from American Type Culture Collection, Manassas, VA. 
Pseudomonas sp. (NCIMB 2021) was obtained from the National Collection 
of Marine Bacteria, Sussex, U.K. Solvents, such as 1,4-dioxane, N,N’-
dimethylformamide (DMF, >99.8%), and tetrahydrofuran (THF) were of 
analytical grade and were used as received. HEMA and PEGMA were passed 
through an inhibitor-removal column (Sigma-Aldrich) and stored under argon 
atmosphere at -10 °C. CuBr was purified by stirring in acetic acid for 4 h, 
followed by washing with ethanol. TEA was dehydrated with oven-dried 







3.2.2. Synthesis of poly(3-azido-2-(2-bromo-2-methylpropanoyloxy)propyl 
methacrylate) (PAzBrMA) macroinitiator anchor 
The schematic preparation of PAzBrMA macroinitiator anchor and surface 
reactions are shown in Fig 3-1. Poly(glycidyl methacrylate) (PGMA) was 
synthesized via reversible-addition fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) 
polymerization at a [GMA, 3 mL, 22 mmol]:[AIBN]:[CTA] molar feed ratio 
of 100:0.25:1 in 8 mL of 1,4-dioxane. The mixture was stirred and degassed 
with argon for 30 min at room temperature, followed by 6 h of reaction under 
stirring at 65 °C. After polymerization, the mixture was cooled down to room 
temperature with continuous stirring, followed by addition of 5 mL of THF to 
decrease its viscosity. The reaction mixture was precipitated drop-wise into 
150 mL of ethanol with continuous stirring at room temperature. After stirring 
for an additional 10 min, the mixture was filtered under reduced pressure and 
washed thrice with ethanol. The suspended powder was dried under reduced 
pressure. Product yield was 67%. Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) 
measurement: Mn = 12,700 g/mol, Mw/Mn = 1.34. 
 
Ring-opening reaction of the epoxide groups of PGMA with NaN3 produced 
the azide and hydroxyl groups. About 1.5 g of PGMA was added into 25 mL 
of DMF containing 2.06 g (31.7 mmol) of NaN3 and 1.7 g (31.7 mmol) of 
NH4Cl. The mixture was stirred at 50 °C for 24 h, followed by pouring into 
200 mL of aqueous NaCl solution under stirring at room temperature. After 
several minutes, the polymer coagulant formed was manually removed from 
the salt solution and dispersed into 70 mL of ethanol under stirring at room 





powder under continuous stirring at room temperature for 4 h. The mixture 
was filtered, and the solvent in the filtrate was removed in a rotary vacuum 
evaporator. About 1.3 g of colourless solid, poly(3-azido-2-hydroxypropyl 
methacrylate) or PAzMA, was obtained after drying under reduced pressure at 
room temperature overnight. GPC measurement: Mn = 15,300 g/mol, Mw/Mn = 
1.34. 
 
BIBB was reacted with the hydroxyl groups of PAzMA to introduce the alkyl 
halide initiator. One gram of PAzMA and 1.1 mL (10.81 mmol) of TEA were 
added into 40 mL of THF under continuous stirring. The mixture was kept at 0 
°C in an ice bath during the drop-wise addition of 2.5 mL (10.81 mmol) of 
BIBB in 20 mL of THF. The reaction was allowed to proceed at room 
temperature for 24 h under continuous stirring. The mixture was then filtered 
under reduced pressure, and the solvent in the filtrate was removed in a rotary 
evaporator. To precipitate the product, 50 mL of ethanol was added and the 
mixture was shaken in a vortex mixer. The suspension was then centrifuged at 
6000 rpm for 5 min, and the liquid layer was removed. The slurry was finally 
dried under reduced pressure overnight to obtain the BIBB-coupled PAzMA, 
poly[3-azido-2-(2-bromo-2-methylpropanoyloxy)propyl methacrylate] 
(PAzBrMA), macroinitiator anchor. GPC measurement: Mn = 16,900 g/mol, 






Figure 3-1. Synthesis of PAzBrMA macroinitiator anchor, its immobilization on the 
PU surface via nitrene chemistry, and SI-ATRP of HEMA and PEGMA from the PU-
Br surface. 
 
3.2.3. Immobilization of PAzBrMA macroinitiator anchor on PU film 
About 60 µL of 1 mg/mL THF solution of PAzBrMA was cast onto the 2 cm × 
2 cm surface of a PU film in a spin coater (Model P6206, Specialty Coating 
Systems Inc., Indianapolis, IN) at 1000 rpm for 1 min to produce a uniform 
thin layer of coating. The surface is denoted as PU-PAzBrMA. Then, 
ultraviolet (UV) irradiation was applied on the pre-coated surface for 5 min in 
a rotary photochemical reactor (Model RH400-10W, Riko Denki Kogyo Co., 
Chiba, Japan) to convert the azide groups into nitrene moieties for coupling 
with hydrocarbon moieties on the PU surface. For patterned modification, a 
200-mesh transmission electron microscopy (TEM) copper grid was used to 





surface was spray-washed with copious amount of THF to remove the 
physically absorbed coating before being dried under reduced pressure. After 
UV-induced coupling of PAzBrMA, the resulting PU surface is referred to as 
the PU-Br surface. 
 
3.2.4. Grafting of HEMA and PEGMA polymer brushes from PU-Br film 
The 2 cm × 2 cm PU-Br substrates were cut into 1 cm × 1 cm size coupons. 
Surface-initiated atom transfer radical polymerization (SI-ATRP) of HEMA 
was carried out in a 10 mL round-bottom flask. About 4 mL (33 mmol) of 
HEMA, 14.7 mg (0.07 mmol) of CuBr2, 69 µL (0.33 mmol) of PMDETA, and 
10 PU-Br coupons of 1 cm2 size were introduced into 4 mL of deionized 
water. The mixture was stirred and degassed with argon for 30 min. Then 47.3 
mg (0.33 mmol) of CuBr was quickly added and the flask was sealed. The 
polymerization was allowed to proceed under an argon atmosphere with 
stirring at 25 °C for 4 h. 
 
The preparation of P(PEGMA)-grafted PU surfaces was carried out using a 
similar SI-ATRP procedure. About 4 mL (12.3 mmol) of PEGMA, 5.5 mg 
(0.02 mmol) of CuBr2, 19.2 mg (0.12 mmol) of bpy, and 10 PU-Br coupons of 
1 cm2 size were introduced into 4 mL of deionized water. The mixture was 
stirred and degassed with argon for 30 min. Then 17.6 mg (0.12 mmol) of 
CuBr was quickly added and the flask was sealed. The polymerization was 






After surface-initiated graft polymerization, the modified PU substrates were 
immersed overnight in aqueous ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid disodium salt 
(EDTA) solution, followed by immersing overnight in deionized water to 
remove the copper catalyst and physically-adsorbed monomers and 
homopolymers. The resulting HEMA and PEGMA graft-polymerized PU 




The chemical structures of PGMA, PAzMA and PAzBrMA were 
characterized by proton nuclear magnetic resonance (1H NMR) spectroscopy 
on a Bruker ARX 300 MHz spectrometer. As for the deuterated solvents, 
CDCl3 was used for PGMA and PAzBrMA, while DMSO-d6 was used for 
PAzMA. Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy measurements were 
carried out on a Bio-Rad FTS-135 spectrophotometer. Gel permeation 
chromatography (GPC) was performed on a Waters GPC system, equipped 
with a Waters 1515 isocratic HPLC pump, a Waters 717 Plus autosampler 
injector, a Waters 2414 refractive index detector and a series of three linear 
Jordi columns (Jordi Gel DVB 1000A, 300 × 7.8 mm, Cat. No. 10512, Serial 
No. 15072-17, packed with 5 µm PDVB particles), using THF as the eluent at 
a flow rate of 1.0 mL/min at 35 °C. The calibration curve was generated using 
polystyrene molecular weight standards. 
 
Surface composition of the pristine and modified PU films was determined by 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) on a Kratos AXIS Ultra HSA 





source of 1486.6 eV photons, at a constant dwelling time of 100 ms and pass 
energy of 40 eV. A photoelectron take-off angle (α) of 90°, with respect to the 
sample surface, was chosen to obtain the core-level signals. The XPSPEAK 
version 4.1 software was used for peak analysis, using the C 1s neutral 
hydrocarbon peak at 284.6 eV as a reference for all binding energies (BEs). In 
peak synthesis, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) for the Gaussian 
peaks was maintained constant for all components in a particular spectrum. 
Surface elemental stoichiometry was determined from peak-area ratios. Static 
water contact angles of the pristine and surface-functionalized PU substrates 
were measured at 25 °C by the sessile drop method, using 2 µL water droplets, 
on a telescopic goniometer (Model 100-00-(230), Rame-Hart Inc., Mountain 
Lake, NJ).(Yang et al. 2011) Each static water contact angle reported was the 
mean value from three substrates, with the value of each substrate obtained by 
averaging the contact angles from at least three surface locations. The 
morphology of the macroinitiator- and polymer-functionalized PU surfaces 
was investigated using atomic force microscope (AFM) in a Nanoscope IIIa 
AFM (Digital Instrument Inc., Tonawanda, NY). 
 
3.2.6. Protein Adsorption Assay 
To determine the antifouling efficacy of the functionalized PU surfaces, 
protein adsorption was performed using BSA and BSA-FITC. The BSA and 
BSA-FITC were dissolved separately in phosphate buffered saline (PBS, 10 
mM, pH 7.4) to a concentration of 2 mg/mL. The pristine and modified PU 
films were rinsed with PBS to rehydrate the surfaces. All the sample substrates 
were then immersed in BSA solution, while the patterned PU-g-P(HEMA) and 





preparation of fluorescence imaging. The substrates were incubated at 37 °C 
for 24 h. They were then removed from the protein solution, gently washed 
four times with PBS, and rinsed twice with deionized water to remove the PBS 
salt. After being dried under reduced pressure, the protein-adsorbed surfaces 
were characterized by XPS. The XPS N 1s core-level spectrum has often been 
employed as a marker for the analysis of the relative amount of protein 
adsorbed on the surfaces.(Xu et al. 2009a) The adsorption of BSA-FITC on 
the patterned surfaces was imaged using a Leica DMLM fluorescence 
microscope (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany), equipped with an 
excitation filter of 495 nm and an emission filter of 525 nm. 
 
3.2.7. Bacterial Adhesion Assay 
Sterilization was conducted prior to bacterial adhesion assays. All glassware 
and culture media were autoclaved at 120 °C for 20 min, and the PU substrates 
of 1 cm2 in size were UV-irradiated for 30 min. S. epidermidis was cultivated 
in 15 g/L of sterile aqueous nutrient broth, containing 5 g/L of peptone from 
enzymatic digest of gelatin and 3 g/L of beef extract at a final pH 6.8.(Sellman 
et al. 2008) The cultures were maintained on an orbital shaker set at 100 rpm 
and 37 °C. After 19 h, the culture broth was centrifuged at 2700 rpm for 10 
min to remove the supernatant. The remaining bacterial sediment was washed 
twice with PBS, after which it was re-suspended in PBS at ~108 cells/mL. 
Bacterial cell concentration was estimated by measuring the absorbance of cell 
dispersion at 540 nm in reference to a standard calibration curve obtained by 
the spread plate method, with an optical density of 1.0 equals to ~109 
cells/mL.(Madkour et al. 2009) Individual sample substrates were immersed in 





substrates were washed thrice with PBS to remove the loosely- and non-
adhered bacteria. 
 
For qualitative imaging, the adhered bacteria were fixed by immersing the 
substrate in 1 mL of 3% (v/v) aqueous glutaraldehyde at 4 °C overnight, 
followed by serial dehydration in 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100% of ethanol for 5 min 
each.(Wang et al. 2012) After subsequent drying under reduced pressure, the 
substrates were sputter-coated with a thin platinum layer, and imaged with a 
scanning electron microscope (SEM, Model JSM-5600LV, JEOL Co., Tokyo, 
Japan). The spread plate method was used to quantify the adhered bacteria on 
the surfaces.(Shi et al. 2006) After rinsing with PBS, the bacterial-adhered 
substrates were washed in 2 mL of sterile PBS under mild ultrasonication at 
50 Hz for 5 min, followed by rapid vortex mixing for 20 s, to release the 
adhered cells from the surface.(Shi et al. 2006; Wang et al. 2012) After 10-
fold serial dilution of this bacterial solution with PBS, 100 µL aliquot was 
spread onto the solid agar plate containing the culture medium. The bacteria 
were incubated overnight at 37 °C and the grown cell colonies were counted. 
The assay was carried out in triplicate with three samples for each surface. The 
results were presented as the relative viability of bacteria to that of the pristine 
PU surface. 
 
For Pseudomonas sp. adhesion assay, artificial seawater was used as a 
medium instead of PBS. The artificial seawater was prepared by dissolving 
23.476 g of NaCl, 3.917 g of Na2SO4, 0.192 g of NaHCO3, 0.664 g of KCl, 





H3BO3, and 0.04 g of SrCl2∙6H2O in 1 L of deionized water, with the pH 
adjusted to 7.2 ± 0.1 using 5 M of aqueous NaOH.(Yuan and Pehkonen 2007) 
Pseudomonas sp. was cultured in sterile artificial seawater, containing 3 g/L of 
bacteriological peptone and 1.5 g/L of yeast extract. Cell culturing was carried 
out in an orbital shaker under 100 rpm shaking at 30 °C for 72 h. The 
procedures for Pseudomonas sp. adhesion assay were similar to those for S. 
epidermidis, with all the PBS roles being replaced by artificial seawater. 
 
3.2.8. Barnacle cyprid settlement assay 
Adult barnacles (Amphibalanus (=Balanus) amphitrite) collected from Kranji 
mangrove, Singapore, were maintained in an open circulating aquarium at 25 
°C and fed daily with brine shrimp. Naupliar larvae obtained from the 
barnacles were reared with a 1:1 (v/v) microalgal mixture of Tetraselmis 
suecica and Chaetoceros muelleri, at a density of 5 × 105 larvae/mL at 25 
°C.(Rittschof et al. 2003) The algal media was replaced every 2 d. The larvae 
metamorphosed into cyprids after 5 d. The harvested cyprids were further aged 
at 4 °C for 2 d and acclimated at room temperature for 30 min prior to the 
assay. 
 
Cyprids settlement assay was carried out using the droplet method.(Aldred et 
al. 2010b; Chaw et al. 2011) A 2 cm × 2 cm of pristine or modified PU 
substrate was placed on a watch glass and gently pressed to form a concave 
trough, into which 0.5 mL of cyprids suspension (made up to 80 cyprids/mL) 
was introduced to form a large droplet. The experiment was conducted in the 





cyprids were manually enumerated under optical microscope. Each settlement 
test was performed in triplicate. 
 
3.3. Results and Discussion 
3.3.1. Synthesis of poly(3-azido-2-(2-bromo-2-methylpropanoyloxy)propyl 
methacrylate) (PAzBrMA) macroinitiator anchor 
In the present work, polymerization of glycidyl methacrylate (GMA) was 
carried out via reversible addition-fragmentation chain-transfer (RAFT) 
polymerization to control the chain growth and molecular weight distribution. 
From gel permeation chromatography (GPC) measurements, the number-
average molecular weight (Mn) of the GMA polymer (PGMA) after 6 h of 
polymerization reached 12,700 g/mol with a polydispersity index (PDI) of 
1.34 and degree of polymerization ~90. Subsequent ring-opening reaction of 
PGMA was enacted using azidation reaction with NaN3 in the presence of 
NH4Cl to obtain poly(3-azido-2-hydroxypropyl methacrylate) (PAzMA). A 
molecular weight increase of 2,600 g/mol from that of PGMA indicates 
successful opening of the epoxide rings by azide addition. The increase in Mn 
is consistent with that reported for the oxirane ring-opening reaction of GMA 
in the methyl methacrylate (MMA) copolymer [P(GMA-co-MMA)] to 
produce P(PAzMA-co-MMA).(Tsarevsky et al. 2007) Substitution of the 
pendant hydroxyl groups of PAzMA with alkyl bromide moieties was carried 
out via the esterification process. After bromo-alkylation of PAzMA, the 
molecular weight of PAzBrMA increased further by 1,600 g/mol, indicating 
successful addition of alkyl bromide functionalities. The PDI after ring-





respectively, suggesting that no cross-linking or side reaction occurred during 
the azidation and esterification processes. 
 
Fig 3-2 shows the respective proton nuclear magnetic resonance (1H NMR) 
spectra of the sequential products of PAzBrMA synthesis. Complete 
displacement of chemical shifts associated with the protons in the epoxide ring 
of PGMA at 2.64, 2.84 and 3.23 ppm (Fig 3-2a and b, respectively) indicates 
successful ring-opening reaction of PGMA to PAzMA.(Zhao et al. 2010) New 
signals characteristics of PAzMA appear at 3.32 ppm, arising from the 
methene protons adjacent to the azide group, at 3.75–3.95 ppm, arising from 
the methyne proton associated with the hydroxyl group and the methene 
protons next to ester group, and at 5.49 ppm, arising from the hydroxyl proton 
(Fig 3-2b). In Fig 3-2c, the significant increase in signal intensity at 1.99 ppm 
has resulted from the addition of methyl protons near the bromide terminal in 
PAzBrMA. 
 
Fig 3-3 shows the Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectra of PGMA, 
PAzMA and PAzBrMA. The strong absorption peak in the PAzMA and 
PAzBrMA spectra at ~2106 cm-1 (Fig 3-3b,c), arising from the asymmetric 
stretching vibration of azide group, indicates successful ring-opening reaction 
of PGMA through azidation. Valence vibration of the hydroxyl group at 
~3472 cm-1 is also discernible in the PAzMA spectrum (Fig 3-3b), suggesting 
that the epoxide rings in PGMA have been opened. In the PAzBrMA spectrum 
(Fig 3-3c), the disappearance of hydroxyl absorption at ~3472 cm-1 and the 





groups of PAzMA have been substituted by alky bromide moieties after 
reaction with BIBB.(Hasneen et al. 2007; Zhao et al. 2010) 
 
 
Figure 3-2. 1H NMR spectra of (a) PGMA in CDCl3, (b) PAzMA in DMSO-d6 and 






Figure 3-3. FT-IR spectra of (a) PGMA, (b) PAzMA and (c) PAzBrMA. 
 
3.3.2. Immobilization of the PAzBrMA macroinitiator anchor on PU film 
The alkyl-bromide macroinitiator was anchored on polyurethane (PU) surface 
by converting the physically coated azide groups into covalent amine linkages 
with the PU hydrocarbons. The conversion was achieved by ultraviolet (UV) 
irradiation-initiated nitrene chemistry.(Li et al. 2010b) As a highly reactive 
species, azides decomposed under thermolysis or photolysis by losing 
molecular nitrogen to produce the highly reactive nitrenes.(Han and Gao 2010; 
Wang et al. 2007) Nitrene intermediates reacted with the hydrocarbons via 
insertion between the carbon-hydrogen (C-H) bond to form amine linkages.(Li 
et al. 2010c) Using a simple transmission electron microscopy (TEM) grid to 
mask the UV irradiation on the coated surface, only azides in the unshielded 





macroinitiator-micropatterned surface. After rinsing with THF, the physically-
adsorbed coating was removed by dissolution, leaving behind only the 
covalently-bonded anchor. This photoinduction effect was confirmed by 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging after surface-initiated atom 
transfer radical polymerization (SI-ATRP) of 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate 
(HEMA) and poly(ethylene glycol) methacrylate (PEGMA) for the patterned 
surfaces. In Fig 3-4, the HEMA polymer (P(HEMA)) and PEGMA polymer 
(P(PEGMA)) brushes only appeared on the regions previously exposed to UV 
light, with each region having the dimension of TEM grid aperture. Therefore, 
this photoinduced anchoring system offers a simple approach to create a 
micropatterned surface for SI-ATRP. 
     
Figure 3-4. SEM micrographs of the micropatterned (a) PU-g-P(HEMA) and (b) PU-
g-P(PEGMA) surfaces. Scale bars are 100 µm. A 200-mesh TEM copper grid was 
used as a photomask during UV irradiation of the PU-PAzBrMA surfaces. 
 
Fig 3-5 shows the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) spectra of pristine 
and modified PU films. In the XPS wide-scan spectra of pristine PU film (Fig 
3-5a), the Si 2p and Si 2s signals with respective binding energies (BEs) at 
about 99 and 151 eV are associated with alkoxysilanes and polysiloxanes 
commonly introduced into commercial PU films to improve surface finishing 






thermal stability and water repellency.(Zhu et al. 2006) In Fig 3-5b, the XPS 
C 1s core-level spectra of pristine PU film can be curve-fitted into four peak 
components with BEs at about 284.6, 285.3, 286.4 and 289.1 eV, attributable 
to C–H, C–N, C–O and O–(C=O)–N species, respectively.(Beamson and 
Briggs 1992) 
 
Fig 3-5c and d show the respective XPS wide-scan and N 1s core-level spectra 
of the PAzBrMA-coated PU surface (PU-PAzBrMA surface) prior to UV 
irradiation, whereas Fig 3-5e and f show the corresponding XPS C 1s and N 
1s core-level spectra of the PAzBrMA-anchored PU surface (PU-Br surface) 
after UV irradiation. From comparison of the XPS wide-scan spectra, the 
relative intensity of Br 3d signal of the PU-Br surface is reduced from that of 
PU-PAzBrMA surface. Quantitative peak analysis shows that the [Br]/[C] 
mole ratio of PU-PAzBrMA surface is 0.014, in comparison to that of 0.008 
for the PU-Br surface. The reduction is probably due to partial photo-
degradation of the C–Br bonds under UV irradiation.(Murcia et al. 2012) The 
XPS Br 3d core-level spectrum of PU-Br surface consists of a Br 3d5/2 and Br 
3d3/2 doublet, with respective BEs at about 70.1 and 71.9 eV, attributable to 
the covalently-bonded bromide species.(Moulder and Chastain 1992; Yang et 
al. 2011) The Br 3d signal indicates that the alkyl bromide species have been 
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Figure 3-5. XPS wide-scan, C 1s, N 1s, and Br 3d core-level spectra of pristine PU, 






(a) Pristine PU: wide-scan (b) Pristine PU: C 1s 
(e) PU-Br: C 1s 
(g) PU-g-P(HEMA): wide-scan 
(i)PU-g-P(PEGMA) wide-scan 
 
(f) PU-Br: N 1s  
(h) PU-g-P(HEMA): C 1s 








































































The successful immobilization of alkyl bromide species is further confirmed in 
the change in XPS N 1s core-level spectral lineshape of the PU-Br surface 
from that of the PU-PAzBrMA surface. The XPS N 1s core-level spectra of 
PU-PAzBrMA surfaces can be curve-fitted into four peak components. The 
three N 1s peak components of about equal intensities and with BEs at about 
399.5, 400.4 and 403.6 eV are attributable to the negatively charged nitrogen 
(=N-), neutral imine (–N=), and positively charged nitrogen (=N+=) species of 
the azide moiety, respectively,(Cai et al. 2011a) while the peak component at 
the BE of about 400.4 arises from the carbamate amine (–N<) of PU film. The 
molar ratio of carbamate amine in PU film to the imine species in azide, [–
N<]:[–N=], is 0.6:1, indicating the dominance of PAzBrMA layer within the 
XPS probing depth. After UV irradiation, peak intensities of the three N 
components of azide in PU-Br decrease relatively to that of the amine species. 
For the PU-Br surface, the molar ratio of amine species to azide imine, [–
N<]:[–N=], is 3.1:1. This change in relative concentration of the nitrogen 
species is consistent with the photoinduced conversion of azide groups into 
amine linkages via nitrene intermediates. 
 
3.3.3. Graft polymerization of HEMA and PEGMA from PU-Br surface 
PU is known to be a hydrophobic material with a static water contact angle of 
~100° (Table 3-1). The anchoring of PAzBrMA layer reduced the 
hydrophobicity of PU surface, as indicated by the decrease in its water contact 
angle to ~92°. For SI-ATRP of HEMA and PEGMA, the molar feed ratio of 
[monomers]:[CuBr, catalyst]:[CuBr2, deactivator]:[PMDETA/bpy, ligand] was 
controlled at 100:1:0.2:2. After 4 h of graft-polymerization, the static water 





decreased to ~48° and ~45°, respectively, in agreement with the hydrophilic 
nature of P(HEMA) and P(PEGMA) brushes.(Paripovic and Klok 2011; Yang 
et al. 2011) 
Table 3-1. Static water contact angle and surface composition of the pristine and 
surface-functionalized PU films. 
Sample Surface composition (molar ratio)a 
Static water contact angle 
(mean ± SD)b 
Pristine PU 
[C-H]:[C-N]:[C-O]:[O-CO-N]  
   =  23.2:2.7:10.7:0.8 
100° ± 4° 
PU-Br [C]:[Br]  =  7.2:1.0 92° ± 2° 
PU-g-P(HEMA) [C-H]:[C-O]:[O-C=O]  =  3.1:2.2:1.0 48° ± 2° 
PU-g-P(PEGMA) [C-H]:[C-O]:[O-C=O]  =  5.3:9.6:0.8 45° ± 2° 
a Surface composition was derived from the peak-area ratio of XPS spectra. 
b SD denotes standard deviation from three measurements. 
 
From the comparison of XPS wide-scan spectra of PU-Br, PU-g-P(HEMA) 
and PU-g-P(PEGMA) surfaces (Fig 3-5e,g,i), the complete disappearance of 
Si 2p, Si 2s and N 1s signals suggests that the thickness of P(HEMA) and 
P(PEGMA) brushes has exceeded the 8-nm probing depth of XPS technique in 
an organic matrix.(Moulder and Chastain 1992) It has been reported that the 
thickness of P(HEMA) brushes after 4 and 8 h of SI-ATRP could reach 26 and 
41 nm, respectively,(Xu et al. 2005) whereas that of the P(PEGMA) brushes 
could reach about 52 nm after 3 h of SI-ATRP.(Xu et al. 2009a) In Fig 3-5h 
and j, the XPS C 1s core-level spectra of the PU-g-P(HEMA) and PU-g-
P(PEGMA) surfaces can be curve-fitted into three peak components with BEs 
at approximately 284.6, 286.2 and 288.6 eV, attributable to the C–H, C–O and 
O–C=O species, respectively.(Beamson and Briggs 1992) In the XPS C 1s 
core-level spectrum of the PU-g-P(PEGMA) surface, the C–O peak 
component is substantially larger than the C–H peak component, consistent 





3.3.4. Morphologies of the macroinitiator- and polymer-functionalized PU 
surfaces 
The surface topographies of the macroinitiator- and polymer-functionalized 
PU surfaces over an area of 1 × 1 µm2 are revealed by the AFM images in Fig 
3-6. The low uniformity of the coatings might have arisen from the irregular 
distribution of the macroinitiator molecules on the surface during wet casting, 
due to the surface roughness and rubbery texture of PU. Different 
conformation between the curved UV lamp and the flat PU-PAzBrMA surface 
also resulted in different coverage of radiation intensity over the surface area, 
leaving behind some of the unconverted macroinitiator layers which were 
easily removed by subsequent washing with THF. The P(HEMA) and 
P(PEGMA) coatings on the PU substrates exhibit wavy and uneven surface 
level. The low uniformity of macroinitiator layers resulted in the surface 
roughness of the polymer brushes grown on the substrates. 
 
3.3.5. Protein adsorption (protein-fouling) assays 
To qualitatively assess the protein repellent effect of surface functionalization, 
the micropatterned PU-g-P(HEMA) and PU-g-P(PEGMA) surfaces were 
immersed in the fluorescein-labelled BSA protein solution (BSA-FITC). BSA 
was chosen as its strong adsorption characteristics on various types of 
materials has been previously described.(Yang et al. 2011) Fig 3-7 shows the 
micropatterned PU surfaces under fluorescence microscopy after 24 h of 
immersion in BSA-FITC solution. Intense fluorescence (appearing green) was 
observed in the non-functionalized area, whereas the functionalized square 
regions showed substantially reduced fluorescence. The results indicate that 





P(HEMA) or P(PEGMA) brushes reduced the protein adsorption to the 




Figure 3-6. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of the (a) PU-Br, (b) PU-g-











     
Figure 3-7. Fluorescence images of the micropatterned (a) PU-g-P(HEMA) and (b) 
PU-g-P(PEGMA) surfaces after 24 h of immersion in BSA-FTIC solution. Scale bars 
are 100 µm. A 200-mesh TEM copper grid was used as a photomask during UV 
irradiation of the PU-PAzBrMA surfaces. 
 
The XPS-derived [N]/[C] ratio is employed to quantify the relative amount of 
protein adsorbed on various surfaces.(Xu et al. 2009a) As shown in the XPS 
wide-scan spectra in Fig 3-8a,b, an increase in N 1s signal can be observed 
after the pristine PU film was immersed in the BSA solution for 24 h. 
Quantitative analysis reveals that the relative [N]/[C] mole ratio of pristine PU 
film increased from 0.03 (before adsorption) to 0.07 (after adsorption). In Fig 
3-8c,d, the N 1s signals on the XPS wide-scan spectra of PU-g-P(HEMA) and 
PU-g-P(PEGMA) surfaces were barely discernible after 24 h of immersion in 
BSA solution, with the corresponding [N]/[C] ratios of 0.003 and 0.002, 
respectively. The negligible nitrogen signals indicated that the surface-grafted 
P(HEMA) and P(PEGMA) brushes are able to resist protein adsorption. 
Reductions in BSA adsorption on the respective PU-g-P(HEMA) and PU-g-
P(PEGMA) surfaces of up to 91% and 94%, from that on the pristine PU 
surface are comparable to those reported for the reduction in fibrinogen 
adsorption of 84–98% and lysozyme adsorption of 67–91% on the 






al. 2009) or the reduction in fibrinogen adsorption of ~70% on the P(HEMA) 
brushes-modified PU surface.(Jin et al. 2010) The highly extended hydrophilic 
P(HEMA) polymer brushes are capable of physically excluding protein 
adsorption.(Xu et al. 2009b; Yang et al. 2011) The protein repellent capacity 
of P(PEGMA) is likely associated with the unique properties of PEG units: 
minimum free energy at the polymer/water interface, nearly unlimited 
solubility, high mobility, large excluded volume, and hydrophilicity.(Paripovic 
and Klok 2011; Zhao et al. 2010) These properties enable the polymer units to 
strongly bind the water molecules, creating a surface hydration layer that 
substantially reduces the ionic interaction and hydrogen bonding between the 
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Figure 3-8. XPS wide-scan and N 1s core-level spectra of the (a) pristine PU surface 
before BSA exposure, and (b) pristine PU, (c) PU-g-P(HEMA) and (d) PU-g-
P(PEGMA) surfaces after exposure to BSA for 24 h. 
  
  
(a) PU before BSA immersion 
 [N]/[C] = 0.035 
(b) PU after BSA immersion 
 [N]/[C] = 0.067 
(c)PU-g-P(HEMA) 
 [N]/[C] = 0.003 
(d)PU-g-P(PEGMA) 
 [N]/[C] = 0.002 
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3.3.6. Bacterial Adhesion (Microfouling) Assays 
Gram-positive S. epidermidis and gram-negative Pseudomonas sp. were used 
to assess the bacterial adhesion efficacy of the modified surfaces. It is well-
known that S. epidermidis can cause biofilm growth on plastic devices and 
implants, such as intravenous catheters and medical prostheses.(Otto 2009) 
Pseudomonas sp., on the other hand, is a common marine bacteria found in 
open environment, especially in coastal seawater.(Zhang and Zeng 2008) In 
this assay, an incubation period of 4 h was used, which has been reported to be 
sufficient for bacteria to achieve the initial adhesion state on a surface.(Han 
and Gao 2010) From the SEM micrographs in Fig 3-9, less bacterial adhesion 
was observed on the P(HEMA) and P(PEGMA) modified surfaces, in 
comparison to the pristine PU and PU-Br surfaces. This anti-adhesion property 
can be attributed to the hydrated polymer brushes, which are known to repel 
proteins and extracellular polymeric substances secreted by the bacteria during 
the adhesion process.(Wang et al. 2011a) 
 
Fig 3-10 shows the quantitative assay of bacterial adhesion on the sample 
surfaces using the spread plate method. The PU-Br surface was more 
susceptible to bacterial adhesion compared to the pristine PU surface, with the 
relative viability of S. epidermidis and Pseudomonas sp. increasing to 106 and 
116%, respectively. The phenomenon is probably due to an increase in surface 
roughness provided by the macroinitiator anchor layer, which may have 
allowed the bacteria to cling onto the surface tightly. In comparison to pristine 
PU film, the PU-g-P(HEMA) and PU-g-P(PEGMA) surfaces reduced S. 
epidermidis adhesion to 28 and 22%, and Pseudomonas sp. adhesion to 23 and 









Figure 3-9. SEM micrographs of (a-d) S. epidermidis and (e-h) Pseudomonas sp. 
adhesions on the (a,e) pristine PU, (b,f) PU-Br, (c,g) PU-g-P(HEMA), and (d,h) PU-












Figure 3-10. Relative viability of adhered (a) S. epidermidis and (b) Pseudomonas sp. 
cells on pristine and modified PU surfaces after 4 h of immersion in bacterial 
solutions at 37 °C. Error bars represent the standard deviation obtained from three 
replicates. 
 
3.3.7. Barnacle Cyprids Settlement (Macrofouling) Assays 
Barnacles are one of the major macrofoulers in marine environment with a 
wide geographical distribution.(Aldred and Clare 2008) Cyprid settlement 
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contact with the untreated edge if a container was used. To ensure even 
settlement over the substrate, the assays were carried out in the dark.(Schmidt 
et al. 2009) Approximately 40 cyprids were incubated in the well formed from 
each sample surface for 24 h. Fig 3-11 shows the percentage of settled and 
dead cyprids. Toxicity was not observed as mortality remained less than 15% 
for all assays.(Yang et al. 2012b) The average percentage of settled cyprids on 
the pristine PU and PU-Br films was 67 and 60%, respectively. On the other 
hand, settlement on the P(HEMA)- and P(PEGMA)-grafted PU surfaces was 
17 and 9%, respectively. This observation supports the low-fouling nature 
previously observed for P(HEMA) and P(PEGMA). The hydrated polymer 
brushes probably have weakened the adhesion of glycoproteins secreted by the 




Figure 3-11. Percentage of settled and dead barnacle cyprids on pristine and modified 
PU surfaces relative to the total population after 24 h of settlement assay. Error bars 
represent the standard deviation obtained from three replicates. 
 
 






Polyurethane (PU) is widely used in composite materials, such as sonar dome 
and total artificial heart. In such applications, the PU surface needs to be 
protected against the rapid rate of biofouling. Poly(3-azido-2-(2-bromo-2-
methylpropanoyloxy)propyl methacrylate) (PAzBrMA) has been synthesized 
as a macroinitiator anchor for surface modification of PU. The anchoring 
process was enabled by UV-induced conversion of azide moieties of 
PAzBrMA into nitrene intermediates for the subsequent amine linkages 
formation with the PU surface. This interfacial nitrene chemistry involves 
mild reaction conditions, avoiding the use of strong solvent and high 
temperature that can swell or dissolve the polymer substrates. Amine linkages 
also occurred between nitrenes and PAzBrMA chains, allowing the formation 
of anchor multilayers through self-crosslinking. With the use of a simple UV 
photomask, the method also allows surface micropatterning of the 
macroinitiator anchor. Surface micropatterning is a standard in biomaterial 
engineering to control the geometry of adhesion, and is particularly useful in 
microfluidics and electronic devices. The technique of macroinitiator 
anchoring for surface-initiated atom transfer radical polymerization (SI-
ATRP), which can be performed under relatively mild conditions, provides a 
versatile means for surface modification and functionalization of polymer 
substrates. The resulting anchor layers were preserved after rinsing with 
tetrahydrofuran, demonstrating the interfacial stability of the covalent bonding 
through amine linkages with the organic substrates. However, this anchoring 






Hydrophilic antifouling brushes were introduced by SI-ATRP of 2-
hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA) or poly(ethylene glycol) methacrylate 
(PEGMA) from the PAzBrMA-anchored PU films. Protein adsorption 
(molecular fouling), bacterial adhesion (microfouling) and barnacle cyprids 
settlement (macrofouling) on the polymer brushes-modified PU surfaces were 
significantly reduced in the presence of a surface hydration layer. The HEMA 
and PEGMA polymer brushes have an extensive inhibition against surface 











BIOINSPIRED MACROINITIATOR ANCHOR FOR 
SURFACE-INITIATED ATOM TRANSFER RADICAL 
POLYMERIZATION OF CATIONIC, ZWITTERIONIC, 









Modification of material surfaces with functional polymers allows the 
incorporation of desirable surface properties. Dopamine, a biomimetic 
adhesive inspired by the mussel-adhesive protein, has attracted considerable 
interest in the preparation of environmentally-benign multifunctional anchors 
for surface modification.(Lee et al. 2007; Yah et al. 2012) The coexistence of 
catechol and amine groups in dopamine enables this molecular compound to 
self-polymerize and achieve universal adhesion. More specifically, catechol 
groups readily bind to metal surfaces via coordination interaction and allow 
the formation of an ultrathin monolayer of anchors.(Xu et al. 2012) The 
combination of this anchoring method with surface-initiated controlled/living 
radical polymerization would provide an ideal strategy for achieving a 
thorough surface modification.(Matyjaszewski 2012) 
 
Biofouling has been the major cause of performance degradation and financial 
damage in biomedical,(Vasilev et al. 2009) maritime,(Chapman et al. 2013) 
food,(Kenawy et al. 2007) chemical,(Teodosio et al. 2013) and textile 
industries.(Yang et al. 2009) Attachment of organisms on material surface 
occurs gradually upon microfouling and biofilm formation. The latter has 
proven difficult to compromise because of its extreme resistance against host-
defence mechanisms.(Costerton et al. 1999) Therefore, an alternative remedy 
is to inhibit the initial adhesion of microorganism. The release of biocides 
from surface coatings has provided high efficacy in controlling all levels of 
biofouling, but in recent years, there has been increasing restrictions in the use 





use of antibiotics also increases the risks of bacterial strains developing 
resistance against the drug biocidal activities.(Silver et al. 2006) Thus, there is 
considerable interest in positively charged cations, as they have been reported 
to exhibit nonspecific killing mechanism towards bacterial cells via membrane 
ion exchange.(Haldar et al. 2006) Polymeric quaternary ammonium 
compounds, for instance, represent a class of polyelectrolytes which derive 
their outstanding properties from the density and distribution of positive 
charges along a macromolecular backbone.(Fuchs and Tiller 2006) While the 
bacteria are killed, the dead cells often remain adhered on the surface due to 
electrostatic interaction, and this may result in a built up of organic layers that 
obliterate the bioactivity of the surface.(Huang et al. 2008) We hypothesize 
that mannose, a highly hydrophilic molecule from aldohexose monomer, could 
be incorporated on the outer edge of these cations in order to deter the 
adhesion of dead bacterial cells. 
 
Zwitterionic polymers have been reported to have superior repelling efficacy 
against non-specific proteins. Among this class of polymers, poly(sulfobetaine 
methacrylate) [P(SBMA)] and poly(carboxybetaine methacrylate) [P(CBMA)] 
have been used to obtain low-fouling surfaces due to their strong affinity for 
water molecules.(Cho et al. 2007; Jiang and Cao 2010) Another useful 
approach in surface modification is the introduction of thermo-responsive 
property, which allows the regulation of hydrophilic-hydrophobic domains by 
tuning the temperature. For example, poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) 
[P(NIPAM)] undergoes a reversible lower critical solution temperature 





structure (hydrophilic state) below LCST and a collapsed globular structure 
(hydrophobic state) above LCST. Since P(NIPAM) exhibits LCST at a 
temperature near that of human body, its immobilization on solid substrates to 
control surface wettability has been widely investigated.(Liu et al. 2013; Xu et 
al. 2004) 
 
In this work, stainless steel, which is widely used in biomedical and marine 
applications due to its high specific strength, corrosion resistance and 
biocompatibility,(Locci et al. 2000) was initially modified with the 
macroinitiator anchor derived from free radical polymerization of N-dopamine 
maleimide and p-vinylbenzyl chloride. This bioinspired functional anchor 
serves as a robust and durable platform for grafting of 2-(dimethylamino)ethyl 
methacrylate (DMAEMA) polymer brushes via surface-initiated atom transfer 
radical polymerization (SI-ATRP). Quaternization of the tertiary amines along 
the DMAEMA polymer chains with alkyl-halide mannose introduces the 
pendant cationic functionalities. Since dead bacteria would not produce 
exopolysaccharide to further support their adhesion,(Tok and Aslim 2010) the 
hydrophilic nature of mannose molecules is expected to render the surface free 
from the dead cells in aquatic or plasmic media. The universality of this 
biomimetic macroinitiator anchor was further demonstrated by grafting of the 
zwitterionic P(SBMA) and thermo-responsive P(NIPAM) brushes. The 
ultralow surface energy characteristic of the P(SBMA)-modified surface 
would reduce protein adsorption and barnacle cyprid settlement. The 
P(NIPAM)-grafted surface allows mediation of cell attachment and 





4.2. Experimental Section 
4.2.1. Materials 
Stainless steel (SS) foils (AISI type 304, 0.05 mm thick) were purchased from 
Goodfellow Ltd., Cambridge, UK. Dopamine hydrochloride (99%) and D-(+)-
mannose (99%) were purchased from Alfa Aesar Co., Ward Hill, MA. N-
methoxycarbonylmaleimide, p-vinylbenzyl chloride (VBC, 90%), 2,2’-
azobis(2-methylpropionitrile) (AIBN, 98%), 2-(dimethylamino)ethyl 
methacrylate (DMAEMA, 98%), 2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl dimethyl-(3-
sulfopropyl) ammonium hydroxide (MEDSAH, 97%), N-isopropylacrylamide 
(NIPAM, 97%), copper(I) bromide (CuBr, 99%), copper(II) bromide (CuBr2, 
98%), copper(I) chloride (CuCl, 99%), copper(II) chloride (CuCl2, 98%), 2,2’-
bipyridyl (bpy, 99+%), triptic soy broth, bovine serum albumin (BSA, 98%), 
and bovine γ-globulins (99+%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co., St. 
Louis, MO. Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus, ATCC 25923) and KB cancer 
cells were obtained from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC), 
Manassas, VA. Triethylamine (TEA) and solvents, such as 1,4-dioxane, N,N’-
dimethylformamide (DMF, >99.8%), methanol, and dimethyl sulfoxide 
(DMSO), were of analytical grade. Monomers were passed through an 
inhibitor-removal column and stored under an argon atmosphere at -10 °C. 
TEA was dehydrated with oven-dried molecular sieves. CuBr and CuCl were 
purified by stirring in acetic acid for 4 h, washed with ethanol, and dried under 
reduced pressure. N-dopamine maleimide (DM)(Geiseler and Fruk 2012) and 
2’-bromoethyl α-D-mannopyranoside (Man-Br)(Hayes et al. 2003) were 






4.2.2. Synthesis of poly(DM-alt-VBC) [P(DM-alt-VBC)] macroinitiator 
anchor 
The preparation of macroinitiator anchor and surface reactions were shown 
schematically in Fig 4-1. The synthesis of P(DM-alt-VBC) was carried out via 
free radical polymerization at an [DM, 1.8 g, 7.73 mmol]:[VBC]:[AIBN] 
molar feed ratio of 100:100:1.5 in 5 mL of dioxane. The polymerization was 
allowed to proceed under stirring at 65 °C for 8 h. After reaction, the mixture 
was cooled down to room temperature and precipitated into 150 mL of ethanol 
under stirring for 15 min. The suspension was filtered and washed thrice with 
ethanol. The retentate, denoted as P(DM-alt-VBC), was dried under reduced 
pressure. 
 
4.2.3. Immobilization of P(DM-alt-VBC) macroinitiator anchor on SS 
surface 
The SS substrates were cleaned ultrasonically with deionized water, acetone, 
and ethanol for 10 min each. Ten 1 cm × 1 cm SS coupons (or two 2 cm × 2 
cm SS coupons) were immersed in 5 mL of DMF solution containing 5 
mg/mL of P(DM-alt-VBC). The mixture was agitated in a vortex mixer for 24 
h to allow the anchoring of macroinitiator on SS surfaces. The P(DM-alt-
VBC)-anchored SS substrates, denoted as SS-Cl, were then immersed 
overnight in DMF to ensure complete removal of physically adsorbed 
polymer. Clean SS-Cl substrates were further rinsed with ethanol and dried 





Figure 4-1. Synthesis of poly[(N-dopamine maleimide)-alt-(p-vinylbenzyl chloride)] 
(P(DM-alt-VBC)) macroinitiator anchor, its immobilization on SS surface, and SI-





4.2.4. Grafting of DMAEMA, MEDSAH, and NIPAM polymer brushes 
from SS-Cl surfaces 
Surface-initiated atom transfer radical polymerization (SI-ATRP) of 
DMAEMA was carried out at a [DMAEMA, 4 mL, 23.74 
mmol]:[CuBr]:[CuBr2]:[bpy] molar feed ratio of 100:1:0.2:1 in 4 mL of 
methanol, in a 10-mL round-bottom flask containing 10 coupons of 1 cm2 SS-
Cl. The mixture was stirred and degassed with argon for 30 min prior to the 
addition of CuBr. The polymerization was allowed to proceed under stirring at 
35 °C for 24 h. The DMAEMA polymer-grafted substrates, denoted as SS-g-
P(DMAEMA) substrates, were each immersed overnight in methanol to 
remove the physically-adsorbed monomer, oligomer and polymer, then in 
aqueous ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid disodium salt (EDTA) solution to 
remove the copper catalyst, and finally in deionized water to remove the 
EDTA salt. The clean SS-g-P(DMAEMA) substrates were dried under 
reduced pressure. 
 
SI-ATRP of MEDSAH was carried out at a [MEDSAH, 2.5 g, 8.95 
mmol]:[CuBr]:[CuBr2]:[bpy] molar feed ratio of 50:1:0.1:2.5 in 4 mL of 
deionized water and 1 mL of methanol, containing 10 coupons of 1 cm2 (or 
two coupons of 4 cm2) SS-Cl. The CuBr2, bpy, MEDSAH, methanol, 
deionized water, and SS-Cl coupons were introduced into a 10 mL round-
bottomed flask (or a test tube of 2.5 cm in diameter). The mixture was stirred 
and degassed with argon for 30 min prior to the addition of CuBr. The 
polymerization was allowed to proceed under stirring at room temperature for 
24 h. The MEDSAH polymer-grafted substrates, denoted as SS-g-





aqueous EDTA solution, and deionized water before being dried under 
reduced pressure. 
 
SI-ATRP of NIPAM was carried out at a [NIPAM, 1.64 g, 14.49 
mmol]:[CuCl]:[CuCl2]:[bpy] molar feed ratio of 100:1:0.2:2 in 3 mL of 
DMSO, containing 10 coupons of 1 cm2 SS-Cl. The CuCl2, bpy, NIPAM, 
DMSO, and SS-Cl coupons were introduced into a 10 mL round-bottomed 
flask. The mixture was stirred and degassed with argon for 30 min prior to the 
addition of CuCl. The polymerization was allowed to proceed under stirring at 
40 °C for 24 h. The NIPAM polymer-grafted substrates, denoted as SS-g-
P(NIPAM) substrates, were serially immersed overnight, each in DMSO, 
aqueous EDTA solution, and deionized water before being dried under 
reduced pressure. 
 
4.2.5. Quaternization of the SS-g-P(DMAEMA) surfaces 
Ten coupons of 1 cm2 SS-g-P(DMAEMA) were immersed in 10 mL of 1:1 
(v/v) mixture of DMSO and deionized water, containing Man-Br at a 
concentration of 0.12 M. The mixture was shaken in a vortex mixer for 1 h 
before being heated at 70 °C for 48 h. The quaternized SS-g-P(DMAEMA) 
surfaces, denoted as the SS-g-PQ(DMAEMA) surfaces, were immersed 
overnight in deionized water to remove the physically adsorbed Man-Br 
molecules, and then dried under reduced pressure. 
 
4.2.6. Characterization 
The chemical structures of P(DM-alt-VBC) was characterized by 1H NMR 





(GPC) was performed as described in Section 3.2.5, using an Agilent PLgel 5 
µm MIXED-D (P/N: 79911GP-MXD) as the column and DMF as the eluent. 
Surface compositions of the sample substrates were determined by X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) on a Kratos AXIS Ultra DLD spectrometer, 
equipped with a monochromatized Al Kα X-ray source of 1486.71 eV 
photons, as described in Section 3.2.5. Static water contact angles of the 
sample substrates were measured on a telescopic goniometer as described in 
Section 3.2.5. 
 
4.2.7. Bacterial adhesion assay 
The pristine and functionalized SS surfaces were challenged against S. aureus, 
which was cultured in 30 g/L of sterile aqueous triptic soy broth at a final pH 
of 7.3. The culturing process and bacterial adhesion assay were carried out as 
described in Section 3.2.7. The bacterial concentration used to incubate the 
sample substrates was ~107 cells/mL. After incubation, substrates were 
washed twice with PBS, each for 5 min, to remove the loosely- and non-
adhered bacteria. To demonstrate the removal of dead bacteria from the 
mannose-modified surface, each sample coupon was transferred into 1 mL of 
sterile PBS at 37 °C for 30 min. 
 
For qualitative waterborne assay, a Live/Dead BacLight Bacterial Viability 
Kits mixture was prepared according to the manual instruction (Invitrogen 
Co., Carlsbad, CA).25 The mixture consists of two nucleic acid dyes: green-
fluorescent SYTO 9 and red-fluorescent propidium iodide (PI). SYTO 9 is cell 





In contrast, PI with a higher affinity for nucleic acid is rejected from viable 
cells by the membrane pumps. When both dyes are present, PI competes with 
SYTO 9 for nucleic acid binding sites. Thus, viable (appearing green) and 
dead (appearing red) bacterial cells are distinguishable under fluorescent 
microscopy. After incubation and PBS washing, sample substrates were 
stained by dropping 0.1 mL solution of BacLight Kits on the surface for 15 
min. The stained coupons were observed under a green filter 
(excitation/emission: 420–480 nm / 520–580 nm) and a red filter 
(excitation/emission: 480–550 nm / 590–800 nm) using a Leica DMLM 
fluorescent microscope (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) with a 100 
W Hg lamp. Three different areas on each substrate were randomly chosen to 
represent the overview of the surface. For quantitative assay, spread plate 
method was used to enumerate the adhered bacteria on the surfaces, as 
described in Section 3.2.7. 
 
4.2.8. Protein adsorption assay 
To determine the repellent effect of functionalized SS surfaces against 
proteins, BSA and γ-globulin adsorption was performed quantitatively. The 
procedures of protein adsorption assay, as well as the surface characterizations 
by XPS, were previously described in Section 3.2.6. 
 
4.2.9. Barnacle cyprid settlement assay 
Cyprid larvae were cultured from adult barnacles [Amphibalanus (=Balanus) 
amphitrite] as described in Section 3.2.8. The settlement assay was conducted 
by droplet method. 500 µL of seawater containing approximately 40 cyprids 





sample was placed in a petri dish and covered to minimize droplet 
evaporation. The petri dishes were placed in sealed black plastic boxes lined 
with wet fabrics to maintain a high humidity. After 24 h, the samples were 
removed and the number of settled cyprids on each sample was counted. Each 
settlement test was performed in triplicate to obtain a reliable mean result. 
 
4.2.10. Cell attachment and detachment test 
Sample coupons of 1 cm × 1 cm in size were washed twice with PBS solution, 
placed into a 24-well culture plate, and sterilized under UV irradiation for 1 h. 
Mammalian KB cancer cells were seeded onto each substrate at a density of 
105 cells/well and incubated at 37 °C for 24 h under a humidified 5% CO2 
atmosphere. The incubation medium used in each well was 1 mL of RPMI, 
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 1 mM of L-glutamine, and 2 × 104 
units/mL of penicillin. After incubation, the substrates were washed twice with 
37 °C PBS solution to remove the loosely-attached cells, followed by fixation 
in 4% formaldehyde for 1 h and serial dehydration in 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100% 
aqueous ethanol solutions. Finally, the cell-incubated surfaces were imaged 
under a reflective bright field using a Leica DMLM optical microscope. 
 
To demonstrate the cell detachment process, the substrates were subjected to a 
low-temperature treatment after 24 h of incubation at 37 °C. The medium was 
replaced with a new 20 °C medium and the immersed substrates were 
transferred to an incubator equipped with a cooling unit fixed at 20 °C. During 
this stage, the cells were gradually detaching from the SS-g-P(NIPAM) 





°C medium and the immersed substrates were transferred back to a 37 °C 
incubator for 1 h. Subsequently, the substrates were cleaned under similar 
procedures of washing, fixation and serial dehydration. Finally, the surfaces 
were imaged under a reflective bright field using a Leica DMLM optical 
microscope. 
 
4.3. Results and Discussion 
4.3.1. Synthesis of poly[(N-dopamine maleimide)-alt-(p-vinylbenzyl 
chloride)] [P(DM-alt-VBC)] macroinitiator anchor 
Inspired by the conversion of amino acids into maleimido acids in an aqueous 
solution, a direct coupling of N-methoxycarbonylmaleimide to dopamine 
hydrochloride has been developed.(Geiseler and Fruk 2012) This method 
avoids the routes of catechol protection and deprotection in the synthesis of N-
dopamine maleimide (DM) as a bifunctional linker, resulting in an even higher 
yield of about 65% by minimizing the purification steps. Subsequently, DM 
and p-vinylbenzyl chloride (VBC) in an equimolar feed ratio were 
copolymerized by free radical reaction to obtain the P(DM-alt-VBC) 
alternating copolymer. After 8 h of polymerization, the number-average 
molecular weight (Mn) of P(DM-alt-VBC) is determined to be about 7200 
g/mol, with a polydispersity index (Mw/Mn) of 1.44. The major cause of 
polydispersity probably arises from the uncontrolled nature of free radical 
polymerization. 
 
Fig 4-2 shows the 1H NMR spectra of DM and P(DM-alt-VBC). Hydroxyl 
protons from the catechol groups exhibit chemical shifts in the region of 8.77 





associated with the protons from aromatic rings of the DM and VBC units. 
The chemical shift at 4.66 ppm is characteristic of methene protons adjacent to 
Cl atom of the VBC unit. Theoretically, the area ratio of aromatic protons to 
methene protons adjacent to Cl atom in an ideal P(DM-alt-VBC) copolymer is 
7:2. In Figure 1b, the integrated area ratio between two chemical shifts in the 
range of 6.17–7.55 ppm and at 4.66 ppm is about 7.1:2.0, suggesting the 
successful copolymerization of DM and VBC in an alternating manner. The 
remaining chemical shifts in the region of 0.82 to 3.61 ppm correspond to the 
methene and methylene protons on the polymer backbone originated from 
vinyl and maleic groups, and the protons of methene bridges between aromatic 
catechol and maleimide groups.  
 
Figure 4-2. 1H NMR spectra of (a) N-dopamine maleimide (DM) in DMSO-d6 and 
(b) poly[(N-dopamine maleimide)-alt-(p-vinylbenzyl chloride)] (P(DM-alt-VBC)) 





4.3.2. Surface modification of SS with functional polymer brushes 
A macroinitiator anchor can be readily deposited on the SS substrates by the 
simple immersion of the substrates in a solution of bifunctional P(DM-alt-
VBC) copolymer. The catechol moieties of P(DM-alt-VBC) serve as a 
mussel-mimetic adhesive that anchors on the metal surfaces via the formation 
of a bidentate coordination complex.(Black et al. 2011) Fig 4-3a and b show 
the XPS spectra of the resulting P(DM-alt-VBC)-anchored SS surface (the SS-
Cl surface). The C 1s core-level spectrum can be curve fitted into four peak 
components with binding energies (BEs) at about 284.6, 285.7, 286.8, and 
288.2 eV for the C–H, C–N, C–Cl, and N–C=O species, respectively.(Xu et al. 
2012) The presence of respective Cl 2p3/2 and Cl 2p1/2 signals at about 200 and 
201.6 eV, attributable to covalently bonded chloride species, confirms the 
successful anchoring of alkyl-chloride initiator on the stainless steel 
substrate.(Xu et al. 2009a) The emergence of a single peak component in the 
N 1s core-level spectrum at about 399.4 eV indicates that only neutral amines 
are present on the SS-Cl surface.(Xu et al. 2004) After anchoring of the 
macroinitiator layer, the static water contact angle decreases from ~78° for the 
pristine SS surfaces to ~67° for the SS-Cl surfaces (Table 4-1). 
 
Table 4-1. Static water contact angle and surface composition of the pristine and 
modified SS surfaces. 










[C-H]:[C-N]:[C-Cl] = 10:4.7:1.1 
[C-H]:[C-N]:[C-O]:[O-C=O] = 10:6.3:3.1:2.2 
[C-H]:[C-N]:[C-O]:[O-C=O] = 10:2.6:4.0:1.5 
[C-H]:[C-N]:[C-O]:[O-C=O] = 10:7.0:4.4:2.0 
[C-H]:[C-N]:[C-O]:[N-C=O] = 10:2.2:0.5:1.2 
78° ± 2° 
67° ± 3° 
45° ± 2° 
36° ± 3° 
14° ± 1° 
35° ± 2° 
a Composition was derived from the peak area ratio of C 1s core-level XPS spectra. 






Figure 4-3. XPS C 1s and N 1s core-level spectra of the (a,b) SS-Cl (inset: Cl 2p 
core-level spectrum), (c,d) SS-g-P(DMAEMA), (e,f) SS-g-PQ(DMAEMA), (g,h) SS-





The benzyl chloride functionalities of macroinitiator layer provide initiating 
sites for the atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) of various 
monomers.(Matyjaszewski 2012) XPS analyses were utilized to ascertain the 
grafting of different polymer brushes from the SS surface. Fig 4-3c and d 
show the respective XPS C 1s and N 1s core-level spectra of grafted 2-
(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate (DMAEMA) polymer brushes on the SS 
surface [SS-g-P(DMAEMA)]. The C 1s core-level spectrum can be curve-
fitted into four peak components with BEs at 284.6, 285.6, 286.4 and 288.5 
eV, attributable to the respective C–H, C–N, C–O and O–C=O species.(Xu et 
al. 2009c) The complete disappearance of N–C=O signal from the underlying 
P(DM-alt-VBC) platform suggests that the thickness of DMAEMA polymer 
brushes has exceeded the 8-nm probing depth of the XPS technique for 
organic matrices.(Moulder and Chastain 1992) Aside from the neutral amine 
peak component at 399.4 eV, an additional major peak component at 402.6 
eV, characteristic of the positively charged nitrogen (N+) species,(Yuan et al. 
2009b) appears in the XPS N 1s core-level spectrum of the SS-g-
P(DMAEMA) surface. As the thickness of grafted polymer brushes increases 
with reaction time, the DMAEMA polymer chains collapse to allow self-
quaternization of some of the pendant tertiary amines by the dormant alkyl 
chloride initiator at the chain ends.(Yuan et al. 2009b) After graft-
polymerization of DMAEMA, the static water contact angle decreases from 
~67° for the SS-Cl surfaces to ~45° for the SS-g-P(DMAEMA) surfaces. 
 
To enhance its hydrophilicity and biocidal efficacy, the tertiary amino groups 





subsequently quaternized with 2’-bromoethyl α-D-mannopyranoside (Man-Br) 
to give rise to the SS-g-PQ(DMAEMA) surface. In Fig 4-3e, the XPS C 1s 
core-level spectrum can be curve fitted into four peak components with BEs at 
284.6, 285.6, 286.4 and 288.5 eV, attributable to the C–H, C–N, C–O and O–
C=O species, respectively.(Xu et al. 2009c) The marked increase in C–O peak 
component intensity after quaternization is attributable to the presence of 
abundant hydroxyl groups on the mannose moieties. In Fig 4-3f, the XPS N 1s 
core-level spectrum can be curve fitted into two peak components for the 
neutral amine (>N–) and ammonium cation (>N+<) species, with the 
respective BEs at 399.4 and 402.6 eV.(Yuan et al. 2009b) The [N+]/[N] molar 
ratio of 3.9 suggests that ~80% of tertiary amines have been converted to 
ammonium ions. Quaternization was conducted at 70 °C in a highly polar 
aprotic solvent, which served to aid the nucleophilic substitution by stabilizing 
some charged transitional states and the final product.(Cameron et al. 2002) 
Upon quaternization with Man-Br, the static water contact angle decreases 
further from ~45° for the SS-g-P(DMAEMA) surfaces to ~36° for the SS-g-
PQ(DMAEMA) surfaces, consistent with the hydrophilicity of the mannose 
molecules integrated to the pendant polymer brushes. 
 
SI-ATRP of 2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl dimethyl-(3-sulfopropyl) ammonium 
hydroxide (MEDSAH) on the SS-Cl surface produced the highly hydrophilic 
SS-g-P(MEDSAH) surface. In Fig 4-3g, the XPS C 1s core-level spectrum of 
the SS-g-P(MEDSAH) surface can be curve fitted into C–H, C–N, C–O/C–S 
and O–C=O peak components, with BEs at about 284.6, 285.6, 286.4, and 





component with BE at 402.6 eV, characteristic of the ammonium cation (N+) 
species,(Cai et al. 2011b) appears in the XPS N 1s core-level spectrum of the 
SS-g-P(MEDSAH) surface. The characteristic signal of amino species from 
the macroinitiator anchor is no longer discernible, indicating that the thickness 
of polymer brushes has exceeded the XPS sampling depth of 8 nm.(Moulder 
and Chastain 1992) The S 2p core-level spectrum can be curve-fitted into a 
spin-orbit split doublet, with the respective S 2p3/2 and S 2p1/2 peak 
components at the BEs of about 167 and 168.2 eV,(Cai et al. 2011b) consistent 
with the successful grafting of the MEDSAH polymer brushes. The SS-g-
P(MEDSAH) surface, with static water contact angle of ~14°, is the most 
hydrophilic property among other modified SS surfaces. The alternating 
charges provided by the MEDSAH polymer brushes of can retain a large 
amount of water molecules due to the strong electrostatic interaction between 
zwitterions and dipole species.(Tegoulia et al. 2001; Yang et al. 2009) 
 
Graft-polymerization of N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAM) from the SS-Cl 
surfaces resulted in the thermo-responsive SS-g-P(NIPAM) surfaces. Fig 4-3i 
and j show the XPS C 1 s and N 1s core-level spectra of the SS-g-P(NIPAM) 
surface. The C 1s core-level spectrum can be curve fitted into four peak 
components with BEs at 284.6, 285.6, 286.4 and 287.6 eV, attributable to the 
C–H, C–N, C–O, and N–C=O peak components, respectively.(Xu et al. 2004) 
The C–O species probably has resulted from surface oxidation or hydrolysis of 
P(NIPAM) chains. The SS-g-P(NIPAM) surfaces exhibit a static water contact 






4.3.3. Antibacterial properties of the SS-g-PQ(DMAEMA) surface 
Antibacterial efficacy of the modified surfaces was assayed using S. aureus. 
Sample substrates were incubated in the bacterial solution at a concentration 
of ~107 cells/mL. Earlier studies have demonstrated that bacterial incubation 
for 4 h was sufficient to attain initial adhesion for S. aureus.(Hu et al. 2010) 
Fig 4-4 shows the fluorescence microscopy images of adhered bacteria on the 
sample surfaces. The pristine SS and SS-Cl surfaces are susceptible to 
bacterial adhesion, as indicated by the presence of a large number of live cells 
(appearing green) on the surfaces. Only a few dead bacteria are observed on 
the pristine SS and SS-Cl substrates, indicating that SS and the macroinitiator 
anchor coating are not bactericidal. 
 
On the SS-g-P(DMAEMA) surface, the number of dead bacteria increases due 
to the presence of ammonium cations resulted from self-quaternization. The 
negatively-charged lipopolysaccharides and teichoic acids in bacterial 
membrane attract free cations from the environment to swarm around the cell 
wall. The presence of divalent cations maintains a neutral overall charge, 
which contributes to the wall stability. Upon contact with DMAEMA polymer 
brushes, the positively-charged ammonium ions can exchange the mobile 
divalent cations, triggering the cell wall instability.(Murata et al. 2007) This 
loss of integrity finally results in membrane rupture. With the increase in 
amount of quaternized amine, the bactericidal effect is significantly improved 
on the SS-g-PQ(DMAEMA) surface. The bacteria adhered on the surface are 






    
    
    
    
Figure 4-4. Fluorescence micrographs of the (a,b) pristine SS, (c,d) SS-Cl, (e,f) SS-g-
P(DMAEMA), and (g,h) SS-g-PQ(DMAEMA) surfaces after exposure to 107 











In order to study the release of adhered bacteria from the surface, the pristine 
and modified SS substrates were immersed in a sterile PBS immersion after 
being incubated in bacterial solution. From the fluorescence micrographs 
presented in Fig 4-5, a substantial amount of viable bacteria still adhere on the 
pristine SS and SS-Cl surfaces after immersion in sterile PBS. On the SS-g-
P(DMAEMA) surface, the density of dead bacteria remains comparable to that 
before immersion in sterile PBS. The electrostatic force between the 
positively-charged SS-g-P(DMAEMA) surface and the negatively-charged 
cell membrane retains the dead cells immobile on the surface. In comparison, 
the number of dead bacteria adhered on the Man-Br quaternized SS-g-
PQ(DMAEMA) surface decreased significantly after immersion in sterile 
PBS. The presence of hydrophilic mannose moieties subsequently weakens the 
electrostatic interaction between the two opposite charges and reduces the 
adhesion of dead bacterial cells. 
 
Fig 4-6 shows the spread-plate viability count of adhered bacteria on the 
modified SS surfaces relative to the pristine SS. The number of live bacteria 
adhered on the SS-Cl is higher than that on the pristine SS, at about 106%. 
This is probably due to an increase in surface roughness after the 
macroinitiator anchoring, which provides a support for bacteria to cling on. 
The SS-g-P(DMAEMA) and SS-g-PQ(DMAEMA) surfaces reduce the 
number of adhered live bacteria to 59% and 21%, respectively, in comparison 
to the pristine SS surface. This result confirms that an increasing amount of 






    
    
    
    
Figure 4-5. Fluorescence micrographs of the (a,b) pristine SS, (c,d) SS-Cl, (e,f) SS-g-
P(DMAEMA), and (g,h) SS-g-PQ(DMAEMA) surfaces after exposure to 107 
cells/mL of S. aureus for 4 h, followed by subsequent immersion in PBS for 30 min 












Figure 4-6. Relative viability of S. aureus (107 cells/mL) in contact with the pristine 
and modified SS surfaces at 37 °C for 4 h. The error bar represents standard deviation 
of triplicate. 
 
4.3.4. Antifouling properties of SS-g-P(MEDSAH) surface 
The antifouling efficacy of the SS-g-P(MEDSAH) surface is illustrated by the 
protein adsorption test. Assessments were conducted by immersing the pristine 
SS, SS-Cl and SS-g-P(MEDSAH) substrates in PBS solutions containing BSA 
and γ-globulin proteins, separately. These proteins were chosen due to their 
well-known strong adsorption characteristics on various types of materials. 
The XPS-derived [N]/[C] molar ratio was employed to quantify the relative 
amount of protein adsorbed on the tested surfaces.(Yang et al. 2012b) Fig 4-7 
shows the [N]/[C] elemental ratio of the tested surfaces before and after the 
protein adsorptions. The pristine SS surface is susceptible to protein fouling, 
with the [N]/[C] molar ratio increased from 0.006 to 0.189 and 0.216, 





protein fouling is also evidence on the SS-Cl surface. The initial [N]/[C] molar 
ratio of the SS-Cl surface was 0.034, which increased to 0.167 and 0.204 
respectively, after BSA and γ-globulin adsorptions. Due to its hydrophilic 
nature, the SS-g-P(MEDSAH) surface has also resulted in reduced protein 
adsorption, relative to the pristine SS and SS-Cl surfaces. After being 
subjected to BSA and γ-globulin adsorptions, the [N]/[C] molar ratio of the 
SS-g-P(MEDSAH) surface only increased slightly from 0.067 to 0.068 and 
0.074, respectively. Due to the presence of alternating charges, zwitterionic 
MEDSAH polymer brushes can strongly bind water molecules to form a 
hydrated curtain on the surface.(Yang et al. 2009; Yang et al. 2012b) As a 





Figure 4-7. XPS-derived surface [N]/[C] elemental ratios of the pristine and modified 
SS substrates after immersion in PBS solution containing 2 mg/mL of BSA and γ-
globulin at 37 °C for 24 h. 





To investigate the performance of the SS-g-P(MEDSAH) surfaces in 
preventing macrofouling, cypris larvae of barnacle [Amphibalanus (=Balanus) 
Amphitrite] were used as the challenge organism. The settlement assay was 
carried out using the droplet method.24 Fig 4-8 shows the percentage of settled 
and dead cyprids after 24 h of settlement period in a total population of 
approximately 40 larvae. The mortality rate below 15% in each test indicates 
that there was no toxic residues present on the tested surfaces.36 The 
percentage of settled cyprids on the pristine SS and SS-Cl surfaces are 64% 
and 61%, respectively, indicating the susceptibility of the surfaces to 
macrofouling. In comparison, the SS-g-P(MEDSAH) surface exhibits a low 
cyprid settlement rate at 10%. The ability to reduce the amount of barnacle 
cyprid settlement may be attributed to the hydrophilic nature of MEDSAH 
polymer brushes, which can repel the glycoproteinous cement of cypris larvae 
from the SS-g-P(MEDSAH) surface. 
 
 
Figure 4-8. Percentage of settled and dead barnacle cyprids on the pristine and 
modified SS surfaces relative to the total population after the 24-h incubation period. 
The error bar represents standard deviation of triplicate. 





4.3.5. Reversible cell attachment and detachment of SS-g-P(NIPAM) 
surface 
The SS, SS-Cl and SS-g-P(NIPAM) surfaces were incubated with mammalian 
KB cancer cells to study the interaction of the tested surfaces with living cells. 
To demonstrate the effect of temperature, the incubation assays were carried 
out at 37 °C, with and without a low-temperature treatment of 20 °C. Fig 4-9 
shows the micrographs of the pristine SS, SS-Cl and SS-g-P(NIPAM) surfaces 
after being incubated with the KB cells. The cells can adhere to the pristine SS 
and SS-Cl surfaces and maintain their adhesion during the low-temperature 
treatment. There is a marked temperature-dependent cell adhesion behaviour 
on the SS-g-P(NIPAM) surface. 
 
The SS-g-P(NIPAM) constitutes a thermo-responsive materials surface with a 
lower critical solution temperature (LCST) at around 32 °C.(Lee et al. 2012) 
This property allows the control over cell-surface interaction by thermally 
tuning the hydrophobic-hydrophilic regime of the surface. At 37 °C, cells were 
able to adhere, spread, and proliferate on the hydrophobic SS-g-P(NIPAM) 
surface. Above the LCST, P(NIPAM) brushes assume entangled (collapse) 
conformation, which makes the surface hydrophobic and allow the 
proliferation of the cells. Upon lowering the incubation temperature to 20 °C, 
the cells detached almost completely from the SS-g-P(NIPAM) surface. Below 
the LCST, NIPAM polymer brushes become hydrated, swollen, and expanded 
to produce a hydrophilic surface. This large excluded volume of the chain 
units weakens the cellular adhesion, resulting in spontaneous cell detachment 






    
    
    
Figure 4-9. Optical micrographs of the (a,b) pristine SS, (c,d) SS-Cl, and (e,f) SS-g-
P(NIPAM) after incubation in 105 cells/mL of cancer cells for 24 h at (a,c,e) 37 °C 




Stainless steel (SS) is commonly used in medical surgery and maritime 
industry due to its abrasion and corrosion resistance, toughness and inertness 
to blood and oil. In such applications, the SS surface needs to be protected 
from the heavy fouling of organisms. By simple solution coating of a 








[P(DM-alt-VBC)], a macroinitiator layer has been anchored on the SS surface 
via coordination interaction of the catechol moieties with the metal surface. 
The pendant catechol groups can also achieve binding with a wide range of 
materials, including polymer substrates like polyurethane. The universality of 
the macroinitiator was confirmed by grafting of methacrylate- and acrylamide-
based polymer brushes from the surface via surface-initiated atom transfer 
radical polymerization (SI-ATRP). The graft polymerization of 2-
(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate (DMAEMA) and subsequent 
quaternization of the tertiary amines with alkyl-bromide mannose produced an 
antibacterial surface. In addition, the hydrophilic characteristic of mannose 
molecules bestowed a self-cleaning property, which allows the dead bacterial 
cells to detach naturally from the surface. Ultralow-fouling property could be 
obtained by grafting of zwitterionic 2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl dimethyl-(3-
sulfopropyl) ammonium hydroxide (MEDSAH) polymer brushes from the 
surface. The quaternized DMAEMA polymer brush exhibits universal killing 
against non-specific bacteria, and the zwitterionic MEDSAH polymer brush 
possesses an extensive inhibition against biofouling in general. Therefore, 
both polymer brushes are applicable for fouling management of a wide range 
of material surfaces. The grafting of thermo-responsive N-isopropylacrylamide 
(NIPAM) polymer brushes resulted in a ‘smart’ surface, providing a means for 
controlling cell attachment and detachment by tuning the temperature. 
Therefore, P(DM-alt-VBC) provides a unique anchor for versatile 












ANTIFOULING SURFACES VIA TETHERING OF 
HYPERBRANCHED POLYGLYCEROLS 








Despite the high efficacy in biofouling mitigation, coatings that release metal 
or organic biocides are exhausted overtime and can bring about detrimental 
effects to the environment.(Arciola et al. 2012) These limitations have 
intensified the search for environmentally-benign means for surface 
functionalization of materials in biomedical devices, marine structures, water 
treatment, and chemical industries.(Arciola et al. 2012; Coetser and Cloete 
2005; Di Fabio et al. 2013; Sullivan and Regan 2011; Yang et al. 2012b) 
Plethoric methods of surface modification have utilized tedious step-by-step 
processes which involved organic solvents and strong chemicals.(Shahid ul et 
al. 2013; Ye et al. 2011) Thus, the development of a simple and ‘green’ 
process for surface functionalization is of high interest. 
 
Mussel-inspired adhesive has emerged as a versatile platform in surface 
chemistry technology. Driven by the reactivity of ortho-dihydroxyphenyl 
binding sites towards independent substrates, dopamine as a mussel-protein 
mimic is capable of achieving bidentate metal complexes, hydrophobic-
hydrophobic interactions, hydrogen bonds, or coupling-induced covalent 
bonds with organic and inorganic materials.(Lee et al. 2007; Lee et al. 2006; 
Xu et al. 2012) Due to the structural similarities with dopamine, plant 
polyphenolics commonly found in chocolate, wine, and tea extract also exhibit 
material-independent adhesion. In abstraction, the trihydroxyphenyl residues 
in plant polyphenolics are highly reactive and capable of diverse binding 
mechanisms, viz hydrogen bonds, charge-charge, and charge-dipole 





Sileika et al. 2013) These biomimetic adhesives constitute an ideal platform 
for ‘green’ coating processes and environmentally-benign materials. 
 
Theoretically, at equivalent grafting density, a branched polymer graft has 
higher efficiency in reducing protein interactions with the coated surface than 
its linear analogue.(Irvine et al. 1996) For the same functional polymers, a 
globular-shaped platform for graft-polymerization coatings has also been 
reported to provide superior antifouling efficacy relative to a linear 
platform.(Yang et al. 2013b) These findings provide a good lead for the 
investigation of antifouling surfaces based on hyperbranched polymer 
coatings. Unlike dendrimers, which require tedious multistep syntheses, 
hyperbranched polymers can be prepared in one-pot synthesis at the expense 
of having imperfect degree of branching. Among a few classes of these 
polymers, hyperbranched polyglycerols (HPG) can be synthesized in a 
controlled manner with predetermined molecular weights and narrow 
polydispersity.(Kainthan et al. 2006; Sunder et al. 1999) The compact, 
globular structure with multitude distribution of hydroxyl groups down to the 
cavity levels make HPG a more potent antifouling graft coating than linear 
polyethylene glycol (PEG). Experimental results showed that ultrathin 
coatings based on HPG can render gold and glass surfaces highly protein 
resistant.(Paez et al. 2012; PY et al. 2008; Siegers et al. 2004; Weinhart et al. 
2011) In addition, HPG exhibits higher stability against thermal and oxidative 






Here, we explored the functionality of a collective design set of biomimetic 
anchors: (1) monolayer of dopamine maleimide (DM), (2) multilayer 
deposition of tannic acid (TA), and (3) polymeric layer of polydopamine 
(PDA) coatings on stainless steel. Antifouling post-modification was achieved 
by tethering thiol-terminated HPG to the surface hydroxyphenyl or maleimide 
rings via Michael addition or thiol-ene ‘click’ chemistry. Performance of the 
HPG-modified surfaces in resisting bacterial adhesion, biofilm formation, and 
algae settlement were investigated. A quantification method for Amphora 
coffeaeformis settlement was first developed using ‘peel-off’ technique. 
 
5.2. Experimental Section 
5.2.1. Materials 
Stainless steel (SS) foils (AISI type 304, 0.05 mm thick) were purchased from 
Goodfellow Ltd., Cambridge, UK. Tannic acid (TA), pentaerythritol (98%), 
potassium tert-butoxide (PTB, 98%), (±)-glycidol (96%), 1,1’-
carbonyldiimidazole (CDI), cysteamine, and 1,4-dioxane (anhydrous, 99.8%) 
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co., St. Louis, MO. Dopamine 
hydrochloride (99%) and 1,4-dithio-DL-threitol (99%) were purchased from 
Alfa Aesar Co., Ward Hill, MA. Pseudomonas sp. (NCIMB 2021) was 
obtained from the National Collection of Industrial Marine Bacteria, Sussex, 
U.K. Staphylococcus epidermidis (S. epidermidis, ATCC 12228) was obtained 
from American Type Culture Collection, Manassas, VA. The LIVE/DEAD 
BacLight Bacterial Viability Kit L131152 was purchased from Molecular 
Probes Inc., Eugene, OR. Acetone (analytical grade) was used as received. 





molecular sieves (4 Å). N-dopamine maleimide (DM) was synthesized 
according to the method reported in the literature.(Geiseler and Fruk 2012) 
 
5.2.2. Synthesis of thiolated hyperbranched polyglycerols (HPG-SH) 
Hyperbranched polyglycerol (HPG) was synthesized via anionic ring opening 
multibranching polymerization. Pentaerythritol (408.45 mg, 3 mmol) was 
deprotonated with PTB (1346.52 mg, 12 mmol) in 10 mL of dioxane. The 
mixture was stirred and degassed with argon for 30 min at 25 °C, sealed, and 
transferred to an oil bath at 95 °C. Glycidol (12 mL, 160 mmol) was 
introduced dropwise under argon atmosphere and vigorous stirring for 12 h. 
The reaction was allowed to continue overnight. After polymerization, the 
mixture was cooled down and diluted with deionized water. The solution was 
neutralized by adding NaOH to obtain pH 7. The solution was dialyzed to 
remove bound monomers and reactants, and then lyophilized to obtain ~3.3 g 
of HPG. 
 
Thiolation of HPG was conducted via CDI chemistry. HPG (100 mg) was 
dissolved in 2 mL of dry DMSO and degassed with argon for 15 min. A 
predetermined amount of CDI was introduced and the mixture was sealed. The 
coupling reaction was allowed to proceed under stirring at 25 °C overnight. 
After reaction, the mixture was precipitated thrice in acetone and dried under 
reduced pressure to obtain imidazole-functionalized hyperbranched 
polyglycerol (HPG-Im). HPG-Im (100 mg) was dissolved in 2 mL of dry 
DMSO and degassed with argon for 15 min. A predetermined amount of 





was allowed to proceed under stirring at 25 °C overnight. After the reaction, 
the mixture was dialyzed and lyophilized to obtain hyperbranched 
polyglycerol with various degrees of thiolation (HPG-SH1 to HPG-SH4, 
denoted collectively as HPG-SH). 
 
5.2.3. Surface functionalization of SS substrates 
The SS substrates were cut into 1 cm × 1 cm coupons and immersed in the 
piranha solution (H2SO4 (95 – 97%):H2O2 (30%) = 3:1, v/v) for 30 min to 
oxidize the organic residues. After oxidation, the SS coupons were subjected 
to sequential ultrasonic cleansing in deionized water, acetone, and ethanol for 
10 min each. The clean SS coupons were dried under reduced pressure for 
further use. 
 
Three types of anchoring design were introduced on the SS substrates. For 
monolayer anchoring, 40 coupons of SS of 1 cm2 and 80 mg of DM were 
introduced into 40 mL of deionized water. For multilayer deposition 
anchoring, 40 coupons of SS of 1 cm2 and 80 mg of TA were introduced into 
40 mL of NaCl buffered saline (0.6 M, pH 7.8).  For polydopamine (PDA) 
anchoring, 40 coupons of SS of 1 cm2 and 80 mg of dopamine were 
introduced into 40 mL of Tris-HCl (10 mM, pH 8.5). Each anchoring mixture 
was stirred thoroughly at 25 °C for 24 h. After immobilization, the substrates 
were rinsed with deionized water and ethanol, prior to being dried under 
reduced pressure. According to the respective anchoring process, the obtained 






Post-modification to impart antifouling property was enacted by tethering 
HPG-SH to the anchoring surfaces. HPG-SH (20 mg) was dissolved in 10 mL 
of deionized water, and 10 coupons of SS-DM were introduced into the 
solution. The mixture was stirred thoroughly at 25 °C for 24 h. The modified 
substrates were rinsed with ethanol and dried under reduced pressure to obtain 
the SS-DM-HPG surfaces. Similar procedure was applied to the SS-TA and 




The chemical structures of PG, PG-Im, and PG-SH were characterized by 1H 
NMR spectroscopy using DMSO-d6 as the solvent, as described in Section 
3.2.5. Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) was performed following the 
procedure described in Section 4.2.6. The calibration curve was generated 
using poly(ethylene glycol) molecular weight standards. Surface compositions 
of the modified SS substrates were determined by X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS), as described in Section 4.2.6. Static water contact angles 
of the pristine and surface-functionalized SS substrates were measured on a 
telescopic goniometer, as described in Section 3.2.5. The topography of the 
PG-modified surfaces was investigated using glass substrates by atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) on a Bruker’s Dimension Icon System (Santa Barbara, 
CA), equipped with NanoScope V Controller. The root-mean-square surface 
roughness (Rs) was calculated from the image profile determined by AFM. To 
measure the thickness of PG coatings, the surfaces were scratched with a razor 





5.2.5. Bacterial adhesion assay 
Pseudomonas sp. and S. epidermidis were cultured and employed for the 
initial adhesion assay, as described in Section 3.2.7. Incubation of the sample 
substrates was carried out in the bacterial suspension at a concentration of 107 
cells/mL. After washing thrice with ultrapure water to remove the non-adhered 
bacteria, each sample substrate was stained with LIVE/DEAD BacLight 
solution, as described in Section 4.2.7. The viable (appearing green) and dead 
(appearing red) bacterial cells adhered on the sample surfaces were 
distinguishable under a Nikon ECLIPSE Ti-U fluorescence microscope 
(Tokyo, Japan), equipped with a green filter (excitation/emission: 450–490 nm 
/ 500–550 nm) and a red filter (excitation/emission: 510–560 nm / 605–685 
nm). For the biofilm formation assay, Pseudomonas sp. and S. epidermidis 
sediments were resuspended in nutrient-rich simulated seawater and PBS 
containing nutrient broth, respectively, at a concentration of 106 cells/mL. 
Each sample substrate was immersed in 1 mL of the bacterial suspension at 37 
°C for 24 h to allow the growth of biofilm. The sample substrates were 
washed, fixed, dehydrated and observed under a scanning electron microscope 
(SEM), as described in Section 3.2.7. 
 
5.2.6. Amphora coffeaeformis settlement assay 
In tissue culture flasks, Amphora coffeaeformis (UTEX B2080) was 
maintained in F/2 medium at 24 °C under a 12 h light:12 h dark cycle for at 
least a week prior to use.(Zhu et al. 2013) Harvesting was carried out when the 
flask surface is confluent, and the algae cells were gently removed from 





continuous pipetting and filtering through a 35 µm nitex mesh. Cell count of 
the harvested algae was determined with a hemocytometer to make a 
suspension containing 105 cells/mL in 3% salinity, 0.22 µm membrane-filtered 
seawater. For the settlement test, each sample substrate was immersed in 0.5 
mL of algal suspension in a 24-well plate. The settlement was allowed to 
proceed at 24 °C for 24 h in a 12 h light:12 h dark cycle. After the assay 
period, the substrates were gently washed thrice with 3% salinity, 0.22 µm 
filtered seawater to remove any loosely- and unsettled diatoms. 
 
For the qualitative assay, the settled algal cells were observed under a red filter 
(excitation/emission: 510–560 nm / 605–685 nm) using a fluorescence 
microscope. For the quantitative assay, each settled substrate was transferred 
into 2 mL of 3% salinity, 0.22 µm membrane-filtered seawater. The 
immersion was subjected to ultrasonication in an ultrasonic water bath for 10 
min to peel off the settled diatoms. Subsequently, 200 µL of this aliquot was 
transferred to a 96-well microplate (PS F-bottom, Greiner Bio-One GmbH., 
Germany). The fluorescence intensity of each well was measured at 690 nm 
on a Tecan Infinite M200 Microplate Reader (Männedorf, Switzerland), 
equipped with an excitation wavelength (λex) of 440 nm. The fluorescence 
intensity of 3% salinity, 0.22 µm membrane-filtered seawater was chosen as 









5.3. Results and Discussion 
5.3.1. Synthesis of thiolated hyperbranched polyglycerols (HPG-SH, Fig 
5-1) 
Hyperbranched polyglycerol (HPG) was synthesized via anionic ring-opening 
multibranching polymerization of glycidol, a reactive oxirane monomer with 
latent AB2 structure.(Sunder et al. 1999) Slow monomer addition to the 
partially deprotonated tetra-functional core-initiator facilitated simultaneous 
growth of the secondary alkoxides and primary alcohols, which controlled the 
chain propagation to form a hyperbranched structure in a rapid cation 
exchange equilibrium among the hydroxyls.(Wilms et al. 2010) From gel 
permeation chromatography (GPC) measurement, the number-average 
molecular weight (Mn) of the HPG reaches 25,300 g/mol (Fig 5-2). The use of 
dioxane as an emulsifying agent of low polarity helped to moderate the 
viscosity increase during polymerization and sustain a favourable condition 
for ion exchange, producing a high molecular weight HPG with narrow 
polydispersity.(Kainthan et al. 2006) 
 
The randomly distributed hydroxyl moieties of HPG represent abundant 
derivatizable sites for molecular design. Site activation was first carried out by 
coupling with 1,1’-carbonyldiimidazole (CDI) to produce HPG-Im with 
reactive imidazole carbamates. Hydrolysis of these imidazole carbamates has 
been reported to be very slow, which provides a good opportunity for post-
functionalization.(Xu et al. 2009a) The imidazole terminals of HPG-Im were 
substituted with the amino moiety of cysteamine to form stable carbamate 






Figure 5-1. Preparation of the thiolated hyperbranched polyglycerols. 
 
In the 1H NMR spectra (Fig 5-3), the chemical shifts at about 3.0–4.0 and 4.3–
5.0 ppm represent the hydrocarbon and hydroxyl protons of HPG, 
respectively.(Kainthan et al. 2006) Upon activation with CDI, new signals 
characteristic of imidazole species appear at 6.98 ppm and 7.61 ppm, 





signals completely disappear and, in return, a new chemical shift characteristic 
of the thiol proton appears at 2.06 ppm.(Espeel et al. 2012) This evidence 
indicates successful substitution of imidazole ring with cysteamine. In 
comparison to HPG, the Mn of HPG-SH exhibits a five-fold increase to 
125,200 g/mol (Fig 5-2). This increase has resulted from molecular 
crosslinking between the thiol moieties to form disulfides. Upon addition of 
1,4-dithio-DL-threitol to the HPG-SH solution, the GPC spectrum shows a 
broadening of peaks shifted to higher elution time, demonstrating the cleavage 
of disulfide bonds. 
 
Figure 5-2. Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) spectra of the (blue) HPG, 
(orange) HPG-SH before DTT addition, and (black) HPG-SH after DTT addition. 
 
In the multibranching polymerization of glycidol, a new hydroxyl group is 
annexed to the polymer molecule for every addition of monomer. The number 
of hydroxyl moieties in one molecule of HPG can be calculated as: 








where subscript i, m, and p denote, respectively, the initiator (pentaerythritol), 
monomer (glycidol), and polymer (HPG). Therefore, one molecule of HPG 
with approximate Mn of 25300 g/mol contains ~344 hydroxyl terminal groups. 
In the preparation of HPG-SH, the molar feed ratio of [CDI]:[HPG] or 
[cysteamine]:[HPG] was controlled to produce four combinations with various 
degree of thiolation, denoted as HPG-SH1 to HPG-SH4 (Fig 5-4). 
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Figure 5-4. Molar-feed-ratio dependency of the thiolation degree of HPG-SH and the 
final [S]/[C] elemental ratio of HPG-SH. 
 
Theoretical degree of thiolation was calculated by accounting the hydroxyl 
groups reacted with CDI/cysteamine over the total hydroxyl groups of HPG, 
assuming CDI/cysteamine as the limiting reactants in each molar feed ratio. 
The [S]/[C] molar ratio of the HPG-SH was derived from the elemental 
stoichiometry by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis. The 
[S]/[C] molar ratio increases proportionally with the increasing [CDI]:[HPG] 
or [cysteamine]:[HPG] molar feed ratio. The fact that the rate of increase in 
[S]/[C] molar ratio is in good agreement with that of the theoretical degree of 
thiolation implies a high reaction efficiency. Thus, a predetermined degree of 








5.3.2. Surface functionalization of the SS substrates (Fig 5-5)  
N-dopamine maleimide (DM) was used as a small-molecular anchor to 
produce monolayer functionality on the stainless steel (SS) surface. The 
catechol group of DM constitute a strong chelating agent, capable of 
producing a bidentate complex with the metal center.(Xu et al. 2012) In 
contrast to the dopamine precursor, maleimide protection of the DM molecule 
forms a tertiary amine, which presumably negates self-polymerization. In the 
XPS wide-scan spectrum of DM-anchored SS surface (SS-DM) (Fig 5-6a), the 
distinct signals characteristic of metals, e.g. Cr 2p3/2, Fe 2p3/2, and Ni 2p3/2 
core-level components with respective binding energies (BEs) at 577, 711, and 
860 eV, suggest a monolayer thickness below the 8-nm probing depth of XPS 
technique in organic matrices.(Yang et al. 2011) The XPS C 1s core-level 
spectrum of the SS-DM surface (Fig 5-6b) can be curve-fitted into four peak 
components with BEs at 284.6, 285.6, 286.2, and 287.9 eV, attributable to C–





Figure 5-5. Various anchoring strategies on stainless steel surfaces and 







Binding energy (eV) 
Figure 5-6. XPS (a,c,e) wide-scan and (b,d,f) C 1s core-level spectra of the (a,b) SS-
DM, (c,d) SS-TA and (e,f) SS-PDA surfaces. 
 
Tannic acid (TA) is capable of spontaneously forming coating deposition on 
the SS surfaces. The TA-anchored SS surface (SS-TA) hypothetically consists 
of tridentate coordination complexes. The characteristic signals of metallic 
elements are not discernible in the XPS wide-scan spectrum of the SS-TA 
surface (Fig 5-6c), indicative of a coating thickness greater than the XPS 
probing depth. It has been reported that the thickness of TA coatings on a TiO2 
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solution.(Sileika et al. 2013) Multilayer surface deposition presumably was 
achieved through a combination of inherent affinity of phenolics towards 
independent substrates (including self-affinity) and compact, non-covalent 
oligomerization (viz. hydrogen bonding). The curve-fitted XPS C 1s core-level 
spectrum of the SS-TA surface (Fig 5-6d) comprises of three peak 
components with BEs at 284.6, 286.2, and 288.4 for the respective C–H, C–O, 
and O–C=O species.(Pranantyo et al. 2014) Dopamine has been considered an 
essential building block in adhesive that mimics the marine mussel protein. In 
the absence of amine protection, it undergoes self-polymerization into 
polydopamine (PDA), which involves oxidation of catechol to quinine and 
subsequent rearrangement into dihydroxyindole.(Lee et al. 2007) Herein, 
dopamine was beneficially employed to form a stable polymeric anchor on the 
SS surfaces (SS-PDA). The dense and thick coverage of PDA coatings on the 
SS substrates resulted in signal eclipse of the underlying metallic elements in 
the XPS wide-scan spectrum (Fig 5-6e). The C 1s core-level spectrum of the 
SS-PDA surface (Fig 5-6f) can be curve-fitted into five peak components with 
BEs at 284.6, 285.6, 286.2, 287.6, and 288.6 eV, associated with the 
respective C–H, C–N, C–O, C=O, and O–C=O species.(Yang et al. 2011) 
 
Post-modification with HPG renders the surface highly hydrophilic for 
inhibition of biofouling. The SS-DM, SS-TA, and SS-PDA surfaces provide 
abundant di- or tri-hydroxyphenyl sites, which can react readily with the thiol 
moieties of the HPG-SH through Michael addition.(Lee et al. 2007; Sileika et 
al. 2013) In addition, HPG-SH can form covalent bond with the electron-





and Bowman 2010) The presence of HPG-SH molecules tethered on the SS 
surface anchors was confirmed by XPS analysis. The C 1s core-level spectrum 
of the SS-PDA-HPG (Fig 5-7a,c,e,g) can be curve-fitted into five peak 
components for the C–H, C–N/C–S, C–O, C=O, and O–C=O species, with 
respective BEs at 284.6, 285.6, 286.2, 287.5, and 288.6 eV.(Cai et al. 2013; 
Yang et al. 2011) Predominant intensity of the C–O peak is attributable to the 
presence of abundant ether repeat units in the HPG domain. In comparison to 
the C–H reference peak, the C–O peak area of the SS-PDA-HPG surface 
shows a progressive increase with the increase in degree of HPG thiolation. 
This correlation has resulted from the presence of disulfide crosslinking, 
which gives rise to the thickness and surface coverage of HPG-SH layers and 
enhanced ether signal intensity within the XPS sampling depth. The intensity 
of XPS S 2p core-level spectra of the SS-PDA-HPG surfaces (Fig 5-7b,d,f,h) 
becomes more prominent with the increase in degree of thiolation, as is also 
indicated by the increase in [S]/[C] molar ratio (Table 5-1). A spin-orbit split 
doublet of the S 2p core-level spectrum of the SS-PDA-HPG4 surface (Fig 5-
7h) with BEs at 163.1 and 164.3 eV, and a spectral area ratio of 2:1, are 
attributable respectively to the covalently bonded S 2p3/2 and S 2p1/2 
species.(Cai et al. 2011b) For the SS-PDA-HPG1 to SS-PDA-HPG3 surfaces 
(Fig 5-7b,d,f, respectively), another S 2p doublet at the BEs of 167.2 and 
168.4 eV have emerged from the sulfonate species due to partial self-
oxidation.(Cai et al. 2011b) In addition, the C 1s core-level line shapes of the 
SS-TA-HPG4 and SS-DM-HPG4 surfaces (Fig 5-7i,j, respectively) are similar 
and resemble that of the SS-PDA-HPG surface, suggesting the successful 
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Figure 5-7. XPS (a,c,e,g,i,j) C 1s and (b,d,f,h) S 2p core-level spectra of the (a,b) SS-
PDA-HPG1, (c,d) SS- PDA-HPG2, (e,f) SS- PDA-HPG3, (g,h) SS-PDA-HPG4, (i) 
SS-TA-HPG4, and (j) SS-DM-HPG4 surfaces. 
(a) SS-PDA-HPG1 (b) SS-PDA-HPG1 

















(g) SS-PDA-HPG4 (h) SS-PDA-HPG4 
(e) SS-PDA-HPG3 (f) SS-PDA-HPG3 
(i) SS-TA-HPG4 
(j) SS-DM-HPG4 
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Table 5-1. Static water contact angle and surface composition of the pristine and 
surface-functionalized stainless steel substrates. 
Sample Surface composition (molar ratio)a Static water contact angleb 
Pristine SS  77° ± 4° 
SS-DM [C]:[O]:[N]        =    13.4:    7.4:  1.0 70° ± 2° 
SS-TA [C]:[O]               =      1.3:    1.0 56° ± 2° 
SS-PDA [C]:[O]:[N]        =      9.5:    3.6:  1.0 59° ± 2° 
SS-DM-HPG3 [C]:[O]:[N]:[S]  =    38.9:  24.5:  2.1:1.0 27° ± 3° 
SS-TA-HPG3 [C]:[O]:[N]:[S]  =    41.4:  26.1:  1.0:1.0 23° ± 2° 
SS-PDA-HPG1 [C]:[O]:[N]:[S]  =  279.3:112.6:23.8:1.0 39° ± 3° 
SS-PDA-HPG2 [C]:[O]:[N]:[S]  =  134.4:  62.9:10.1:1.0 32° ± 3° 
SS-PDA-HPG3 [C]:[O]:[N]:[S]  =    37.9:  21.1:  2.2:1.0 21° ± 2° 
SS-PDA-HPG4 [C]:[O]:[N]:[S]  =    24.7:  21.1:  2.5:1.0 15° ± 2° 
a Composition was derived from the peak area ratio of C 1s core-level XPS spectra. 
b Contact angle denotes the (mean) ± (standard deviation) from three replicates. 
 
Surface morphology of the HPG-modified substrates was observed under an 
AFM over an area of 5 × 5 µm2 (Fig 5-8). As the degree of thiolation 
increases, the HPG coatings become more crowded and the surface roughness 
(Rs) decreases from 3.29 to 2.55 nm. This result implies the formation of a 
more complex and dense coating on the surface. The thickness of HPG 
coatings with different thiolation degree was determined over the scratched 
surfaces. The change in phase signals between the scratched and unscratched 
areas indicates two regions with different composition, thus the scratches have 
reached the substratum base.(Yang et al. 2012b) Here, to avoid uncontrollable 
thickness of the anchors produced by TA or PDA, the monolayer anchor of 
DM was exploited as an initial platform for the post-modification with HPG-
SH. The coating thickness over an observation area of 50 × 50 µm2 increases 
gradually from 35 to 86 nm with the increase in degree of thiolation. This 
result is in good agreement with the proclivity of HPG-SH molecules to form 
intra- and intermolecular crosslinking on the surface, which is also responsible 









Figure 5-8. AFM images of the (a) Glass-DM-HPG1, (b) Glass-DM-HPG2, (c) 






















Rs = 3.29 nm, h = 35 nm 
Rs = 2.96 nm, h = 41 nm 
Rs = 2.91 nm, h = 62 nm 





5.3.3. Bacterial adhesion and biofilm formation assays 
Marine Gram-negative Pseudomonas sp. was used to challenge the anti-
adhesion properties of the HPG-modified substrates. After immersion in the 
Pseudomonas sp. suspension for 4 h, a mass of viable bacterial cells 
(appearing green) adhered and occupied almost the entire area of the pristine 
SS, SS-DM, SS-TA, and SS-PDA surfaces (Fig 5-9a–d). In contrast, only a 
few viable cells are observable on the SS-PDA-HPG surfaces (Fig 5-9e–h), 
suggesting that the HPG-modified surfaces exhibit antifouling properties. The 
number of adhered bacterial cells decreases with the increase in degree of 
thiolation on the SS-PDA-HPG surfaces. This correlation infers that an 
increase in coating density and surface hydrophilicity results in higher 
antibacterial adhesion efficacy. All the sample surfaces show only a small 
number of dead cells (appearing red), implying that the low fouling property 
of the HPG coatings is not due to a bactericidal effect. The immense hydration 
capacity of the hyperbranched polyether of globular polyglycerols is 
responsible for resisting bacterial adhesion on the modified surfaces.  In 
addition, viable cells adhered sparsely on the SS-DM-HPG4 and SS-TA-
HPG4 surfaces (Fig 5-9i,j), indicating comparable reliability of these 
bioinspired anchors in providing a functional platform post-modification. The 
adhesion assay results of the waterborne Gram-negative Staphilococcus 
epidermidis (Fig 5-10) also exhibit similar trend as that of Pseudomonas sp., 
illustrating the anti-adhesion properties of HPG coatings against different 










Figure 5-9. Fluorescence micrographs of the live (green) and dead (red) 
Pseudomonas sp. adhered on the (a) pristine SS, (b) SS-DM, (c) SS-TA, (d) SS-PDA, 
(e) SS-PDA-HPG1, (f) SS-PDA-HPG2, (g) SS-PDA-HPG3, (h) SS-PDA-HPG4, (i) 
SS-DM-HPG4, and (j) SS-TA-HPG4 surfaces after 4 h of immersion in the bacterial 















Figure 5-10. Fluorescence micrographs of the live (green) and dead (red) S. 
epidermidis adhered on the (a) pristine SS, (b) SS-DM, (c) SS-TA, (d) SS-PDA, (e) 
SS-PDA-HPG1, (f) SS-PDA-HPG2, (g) SS-PDA-HPG3, (h) SS-PDA-HPG4, (i) SS-
DM-HPG4, and (j) SS-TA-HPG4 surfaces after 4 h of immersion in the bacterial 










Adherent bacteria are capable of forming biofilm on sample surfaces over an 
extended incubation time. During this incubation period, Pseudomonas sp. 
assembled in colonies to occupy a large portion of the pristine SS, SS-DM, 
SS-TA, and SS-PDA surfaces (Fig 5-11a,b,c,e,g). Without antifouling 
protection, uncoated materials are susceptible to biofilm formation. This 
mature stage of microfouling is responsible for subsequent establishment of 
macrofouling growth and eventually leads to failure of the material 
surface.(Mieszkin et al. 2013) In comparison, the HPG-modifed surfaces have 
a substantially reduced amount of adhered cells, which are sparsely distributed 
(Fig 5-11d,f,h). The inhibition of bacterial adhesion endured the extended 
incubation period, and eventually prevented the formation of biofilm on the 
HPG-modified surfaces. The surface hydration layer of the HPG coatings 
effectively maintains a continuous dilution state in aquatic or plasmic media, 
thereby assumes a self-cleaning effect against microfouling. Similar results are 
observable for the biofilm formation assay of S. epidermidis (Fig 5-12), 
demonstrating the prevalence of antifouling properties provided by the HPG 
coatings 
 
5.3.4. Amphora coffeaeformis settlement assay 
Benthic microalgae, Amphora coffeaeformis (A. coffeaeformis), is one of the 
most commonly encountered raphid diatoms integrated in the biofilms of 
submerged surfaces, and as such is often employed in antifouling tests.(Zhu et 
al. 2013) During the 24-h settlement period, a large amount of diatoms 
clumped in small clusters and fouled the pristine SS, SS-DM, SS-TA, and SS-





during A. coffeaeformis fouling implicates high susceptibility of the substrates. 
In comparison, only a few algal cells settled and distributed individually on 
the HPG-modified surfaces (Fig 5-13e–j). The flexibility and high mobility of 
the HPG coatings in water probably have weakened the adhesion of 
microalgae on the surface. 
 
In this work, a quantitative assay of A. coffeaeformis settlement was developed 
using a ‘peel-off’ technique to validate the low fouling efficacy of the HPG 
coatings. The settled algal cells were exfoliated from the fouled surface of 1 
cm2 size by cleaning in an ultrasonic water bath. After a cleaning period of 10 
min, no fluorescence spot was observable on the previously fouled surface 
(Fig 5-14), indicating complete detachment of the algal cells from the surface 
to the suspension. Under an excitation wavelength (λex) of 440 nm, the 
chlorophyll of A. coffeaeformis cells exhibits auto-fluorescence with a major 
emission peak centered at ~690 nm (Fig 5-15). Hence, fluorescence intensity 
of the planktonic algal suspension can be used to measure the cell density, as 
shown by the calibration curve (inset of Fig 5-17) In addition, fluorescence 
intensity of the algal suspension increases slightly (~18%) with the extended 
time of ultrasonic treatment and reaches a constant after ~6 min (Fig 5-16), 
implying that ultrasonic treatment has no diminishing effect in the algal auto-
fluorescence capacity. The slight enhancement in fluorescence intensity has 
probably resulted from a more uniform dispersion of the microalgae upon 
ultrasonic treatment. Therefore, the quantification method using the ‘peel-off’ 






    
    
    
    
Figure 5-11. SEM images of the biofilm formation for Pseudomonas sp. on the (a,b) 
pristine SS, (c) SS-DM, (d) SS-DM-HPG4, (e) SS-TA, (f) SS-TA-HPG4, (g) SS-
PDA, and (h) SS-PDA-HPG4 surfaces after 24 h of immersion in the bacterial 










    
    
    
    
Figure 5-12. SEM images of the biofilm formation for S. epidermidis on the (a,b) 
pristine SS, (c) SS-DM, (d) SS-DM-HPG4, (e) SS-TA, (f) SS-TA-HPG4, (g) SS-
PDA, and (h) SS-PDA-HPG4 surfaces after 24 h of immersion in the bacterial 















Figure 5-13. Fluorescence micrographs of the A. coffeaeformis settled on the (a) 
pristine SS, (b) SS-DM, (c) SS-TA, (d) SS-PDA, (e) SS-PDA-HPG1, (f) SS-PDA-
HPG2, (g) SS-PDA-HPG3, (h) SS-PDA-HPG4, (i) SS-DM-HPG4, and (j) SS-TA-











     
Figure 5-14. Fluorescence micrographs of the A. coffeaeformis settlement on a SS 
surface (a) before cleaning and (b) after cleaning in the ultrasonic bath for 10 min. 
Scale bars are 50 µm. 
 




Figure 5-16. Fluorescence intensity of the A. coffeaeformis suspension after being 










































































In an algal suspension containing 105 cells/mL, the degree of fouling on the 
pristine SS surface reaches 14,600 cells/cm2 (Fig 5-17). The SS-PDA and SS-
TA surfaces also suffer from heavy fouling at 13,300 and 13,100 cells/cm2, 
respectively. In comparison, the HPG-modified surfaces exhibit low fouling 
effect in the algal suspension. With the increasing degree of thiolation on the 
SS-PDA-HPG1 to SS-PDA-HPG4 surfaces, the number of settled algae 
decreases to 5200, 3100, 2900, and 1500 cells/mL. An increase in reactive 
thiol functionals has resulted in a correspondingly higher grafting density and 
surface coverage of the HPG-SH coatings. In addition, the SS-TA-HPG4 
surface also shows a low algal settlement at 2600 cells/cm2, indicating 






Figure 5-17. Cell number density of A. coffeaeformis settled on the pristine, 
anchored, and HPG-modified surfaces after 24 h of immersion in the algal suspension 
at 25 °C. Inset is the calibration curve of the fluorescence intensity vs. the cell density 






In a collective design of surface functionalization, the formation of monolayer, 
multilayer, and polymeric layer anchors on stainless steel (SS) substrates has 
been achieved respectively by deposition of the nature-derived N-dopamine 
maleimide (DM), tannic acid (TA), and polydopamine (PDA). These 
biomimetic anchors rely on the surface chemistry of catechols and 
polyphenols, which readily attach on virtually all types of organic and 
inorganic materials. Highly hydrophilic hyperbranched polyglycerol (HPG) 
with thiol moieties (HPG-SH) was synthesized for subsequent tethering on the 
anchored SS surfaces via Michael addition or thiol-ene ‘click’ reaction to 
impart antifouling property. The grafting density of HPG-SH can be controlled 
by tuning the degree of thiolation. In comparison to the pristine and anchors-
functionalized SS surfaces, the HPG-modified surfaces substantially reduced 
the adhesion of Gram-negative Pseudomonas sp. and Gram-positive 
Staphilococcus epidermidis, and further inhibited the biofilm formation of 
these bacteria. The HPG-modified surfaces also exhibit antifouling effect 
against A. coffeaeformis settlement. The biofouling inhibition mechanism of 
HPG coatings presumably rely on the superior hydrophilicity, and therefore 
extendable to a wide range applications of materials. The surface modification 
strategy inspired by nature was achieved in a simple manner to produce 
durable and environmentally-benign antifouling coatings. As the precursor of 
DM and monomer of PDA, dopamine is a strong neurotransmitter with a range 
of LD50 at 59–950 mg/kg in mouse. In comparison, TA is generally recognized 
as safe (GRAS) by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and, thus, 












TEA STAINS-INSPIRED INITIATOR PRIMER FOR 
SURFACE GRAFTING OF ANTIFOULING AND 








For centuries, people have consumed tea, chocolate, and wine as breweries. 
The serving of these breweries always leaves stain on the glassware. For 
example, the pot which is used to brew or prepare tea gradually darkens in 
colour. Household routines always try to cleanse this stain, which are 
persistent and hard to remove. Tea also stains the teeth of those who consume 
it on a regular basis, leaving unpleasantly yellowish colouration. Tea stain on 
teeth is difficult to remove, even with regular brushing.(Joiner 2010) Curiosity 
has led early civilizations to establish a method for curing leather products 
with tea extract.(Fathima et al. 2004; Silberman and Bauer 2012) This tanning 
process protects leather from withering and leaves dark brown colour in 
consequence. Tannic acid (TA) is the polyphenolic constituent responsible for 
tea staining and tanning.(Quideau et al. 2011; Sileika et al. 2013) The inherent 
ability of TA to adhere to independent substrates provides an inspiration for 
the development of biomimetic surface primer or anchor based on TA. 
 
Biofouling, the unwanted accumulation of micro- and macro-organisms on 
wetted surfaces, have been a worldwide problem which costs an estimated 30–
50 billion dollars annually to the maritime industry.(Neoh and Kang 2011) 
Materials that are free from biofouling and biocorrosion are vital for the 
voyage efficiency of marine vessels and the service life of submerged 
structures.(Chapman et al. 2013) In order to reduce the adhesion of 
microorganisms and prevent biofilm formation, altering the surface properties 
via molecular engineering is essential. However, current antifouling 





under scrutiny due to their detrimental effects on the environment.(Chambers 
et al. 2006; Yebra et al. 2004) Non-releasing functional polymer coatings with 
tailored antifouling and antimicrobial properties provide an environmentally-
benign alternative.(Yang et al. 2012b) 
 
A number of surface modification techniques and functional polymers have 
been developed to confer substrates with antifouling properties.(Deng et al. 
2012; Duque et al. 2010; Hoyle et al. 2010; Lutz 2007; Yang et al. 2014) 
Polymer brushes remain in the pinnacle technology for the production of 
durable and effective functional coatings.(Edmondson et al. 2004) In 
particular, cationic and zwitterionic polymers represent a class of charged 
functional polymers which exhibits excellent affinity for water 
molecules.(Jiang and Cao 2010) The formation of strong hydration layer 
prevents the adhesion of proteins, biomolecules and microorganisms to the 
polymer domain.(Yang et al. 2013a; Yang et al. 2013b) In addition, the 
cationic polymer brushes also exhibit antimicrobial activity against bacteria by 
disrupting their cellular membrane.(Murata et al. 2007) Thus, the presence of 
positively-charged polymer brushes on the surface can impart low-fouling 
properties to the materials. For surface modification with functional polymer 
brushes, the ‘grafting-from’ approach has the advantage of producing higher 
grafting density over the ‘grafting-to’ approach.(Edmondson et al. 2004; 
Zdyrko and Luzinov 2011) The combination of biomimetic anchors and 
surface-initiated polymerization would represent a ‘greener’ technology to 






In the present work, an initiator primer was prepared by partial substitution of 
the trihydroxyphenyl moieties in TA molecules with alkyl bromide. The 
remaining trihydroxyphenyls of TA were used to facilitate the anchoring of 
the initiator primer to the stainless steel (SS) surface through the formation of 
tridentate complexes. The bifunctional primer provided initiating sites for 
subsequent surface-initiated atom transfer radical polymerization (SI-ATRP) 
of cationic [2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl]trimethylammonium chloride (META), 
and zwitterionic 2-methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine (MPC) and N-(3-
sulfopropyl)-N-(methacryloxyethyl)-N,N-dimethyl ammonium betaine 
(SBMA). To assess the antifouling properties, the functionalized SS surfaces 
were challenged with bacterial adhesion, microalgal attachment, and barnacle 
cyprids settlement. 
 
6.2. Experimental Section 
6.2.1. Materials 
Stainless steel (SS) foils (AISI type 304, 0.05 mm thick) were purchased from 
Goodfellow Ltd., Cambridge, UK. Tannic acid (TA), α-bromoisobutyryl 
bromide (BiBB, 98%), copper(I) bromide (CuBr, 99%), copper(II) bromide 
(CuBr2, 98%), 2,2’-bipyridine (bpy, 99+%), [2-
(methacryloyloxy)ethyl]trimethylammonium chloride (META, 80%), N-(3-
sulfopropyl)-N-(methacryloxyethyl)-N,N-dimethyl ammonium betaine 
(SBMA, 97%), and 2-methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine (MPC, 97%) 
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO. Pyridine, 
tetrahydrofuran (THF), methanol, and isopropanol were of analytical grade 





National Collection of Industrial Marine Bacteria, Sussex, U.K. 
Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus, ATCC 12228) was obtained from 
American Type Culture Collection, Manassas, VA. The LIVE/DEAD 
BacLight Bacterial Viability Kit L131152 was purchased from Molecular 
Probes Inc., Eugene, OR.  
 
6.2.2. Synthesis of brominated TA (TABr) 
The preparation of TABr is shown schematically in Fig 6-1. Approximately 
1.7 g (1 mmol) of TA and 0.25 mL (3 mmol) of pyridine were dissolved in 30 
mL of THF. The solution was stirred vigorously and cooled down to 0 °C in 
an ice bath. Subsequently, 0.37 mL (3 mmol) of BiBB in 10 mL of THF was 
introduced drop-wise to the solution at 0 °C. After BiBB addition, the reaction 
was allowed to proceed at room temperature for 24 h under vigorous stirring. 
After reaction, the mixture was dialyzed against deionized water to remove the 
salt, and then freeze-dried to obtain the brominated TA powder, denoted as 
TABr. 
 






6.2.3. Immobilization of TABr initiator primer on SS substrates 
The SS foils were cut into 2 cm × 2 cm coupons and immersed in the piranha 
solution (H2SO4 (95 – 97%):H2O2 (30%) = 3:1, v/v) for 30 min to oxidize the 
organic residues. After oxidation, the SS coupons were subjected to sequential 
ultrasonic cleansing in deionized water, acetone, and ethanol for 10 min each. 
The clean SS coupons were dried under reduced pressure. 
 
Surface anchoring and polymer grafting are shown schematically in Fig 6-2. 
In a petridish (ϕ 90 mm), 40 mg of TABr was dissolved in 20 mL of aqueous 
NaCl solution (0.6 M, pH 8.5). Subsequently, four coupons of SS were 
introduced into the solution. The petridish was sealed and the mixture was 
agitated in an orbital shaker for 24 h to allow the anchoring of initiator primer 
on the surfaces. The TABr-anchored SS surfaces, denoted as SS-TABr, were 
immersed in deionized water and ethanol for 5 min each to remove the loosely 
adsorbed salt and initiator primer. 
 
6.2.4. Grafting of charged polymer brushes from the SS-TABr surfaces 
The grafting of polymer brushes was carried out via typical surface-initiated 
atom transfer radical polymerization (SI-ATRP) in test tubes (ϕ 20 mm, length 
100 mm). Four coupons of SS-TABr, 5 mL (26.60 mmol) of META, 41.5 mg 
(0.27 mmol) of bpy, and 11.8 mg (0.05 mmol) of CuBr2 were introduced into a 
mixture of 3 mL of isopropanol and 2 mL of deionized water. The mixture 
was stirred and degassed with purified argon for 30 min. Subsequently, 38.2 
mg (0.26 mmol) of CuBr was added to the mixture and the test tube was 





25 °C for 24 h. The META polymer-grafted substrates, denoted as SS-g-
P(META), were serially immersed overnight in aqueous 
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid disodium salt (EDTA) solution to remove the 
copper catalyst, and in a mixture of isopronanol and deionized water (3:2, v/v) 
to remove the physically-adsorbed salt, monomer and homopolymer. 
 
Figure 6-2. Surface functionalization of stainless steel (SS) with cationic and 
zwitterionic polymer brushes via the ‘grafting-from’ approach. 
 
Four coupons of SS-TABr, 5 g (17.90 mmol) of SBMA, 28.0 mg (0.18 mmol) 
of bpy, and 7.9 mg (0.03 mmol) of CuBr2 were introduced into a mixture of 4 
mL of deionized water and 1 mL of methanol. The mixture was stirred and 
degassed with purified argon for 30 min. Subsequently, 25.7 mg (0.18 mmol) 
of CuBr was added to the mixture and the test tube was quickly sealed. The 





SBMA polymer-grafted substrates, denoted as SS-g-P(SBMA), were serially 
immersed overnight in aqueous ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid disodium salt 
(EDTA) solution to remove the copper catalyst, and in a mixture of deionized 
water and methanol (4:1, v/v) to remove the physically-adsorbed salt, 
monomer and homopolymer. 
 
Four coupons of SS-TABr, 5 g (16.93 mmol) of MPC, 26.45 mg (0.17 mmol) 
of bpy, and 7.5 mg (0.03 mmol) of CuBr2 were introduced into 5 mL of 
methanol. The mixture was stirred and degassed with purified argon for 30 
min. Subsequently, 24.3 mg (0.17 mmol) of CuBr was added to the mixture 
and the test tube was quickly sealed. The polymerization was allowed to 
proceed under stirring at 25 °C for 24 h. The MPC polymer-grafted substrates, 
denoted as SS-g-P(MPC), were serially immersed overnight in aqueous 
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid disodium salt (EDTA) solution to remove the 
copper catalyst, and in methanol to remove the physically-adsorbed salt, 
monomer and homopolymer. 
 
6.2.5. Characterization 
The chemical structures of TA and TABr were characterized by 1H NMR 
spectroscopy using DMSO-d6 as the solvent, as described in Section 3.2.5. 
Matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry 
(MALDI-TOF MS) was performed on a Bruker AutoFle II apparatus. Surface 
compositions of the modified SS substrates were determined by X-ray 





contact angles of the pristine and surface-functionalized SS substrates were 
measured on a telescopic goniometer, as described in Section 3.2.5. 
 
6.2.6. Bacterial adhesion assay 
Pseudomonas sp. and S. aureus were cultured and employed for the initial 
adhesion assay, as described in Section 3.2.7 and Section 4.2.7, respectively. 
Incubation of the sample substrates was carried out in the bacterial suspension 
at a concentration of 107 cells/mL. After washing thrice with ultrapure water 
to remove the non-adhered bacteria, each sample substrate was stained with 
LIVE/DEAD BacLight solution and observed under a fluorescence 
microscope, as described in Section 5.2.5. 
 
6.2.7. Amphora coffeaeformis attachment assay 
Amphora coffeaeformis (UTEX B2080) was cultivated and employed for the 
microalgal attachment assay, as described in Section 5.2.6. The qualitative and 
quantitative assays of microalgal attachment were carried out under a 
fluorescence microscope and microplate reader, respectively, as described in 
Section 5.2.6.  
 
6.2.8. Barnacle cyprids settlement assay 
Barnacle (Amphibalanus (=Balanus) amphitrite) was used to challenge the 
functionalized SS substrates against marine macrofouling. Cyprid larvae of 
barnacles were cultivated and employed for the settlement assay, as described 






6.2.9. Stability tests of the polymer brush coatings 
To assess the stability of the coatings on SS surfaces, the SS-g-P(META), SS-
g-P(MPC), and SS-g-P(SBMA) surfaces were placed on a flow channel. A 
stream of simulated seawater was flown through the channel at 13 cm/s and 25 
°C for 14 days, creating a continuous shear on the sample surfaces. After 
being subjected to the flow test, the substrates were rinsed with deionized 
water and dried under reduced pressure. The surface composition of each 
substrate was then determined by XPS analysis. 
 
6.3. Results and Discussion 
6.3.1. Synthesis of brominated tannic acid (TABr) initiator primer 
Despite being a bidentate nucleophile, the abundant phenolic moieties of 
tannic acid (TA) are more exposed than the aromatic rings. This configuration 
suggests that TA can undergo nucleophilic O-acylation upon introduction of 
α-bromoisobutyryl bromide (BiBB) to produce the brominated tannic acid 
(TABr). The key to the synthesis of bifunctional initiator primer is partial 
esterification of the trihydroxyphenyl moieties of TA by controlling the molar 
feed ratio of the reactants. In the 1H NMR spectra (Fig 6-3), the chemical 
shifts at about 6.7–7.5 and 8.7–10.2 ppm represent the aromatic and hydroxyl 
protons of TA, respectively. After esterification into TABr, new chemical 
shifts appear at approximately 1.9 and 2.0 ppm, arising from the methyl 
protons adjacent to the bromide atom. The nucleophilic O-acylation reaction is 
supported by the decrease in peak area of the hydroxyl proton signals at 8.7–
10.2 ppm. The spectral line shape of TABr in the region of 4.2–10.2 ppm 





responsible for the substrate-binding attribute. From the mass spectroscopy 
analysis, the electrospray ionization (ESI) mass spectrum of TA shows an 
intense peak at m/z of 1700.16 [M-H+], while the ESI mass spectrum of TABr 
exhibits two peaks at m/z of 2035.19 [M+K+] and 2183.38 [M+K+]. Since the 
molecular weight of TA would increase by 148 g/mol after the introduction of 
each alkyl bromide, there are 2 to 3 alkyl bromide substitutions in a TA 
molecule. 
 
Figure 6-3. 1H NMR spectra of TA and TABr in DMSO-d6. 
 
6.3.2. Surface immobilization of TABr initiator primer on the substrates 
Stainless steel (SS) substrates were functionalized with the TABr initiator 
primer to introduce alkyl bromide terminals on the surface. The 













chelation to form the tridentate coordination complexes.(Jeon et al. 2013) In 
comparison to the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) wide-scan 
spectrum of the pristine SS surface (Fig 6-4a) and that of the TABr-anchored 
SS surface (SS-TABr, Fig 6-4b), the characteristic signals of metallic 
elements, viz. the Cr 2p, Fe 2p, and Ni 2p core-level signals with respective 
binding energies (BEs) at 577, 711, and 860 eV,(Yang et al. 2011) are no 
longer discernible, indicative of a coating thickness above the 8-nm probing 
depth of the XPS technique in organic matrices.(Cai et al. 2011b) The 
combination of phenolic self-affinity and non-covalent oligomerization via 
hydrogen bonding has contributed to the surface deposition and formation of 
multilayer coatings.(Sileika et al. 2013) In return, new signals characteristics 
of Br 3d, Br 3p, and Br 3s species with respective BEs at 70, 189, and 256 eV 
appear in the wide scan spectrum of the SS-TABr surface.(Yang et al. 2013b) 
The XPS C 1s core-level spectrum of the SS-TABr surface (Fig 6-4c) can be 
curve-fitted into three peak components with BEs at 284.6, 286.2, and 288.4 
for the respective C–H, C–O/C–Br, and O–C=O species.(Pranantyo et al. 
2014) In the Br 3d core-level spectrum (Fig 6-4d), the emerged spin-orbit split 
doublet can be curve-fitted into Br 3d5/2 and Br 3d3/2 peak components with 
respective BEs at 70.4 and 71.5 eV and an area ratio of about 3:2, indicative of 
the covalently bonded alkyl bromide species on the SS-TABr surface.(Yang et 
al. 2011) In comparison to the pristine SS surface, static water contact angle of 






Figure 6-4. XPS (a,b) wide-scan, (c,e,g,i) C 1s, (d) Br 3d, and (f,h,j) N 1s core-level 
spectra of the (a) pristine SS, (b,c,d) SS-TABr, (e,f) SS-g-P(META), (g,h) SS-g-





Table 6-1. Static water contact angle of the pristine and surface-functionalized 
stainless steel (SS) substrates. 
Sample surfaces Static water contact anglea 
Pristine SS 77° ± 3° 
SS-TABr 51° ± 3° 
SS-g-P(META) 15° ± 2° 
SS-g-P(MPC) 14° ± 2° 
SS-g-P(SBMA) 11° ± 2° 
a Static water contact angle denotes the (mean value) ± (standard deviation) obtained 
from three replicates. 
 
The trihydroxyphenyl groups of TA are highly reactive and exhibit inherent 
non-specific affinity. TABr can be beneficially employed to functionalize 
metal oxide, polymer, glass, and silicon substrates. Predominant signals of C 
1s and O 1s elements with respective BEs at 285 and 530 eV appear in the 
XPS wide scan spectra of the TABr-anchored titanium oxide (TiO2-TABr), 
polystyrene dish (PSt-TABr), glass slide (GS-TABr), and silicon wafer (Si-
TABr) surfaces (Fig 6-5), indicative of the successful surface coverage by 
TABr initiator primer. In addition, the XPS Br 3d core-level spectra of the 
TiO2-TABr, PSt-TABr, GS-TABr, and Si-TABr surfaces can be curve-fitted 
into Br 3d5/2 and Br 3d3/2 peak components of covalently bonded bromide with 
respective BEs at 70.4 and 71.5 eV.(Yang et al. 2011) The presence of 
covalently bonded alkyl bromide species on a wide range of substrates 






Figure 6-5. XPS wide-scan and Br 3d core-level spectra of the (a,b) TiO-TABr, (c,d) 
PSt-TABr, (e,f) GS-TABr, and (g,h) Si-TABr surfaces. 
 
6.3.3. Post-modification of the SS-TABr surfaces with functional polymer 
brushes 
The SS-TABr surface has specific alkyl halide initiation sites for post-





surface-initiated ATRP (SI-ATRP) from the SS-TABr substrates was 
controlled at the [monomer]:[catalyst]:[deactivator]:[ligand] molar feed ratio 
of 100:1:0.2:1. After the graft polymerization of [2-
(methacryloyloxy)ethyl]trimethylammonium chloride (META), the resulting 
SS-g-P(META) surface exhibits a low water contact angle of ~15°, due to 
highly hydrophilic nature of the META polymer brushes (Table 6-1). The 
XPS C 1s core-level spectrum of the SS-g-P(META) surface (Fig 6-4e) can be 
curve-fitted into three peak components with binding energies (BEs) at 284.6 
for the neutral C–H species, 286.2 eV for the C–O/C–N+ species, and 288.5 
eV for the O–C=O species.(Yang et al. 2013b) The single peak component in 
the N 1s core-level spectrum (Fig 6-4f) at the BE of 402.6 eV is attributable to 
the quaternary ammonium cation (N+) species in the side chains of 
P(META).(Yang et al. 2012a) 
 
SI-ATRP of 2-methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine (MPC) has resulted in 
the SS-g-P(MPC) surface with static water contact angle of ~14° (Table 6-1). 
The zwitterionic polymer brushes exhibit strong electrostatic interaction with 
water molecules, which contribute to the highly hydrophilic property of the 
modified surface. The XPS C 1s core-level spectrum of the SS-g-P(MPC) 
surface (Fig 6-4g) comprises of four peak components at the BEs of 284.6, 
285.6, 286.2, and 288.5 eV, attributable to the C–H, C–N, C–O/C–N+/C–PO4-, 
and O–C=O  species, respectively.(Cai et al. 2013) The N 1s core-level 
spectrum (Fig 6-4h) is dominated by the quaternary ammonium (N+) peak 
component with BE at 402.6 eV.(Cai et al. 2013) The appearance of P 2p3/2 





132.7 and 133.5 eV and attributable to the phosphate species, is in agreement 
with the presence of MPC polymer brush coatings on the modified 
surface.(Cai et al. 2013) 
 
The SS surface modified with the highly hydrophilic zwitterionic N-(3-
sulfopropyl)-N-(methacryloxyethyl)-N,N-dimethyl ammonium betaine 
(SBMA) polymer brushes, denoted as the SS-g-P(SBMA) surface, yields the 
lowest static water contact angle of ~11° (Table 6-1). The XPS C 1s core-
level spectrum of the SS-g-P(SBMA) surface (Fig 6-4i) can be curve-fitted 
into four peak components, attributable to C–H, C–N, C–O/C–N+/C–SO3-, and 
O–C=O  species with respective BEs at 284.6, 285.6, 286.2, and 288.5 
eV.(Cai et al. 2011b) The N 1s core-level spectrum of the SS-g-P(SBMA) 
surface is dominated by the quaternary ammonium (N+) species with BE at 
402.6 eV (Fig 6-4j).(Yang et al. 2012a) In the S 2p core-level spectrum, a 
strong spin-orbit split doublet signal can be curve fitted into the S 2p3/2 and S 
2p1/2 peak components at the respective BEs of 167 and 168.2 eV, arising from 
the sulfobetaine species of SBMA polymer brushes.(Cai et al. 2011b) 
 
Stability and durability of the functional coatings are important criteria for 
evaluating long-term applications in harsh environments. To evaluate the 
stability of the polymer brush coatings, the SS-g-P(META), SS-g-P(MPC), 
and SS-g-P(SBMA) surfaces were subjected to a stream of simulated seawater 
at 13 cm/s and 25 °C for 14 days. In comparison to the as-prepared surfaces, 
the XPS wide scan spectra of the polymer-functionalized surfaces do not 





seawater for 14 days (Fig 6-6). The XPS signals of the underlying metallic 
elements from SS, namely Cr 2p, Fe 2p, and Ni 2p core-level signals with 
respective BEs at 577, 711, and 860 eV, are barely discernible for the 
polymer-grafted surfaces after the flow test, indicating that the composition 
and thickness of the polymer brushes has decreased only slightly due to shear 
and abrasion of the seawater stream. Therefore, the polymer brush coatings 
grown from the TABr initiator primer are relatively stable and durable. 
 
Figure 6-6. XPS wide scan spectra of the (a,b) SS-g-P(META), (c,d) SS-g-P(MPC), 
and (e,f) SS-g-P(SBMA) surfaces, indicating the (a,c,e) as-prepared sample substrates 
and (b,d,f) sample substrates after being exposed to the flow test for 14 d. Insets are 





6.3.4. Antibacterial properties of the polymer-grafted surfaces 
Antimicrobial activity of the surfaces modified with polymer brushes was 
evaluated using marine Gram-negative Pseudomonas sp. and waterborne 
Gram-positive Staphilococcus aureus (S. aureus). A crowd of viable bacterial 
cells (appearing green) has achieved initial adhesion on the pristine SS surface 
(Fig 6-7a,b) after being immersed in the Pseudomonas sp. suspension for 4 h. 
The SS-TABr surface displays only a slight decrease in the number of adhered 
viable cells (Fig 6-7c), indicating high susceptibility of the pristine and 
initiator-anchored SS surfaces toward bacterial adhesion. A few spots of dead 
cells (appearing red) are discernible on the SS-TABr surface (Fig 6-7d), 
presumably arose from the natural role of plant polyphenols in biological 
defense against pathogens.(Quideau et al. 2011; Sileika et al. 2013) In 
comparison, only a few viable cells adhered and distributed evenly on the SS-
g-P(META), SS-g-P(MPC), and SS-g-P(SBMA) surfaces (Fig 6-7e,g,i), 
indicating antibacterial and anti-adhesion properties of the polymer brush 
coatings. Moreover, the SS-g-P(META) surface displays strong contact-based 
bactericidal activity, as indicated by a flock of dead cells on the surface (Fig 
6-7f). The quaternary ammonium cations of P(META) brushes can disrupt the 
integrity of bacterial cell membranes by ion exchange.(Huang et al. 2008; 
Murata et al. 2007) In contrast, the SS-g-P(MPC) and SS-g-P(SBMA) surfaces 
display a negligible number of dead cells (Fig 6-7h,j), implying no biocidal 
effect of the coatings. Owing to their high affinity for water molecules, the 
zwitterionic MPC and SBMA polymer brushes form a strong hydration layer 
that prevents bacteria adhere on the surface.(Jiang and Cao 2010; Mi and Jiang 











Figure 6-7. Fluorescence micrographs of the (a,c,e,g,i) live and (b,d,f,h,j) dead 
Pseudomonas sp. adhered to the (a,b) pristine SS, (c,d) SS-TABr, (e,f) SS-g-
P(META), (g,h) SS-g-P(MPC), and (i,j) SS-g-P(SBMA) surfaces after 4 h of 

















Figure 6-8. Fluorescence micrographs of the (a,c,e,g,i) live and (b,d,f,h,j) dead S. 
aureus adhered to the (a,b) pristine SS, (c,d) SS-TABr, (e,f) SS-g-P(META), (g,h) 
SS-g-P(MPC), and (i,j) SS-g-P(SBMA) surfaces after 4 h of immersion in the 











6.3.5. Resistance of the polymer-grafted surfaces against microalgal 
attachment 
As a member of the raphid diatoms, Amphora coffeaeformis is widely known 
as a major microfouler in the benthic zone of marine environment.(Wu et al. 
2013) To investigate the antifouling performance of the polymer-grafted 
surfaces, Amphora was employed as the challenge organism. After 24 h of 
immersion in the algal suspension, the Amphora heavily fouled the pristine 
and TABr-anchored SS substrates, either in discreet or cluster formation (Fig 
6-9a,b). In contrast, only a few algal cells have attached on the polymer-
grafted surfaces (Fig 6-9c–e). The highly hydrophilic polymer brushes of 
META, MPC and SBMA probably have caused continuous dilution of the 
microalgae with seawater, thus weakened their adhesion on the modified 
surfaces. 
 
Complete detachment of the algal cells from the fouled pristine SS surface can 
be achieved via ultrasonic agitation for 10 min (Fig 6-9f). Under an excitation 
wavelength (λex) of 440 nm, the chlorophyll of A. coffeaeformis cells exhibits 
auto-fluorescence with a major emission peak at ~690 nm (Fig 5-15). Hence, 
fluorescence intensity of the planktonic algal suspension is proportional to the 
cell density, as shown in the calibration curve (inset of Fig 6-10). In addition, 
fluorescence intensity of the algal suspension increases by ~18% upon an 
extended period of ultrasonic treatment and reaches a constant value after ~6 
min (Fig 5-16), implying that ultrasonic treatment has no diminishing effect 
on the auto-fluorescence capacity of the algal cells. Therefore, the 
quantification method is reliable and can account for the overall fouling area 





TABr-anchored SS surfaces are susceptible to heavy fouling of 13,900 and 
12,300 cells/cm2, respectively, over a 24-h period (Fig 6-10). In comparison, 
the SS-g-P(META), SS-g-P(MPC), and SS-g-P(SBMA) surfaces exhibit low 
fouling effect at 3,700, 3,600, and 3,500 cells/cm2, respectively, over the same 
period. These results are in a good agreement with the qualitative observations 
under fluorescence microscopy. 
    
    
    
Figure 6-9. Fluorescence micrographs of the A. coffeaeformis attached to the (a) 
pristine SS, (b) SS-TABr, (c) SS-g-P(META), (d) SS-g-P(MPC), and (e) SS-g-
P(SBMA) surfaces after 24 h of immersion in the algal solution at 25 °C, and (f) their 
detachment from the pristine SS after cleaning (agitation) in an ultrasonic bath for 10 











Figure 6-10. Attachment density of A. coffeaeformis on the pristine and 
functionalized SS surfaces after 24 h of immersion in the 105 cells/mL algal 
suspension at 25 °C. Inset is the calibration curve of the standard algal suspension 
presented in logarithmic scale. Error bars denote the standard deviation from three 
replicates. 
 
6.3.6. Resistance of the polymer-grafted surfaces against barnacle cyprids 
settlement 
In the marine environment, barnacle (Amphibalanus (=Balanus) Amphitrite) 
cyprids are considered as one of the most persistent and active macrofoulers 
around the world.(Aldred and Clare 2008) The pristine and modified SS 
surfaces were challenged with barnacle cyprids to assess the macrofouling 
resistance of the polymer brush coatings. Using the droplet method, the 
settlement assay was carried out over a 24-h period with a total population of 
~40 larvae.(Pranantyo et al. 2014) Up to 86% and 75% of the total cyprids 
settled on the pristine SS and SS-TABr surfaces, respectively (Fig 6-11), 





P(META), SS-g-P(MPC), and SS-g-P(SBMA) surfaces exhibit a low cyprid 
settlement rate at 6.3%, 1.5%, and 1.4%, respectively. In addition, a mortality 
rate below 11% in each test case indicates that there was no toxic residue 
present on all the sample substrates.(Yang et al. 2012b) The strong hydration 
layers within the domain of cationic and zwitterionic polymer brushes 
presumably have excluded the glycoproteinous cement of barnacle cyprids 
during their settlement process, and contributed to the low macrofouling 





Figure 6-10. Percentage of settled and dead barnacle cyprids on the pristine and 
functionalized SS surfaces relative to the initial population over a settlement period of 
24 h. Error bars denote the standard deviation from three replicates. 
 
6.4. Conclusion 
Tea stains cause problems in household and daily life by leaving marks on 





range of material surfaces for beneficial purposes. As a constituent responsible 
for tea staining, tannic acid (TA) was partially brominated via simple 
esterification to obtain the TABr initiator primer. The bifunctional TABr was 
anchored on the stainless steel (SS) substrates for subsequent surface-initiated 
atom transfer radical polymerization (SI-ATRP) of [2-
(methacryloyloxy)ethyl]trimethylammonium chloride (META), 2-
methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine (MPC) and N-(3-sulfopropyl)-N-
(methacryloxyethyl)-N,N-dimethyl ammonium betaine (SBMA). The cationic 
poly(META)-grafted surface showed a strong contact-based bactericidal 
effect, while the zwitterionic poly(MPC)- and poly(SBMA)-grafted surfaces 
exhibit low bacterial adhesion. The polymer-grafted surfaces also exhibit good 
resistance against Amphora coffeaeformis (microalgae) attachment and 
barnacle cyprids settlement, demonstrating superior antifouling properties. 
The cationic and zwitterionic polymer brushes demonstrated generic efficacies 
for biofouling resistance, and therefore applicable to serve various purposes. 
The biomimetic initiator primer inspired by tea stains offers a ‘green’ and 
versatile surface functionalization approach via surface-initiated graft-
polymerization. The TABr was anchorable on a wide range of materials, as 
represented by titanium dioxide, polystyrene, glass, and silicon wafer. The 
polymer brush coatings could withstand the shear abrasion of seawater for 14 
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7.1. Conclusions and outlooks 
A wide variety of anchors have been developed in the past years as a platform 
for the molecularly-engineered surface modification. The selection of anchors 
is defined to a large extent by the substrates of interest, as depicted by the 
characteristic type of affinity and bond strength of the specific interface 
system. Among other factors, the anchor//substrate interface plays a major 
contribution to the stability of the coating. A full comprehension of the 
interfacial structure and composition between anchoring group and substrate is 
crucial to determine the optimal conditions of anchoring processes, as well as 
to utilize the controllability of the anchor molecules. There is also a broad 
spectrum of surface applications and requirements, which results in the use of 
increasingly diverse organic coatings and polymer brushes. Alteration of the 
anchor molecules for the post-functionalization purpose is therefore 
imperative in the preparation of less-laborious coating processes. By tailoring 
the end terminals of the anchor molecules with reactive/clickable groups or 
radical initiators, functional polymers can be tethered directly via ‘grafting-to’ 
or ‘grafting-from’ technique, respectively. Moreover, the preparation of 
applicative functional polymers containing anchorable groups has enabled the 
completion of surface modification in one step coating process. With the 
advances in polymer synthesis and coupling chemistry, macromolecular 
anchors also emerge as a means to enhance the binding groups of each anchor 
unit. Rational design of macromolecular anchors with well-defined structure 
configuration and head-to-tail composition are accessible via controlled 
radical polymerization techniques and modular ‘click’ chemistry. 





technology for increased surface coverage and ablation durability of the 
coatings. Small molecular anchors may arguably provide the highest 
controllability in precision engineering, but macromolecular anchors still 
retain the capacity to create surface pattern at the microscale level via 
photomasking or microcontact printing. Nature also provides an immense 
collection of biological adhesives which can be beneficially employed as 
surface anchors. The elegant application of biological adhesives in surface 
modification adopts prevalent traits for biocompatibility, environmental 
friendliness, and intriguing versatility towards independent substrates. The 
evolution of anchoring techniques continuously strives towards improved 
stability, efficiency, controllability, environmental friendliness, facile and 
‘green’ procedures. 
 
Important merits and potentials in this research work are summarized into 
three categories. Firstly, the exploration of various anchoring techniques on 
technologically different types of substrates depicted the latest and extensive 
study towards the adaptive manners of surface modification. The formation of 
interfacial covalent bond through nitrene chemistry gave rise to durable 
coatings and facile micropatterning on organic and polymer substrates. Non-
specific adhesion of mussel-mimic catechol and its derivatives provided a 
versatile surface platform for diverse applications. Inspired by the non-specific 
deposition of tea stains, polyphenols and its derivatives were developed as a 
novel alternative in the field of surface chemistry. Tannic acid depicted a 
universal, durable, and environmentally-benign means of surface modification, 





Secondly, surface modifications have been carried out by means of ‘grafting-
from’ and ‘grafting-to’ techniques, involving conventional conjugation, 
modular ‘click’ chemistry, and sophisticatedly controlled radical 
polymerization. It allowed a comparative study about the grafting density and 
efficacy of the polymer coatings prepared from different techniques. Surface 
grafting of functional polymers by Michael addition and thiol-ene ‘click’ 
reaction resulted in antifouling coatings with sufficient efficacy to reduce 
bacterial adhesion and microalgal attachment. More robust and dense 
antifouling polymer brushes were grown by surface-initiated atom transfer 
radical polymerization (SI-ATRP), which exhibit additional efficacy to 
combat the macrofouling of barnacle cyprids. 
 
Thirdly, a library of functional polymer coatings has been developed for non-
depletive and environmentally-benign applications in biofouling management. 
Conventional design of anti-adhesion surface by hydrophilic polymer brushes, 
such as poly(HEMA) and poly(PEGMA), remain popular for biofouling 
inhibition. Both polymer brushes have been widely reported to have efficacy 
in reducing protein adhesion, bacterial attachment, and barnacle cyprid 
settlement on the modified surface.(Ekblad et al. 2008; Khalil et al. 2014; 
Krishnan et al. 2008; Lundberg et al. 2010; Magin et al. 2011; Yandi et al. 
2014) Hyperbranched polyglycerols (HPG), a class of hydrophilic polymer 
with globular configuration, exhibit excellent antifouling properties with a 
more compact functional density than the linear analogues. There have been a 
lot of reports on protein adhesion and cell proliferation resistance of the HPG 





2014a; Wei et al. 2014b; Wei et al. 2014c; Weinhart et al. 2011) but only a 
few investigated about their antibacterial adhesion.(Weber et al. 2012) The 
capacity of HPG coatings to reduce microalgal settlement is a novel finding in 
the advances of antifouling surface. Cationic polymer brushes with pendant 
quaternary phosphonium, pyridinium, or ammonium moieties, such as 
poly(META), have been reported to have the efficacy in killing bacteria 
through cell membrane disruption.(Engler et al. 2011; Hatakeyama et al. 2009; 
Huang et al. 2008; Murata et al. 2007; Sambhy et al. 2008) However, they 
bear the expense of cell attraction due to the electrostatic interaction between 
the positive charges of cations and the negative charges of bacterial membrane 
Multifunctional coatings prepared by integration of hydrophilic and cationic 
polymer brushes, such as monosaccharide-quaternized poly(DMAEMA), 
represented a collaborative breakthrough of bactericidal and anti-adhesion 
properties. Zwitterionic polymer brushes, such as poly(CBMA), poly(SBMA), 
and poly(MPC), also exhibit the capacity of creating an intense surface 
hydration layer due to their electrostatic interaction with polar water 
molecules. Explorative research about zwitterionic polymer brushes is still a 
hot topic in the field of antifouling materials, despite the number of reports 
about their efficacy to reduce surface attachment of protein, bacteria, 
microalgae, and barnacle cyprids.(Aldred et al. 2010a; Li et al. 2011; Zhang et 
al. 2009b) The energetic penalty of water removal by the biological functions 
of micro- and macro-foulants results in the antifouling properties of the 







7.2. Recommendations for future works 
The advent of analytical techniques provides a facility for thorough 
characterization of adhesion at the nanoscale level. It allows the deduction of 
molecular structure and electronic configuration of surface anchors, which will 
provide a crucial contribution to a better understanding of the coatings lifetime 
and stability, as well as adhesive failure. In general, surface invasion by native 
adhesives involves a series of biological functions in sophisticated manners. A 
detailed comprehension of the interactions between biological adhesives and 
material surfaces will be very helpful for further characterization of natural 
binding mechanism, as well as chemical synthesis of future biomimetic 
adhesives. The trends in exploiting nature-extract and biomimetic adhesives 
have a potential for feasible collaboration with the synthetic chemistry in order 
to fully manipulate the features of multifunctional anchors. It is envisioned 
that important discoveries for future biomimetic anchors may revolve around 
the post-translationally modified amino acids, polysaccharide-based systems, 
adhesions based on discrete structural units, and multivalent or hybrid 
platforms. 
 
There are scientific challenges and limitations in the development of 
antifouling coatings. Functional polymer brushes generally reconstruct upon 
immersion in aqueous media, which causes adaptive changes in surface 
structure and morphology. Surface scanning and characterization of the 
polymer coatings, e.g. by atomic force microscopy (AFM) and sum frequency 
generation vibrational spectroscopy, are thus important, especially in the 





useful technique to determine the electrokinetic strength of the charged 
surfaces after functionalization with cationic polymer brushes. Compilation of 
typical investigations reveals that biofouling assays in the laboratory scale are 
often simplified and specifically addressed for particular (micro)-organisms. 
In the applications of biomaterials and medical devices, the physiological 
conditions are much more complicated than the conditions in the in vitro tests. 
Similarly, marine environment is a rich ecosystem with a lot of intriguing 
aquatic functions. The investigation of antifouling and antibacterial 
performances should include in vivo models and/or field tests for the 
feasibility and applicability study. The vast diversity of fouling organisms in 
the body tissue and marine environment is a critical challenge in the 
development of antifouling polymer coatings. It is difficult to find 
generalization, because the responses of various fouling organisms are 
different to each surface function. A good understanding of the fouling 
interactions between the organism and the surface will be very helpful for 
designing effective antifouling polymer coatings. A deductive approach would 
be the development of multifunctional coatings which combine the synergistic 
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